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Holland City News.
VOL. XVIII. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JULY 27, 1889. NO. 26
The Mail City News
TTOLLAND CITY STAVE FACTORY. Joseph
JLi Klxter, proprietor, manufacturer of Staves
and Headings. White and Black Ash Bolts
bought. River street.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
HOLLAND, - MICH.
TT UNTLEY, A., Practical Machinist Mill aud
11 Engine Repairs a specialty. Shop on Sev-
enth street, near River.
L. MULDER, Publlilier.
TT UNTLEY, JAR., Architect, Builder and Con-
11 tractor. Office in New Mill and Factory on
River street.
Terms of Subscription:
$1.50 per vear if paid in advance ; $2.00
if paid at six months.
Rates of advertising made known
on application.
pHOENIX PLANING MILL. B. L. Scott. Pro-1 prietor, dealer in lumber, lath, shingles aud
brick. River street
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
nTHECAPPON Si BERT8CH LEATHER CO.,
1 tanners of Hemlock Slanahter Sole, Harness.
Grain, Calf and Kip. Office, Grand Rapids.
Attorneys and Justices.
'TUKKEN& DE SPEuDER, Manufacturers of
± Carrlaoes. Wagons, Cutters. Sleighs. Solo
owners of IXL Patent Wagon. Special attention
TNIEKEM A, G. J., Attorney at Law. Collections
Le promptly attended to. Office, \an der
Veen’s block, Eighth street.
. _ ------- Va  
to Horseshoeing and Repairing. River street.
A 7 RAALTE, B., dealer in Farm implements
w and machinery. Cor. River and Ninth Sts.
T7AIRBANK8. 1., Justice of the Pence, Notary
Jf Public aud Pension Claim Agent, River St.
near Tenth.
TyiLMS.P., Pump manufacturer, aud dealer
wv in Agricultural implemeuts of all kinds.
South River street.
TTOBT. J. C.. Attorney aud Counsellor at Law.




_ j^RUSSE HROS., Merchant Tailors.
Meat Markets.
T)LOM, C., Jn., dealer in Bakers’ Goods, Con- -- J - - LnS D^Wnd^?Fre*b^Dd^St^oa't8^eRI.er street!
niTY BAKERY, J. Pessink ABro.. Proprietors,
Fresh Bread and Bakers' Goods, Confection-
ery, etc , Eighth street.
VAN DER VEERE, WILLIAM, First Ward Meat Market. Choice meats always on
hand. Eighth street, near Fish.
Bank. Photographer.
TTOLLAND CITY B V!)K, foreign and domestic
IT exchange bought and sold. Collectious
promptly attended to. Eighth street. _ I A FAYETTE, J., Photographer. The best1-J work aud the lowest pricis. Gallery, 2uddoor easi of the City Hotel.
Barbers. Physicians.
T> AUMGARTEL, W.. Tonsorial Parlors, Eighth
15 and Cedar streets. Hairdressing promptly
attended to.
Boots and Shoes.
TT" REMERS, H., Pbyficianand Surgeon. Itesl-
IV dence on Twelfth street, corner of Market.
Office at the drug store of H. Kremers. Office
hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m„ and from S to Gp m.
JJELDER, J. D., the ohMpes^lacOji^the city
AN DUREN BROS., deale-s iu Boots audTTAPi U U IVC-.I D*»ua. t.c.o o — ---- - — -V Shoes. A large asaortmeut always on baud
Eighth street.
T T ABBS, J . A.. Physician and Burgeon. Office
at Walsh’s drug store. Residence, corner
of Eighth and Fish streets, in the house formerly
occupied by L. Sprietsema. Office Hours: 9 to
10 a m., and 3 to 5 p. m.
Real Estate Agency.
Clothing.
D OSMAN. J. W„ Merchant Tailor, kt^eps the
15 largest stock of Cloths and Ready- made
Clothing lu the city. Eighth street.
VAN WERT, T. R., Proprietor Hollaud Real
> Estate Agency. Property of all kinds
bought, sold or exchanged.
Saloons.
T TORST. W., Tailor. Renovating and repairing
V clothing & specialty cheap and good. River
street
THROWN, P., dealer in liquors aud cigars of allU kinds. Eighth street near River.
Commission Merchant.
market price paid for wheat Office in Brick
store, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
C EERY, MICHAEL, dealerin Wines, Liquors.
O and Cigars. Saloon in First Ward, three
doors east of City Hall.
Second Hand Store.
Drugs and Medicines.
IJOSMAN, A. B.. proprietor of Second Hand
IT Store, aud dealer In Stoves, Tinware, etc..
Eighth street.
CENTRAL DRUG STORE, H. Kremers, M. D.
/ Proprietor.
Watches and Jewelry.
rvOESBURG. J. 0., Dealer iu Drug* aud Medi-U dnes, Paints and Oils. Brushes, Toilet
Articles aud Perfnmt s, Imported Havana, Key
West, and Domestic Cigars.
BREYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker. Jeweler, aud
aud Eighth streets^ 8° 8’ oruer 0 M&rket
CCHOtTEN, F. J., M. D., proprietor of First© Ward Drug Store. Prescriptions carefully
compounded day or night. Eighth street.
^TEVENBON, C. A., successor to H.
O huysen, Jeweler and Optlcisn, Eighth
opposite Walsh’s drug store.
Miscellaneous.
TTTAHH. HF.BER, Druggist and Pharmacist :
VY a full stock of goods appertaining to the
business.
VATES & KANE, druggists and booksellers
1. Stock always fresh and complete, cor Eighth
and River streets.
ITE KEYZER, C., new.U Subscription AgencyNewspaper and PeriodicalLe
Dry Goods aud Groceries.
... v — * ------ > — ' -^ave order for any
publication in U. S. or Canada with him at P. 0.
I/- EPPEL, T. , dealer in lumber, lath, shingles.
TTEBT8CH, D.. dealer lu Drv Goods, Fancy E^th eS?010*1 C°rDer
X) Goods wd Furulshiug Goods. Eighth street. Ced" 8trwt
DOOT Sc KRAMER, dealer In Dry Goods. No-
D tions, Groceries, Flour, Feed, etc., EighthM-* UUUD UIUUB11VE
street next to Bank.
VfULDER, J. B., Subscription Agent for all
ivl American aud Foreign Newspapers aud
Magazines. Office, De Grondwet building.
/"I RANDALL, S. R., dealer in Department Goods
and proprietor of Holland City bazaar,
Eighth street.
SOCIETIES.
T\E JONGH C., dealerin Dry Goods, Groceries,
U Hats and Caps. Boots and Shoes, etc., Tenth
street opp . Union School building.
F. &. A. M.
T\E VRIES, D„ dealer In General Merchsndlse,
JJ and Produce. Fresh Eggs and Dairy But-
ter always on hand. River street, cor. Nlutb,
'TEKETEE, BA8TIAN, general dealer in Dry
© Goods and Groceries, Flour aud Feed. The
finest stock of Crockery in the city, cor . Eighth
and Elver streets.
A Regular Communioation of Unity Lodok.
4 A wl11 be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock on Wednesday even-
nge, Jan 10 Feb. 13, March 13. April 10. May
16, June .2. Ju,y i°. August 7, Sept. 4, Oct. a.
Nov. 6. Dec. 4. St. John’s day* June 2» aud
December 27. G. Laepple, W M
O. Bbeyman, Sro’y.- 4*^ -
LOCAL ITEMS.
: The work of planking Bradshaw’s
dock is progressing rapidly.
The Schubert concert will begin at
8:00 o’clock sharp, Tuesday evening.
for the killing of Orrin Clark, at the
preliminary examination held before
Justice Post last week Saturday. Bail
was lixed at $1,500, which was fur-
nished.
over the place, and lie is very much and he was somewhat credulous about;
Rev. J. F. Zwemer will preach in
the First Reformed Church to-morrow,
Sunday.
The Dahlia, U. S. lighthouse supply
steamer, called at the lighthouse at the
piers, Wednesday.
Fred Metz is now engaged in th
soap business with Mr. Vissers, having
severed his connection with the Work-
man Manufacturing Co. Their factory
is in the building, on River street, for-
merly occupied by W. J. Scott, as
foMufry.
pleased with its advantages and future
prospects. He expects to engage in
the real estate business here; and will
assist in keeping the “boom” rolling in
the city. - -
The steamer Favorite brought a
number of excursionists to the Park
last Sunday, from Muskegon.
There are 153 attendants at the
summer normal, now being held in
this city, and more coming every day.
The ladies of Erutha lodge, D. It.,
will give an ice cream social in the Odd
Fellows hall this evening, Saturday.
The proceeds will bo used toward pay-
ing for their organ. A cordial invita-
tion is extended to all and a good time
is anticipated.
About two hundred excursionists
from Howell, Lansing and Grand
Ledge visited the resorts last Sunday.
The Mabel Bradshaw made the run
from Chicago to this city last Monday
in seven hours, about fifteen miles an
hour.
Services will be held in the Third
Reformed Church to-morrow, Sunday,
morning and afternoon. Sunday school
at the usual hour.
Rev. W. P. Law, of Allegan will
hold divine services in Grace Episco-
pal Church, to-morrow, Sunday, at
10:30 a. m. aud 7:30 p. m.- -
The Chicago & West Mich. R y han-
dled nearly 1000 excursionists on their
road last Saturday and Sunday, to
different points on the line.
Dr. Kremers has sold his lot on
Twelfth street .opposite Rev.Beardslee’s
residence, to W. Brusse, who will soon
erect a handsome residence there.
Please remember that all communi-
cations, or letters mailed to this olhee
should have the sender’s full name
signed to them, before they will be rec-
ognized. - -
tFirst new wheat was received
day, Friday, at the Standard Rolle
There was a rumor afloat this week
that the school ma’ams would partici-
pate in an excursion to Chicago on the
steamer Mabel Bradshaw this evening,
Friday. We understand that the excur
sion will probably occur about August
16, the close of the Summer Normal.j ^ ^
Gilmore & Walsh have their large
store building on Eighth street, for-
merly occupied by Ranters Bros., ready
for occupancy, and will soon have it
filled with the largest stock of furniture
ever brought in this city. They will
be ready for business about August
There will be a meeting of the W.
T. t\, of Holland, at the residence
f Mrs. McBride, on next Thursday,
ug. 1st, at 3 p. ni., for the purpose of
discussing the object and plans of the
organization, past and present. Also
what should be the aim and work of
our local union, and how the most can
be accomplished in the best direction,
and what we are doing collectively and
individually in Holland, to help bring
about the desired object. These sub-
jects will be briefly introduced by dif-
ferent ladies of the union, followed by
others. A cordial invitation is extended
to all ladies, including the young,
the beast being a Masonic goat. He
said, “Why I joined a lodge in Detroit
and didn’t ridey or see, any goats
there!” To this the convincing reply
was made by his friend Peter: “You
don’t expect that such noble animals
are kept for drummers to ride on?
Only “Grand Oriental Patriarchs,”
like Otto Breyman and James Huntley,
ride this goat.”
It is needless to add that no one
questioned the genuineness of the





A very exciting jury trial
before Judge Fairbanks, on Monday
After two lawyers, a jury, the justice
and a large number of witnesses had
spent a day on the case, the jury
brought in a verdict for 98 cents, for
the plaintiff. It was “great cry and
little wool.”
Many inquiries have been mai.e
lately when the Fair will be held. It
will occur on Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, September 17,
18, 19 and 20. This is a week earlier
than last year, and we hope for once,
that during that time we will be fa-
vored with good weather.
Chicago is the biggest, the greatest
and the liveliest city in the west. You
Mills, which was raised by OttoSchaap,|can see ^,e ootsido and inside of it for
of Fillmore township. Yield 16 bushel Jonly $2-00* for the rolln(l triPi if you go
SSEN Will
per acre.
Mu. G. W. Karssej/ w l paint the
Market street Christian Reformed
church and parsonage, having secured
he contract at the letting last week
Thursday.
———*• -- -
the bastWe understand that all
people of Holland intend to he present
at the concert to he given by the
Schubert Club next Tuesday evening.
Are you going?
Miss Davis and Mrs. Dan. Wise are
doing lirst-class dressmaking. The la-
dies of Holland are invited to give
them a call. Read business local in
another column.
on the excursion by the steamer Mabel
Bradshaw, next Wednesday evening.
The excursion is given for the benefit
ot Columbia Hose Co. No. 2.
--- ^ - -
To-day, Saturday, at 12 o'clock noon,
the sale of seats for the Schubert Con-
cert, which will be given at the Opera
House next Tuesday evening, will open
at O. Breyman & Son’s jewelry store.
Reserve your seats early as there will,
undoubtedly, be a rush, and standing
room only will coi.fro ii the tardy.
Afi kr the annual meeting of the
Ottawa County Building and Loan As-
sociation held last week Monday even-
ing, tin* Board of Directors elected the
following otticers for the ensuing year:
President, C. A. Stevenson; Vice Presi-
A baby daughter arrived at the horn
m" .KlfLn: “ f ^
G. Van Putten; Secretary, Henry
K. O. T. M,
'IT- AN DER HAAR, H . gfneral dealer In floe
V Groceries, etc. Oysters iu season. Eighth
street
\TAa PUTTF.N, G. Sc SONS. General Dealers in
V Ihy Goods. Groceries. Greenery. Hats aud
Caps, Flour, ProvUion*, etc, River sUeet.
Crcs-ent Tent, No. 69, meets: in K. O. T. M.
Hall at 8: 00 p m., on Monday night next. All
Sir Knights are cordially Invited to attend.
Cheapest Life In-nraoce Order known Fall
particulars giyen on application.
W. A. Holley, Commander.
Geo. E. Hunt, R. K.
TI7X8E, J.. dealer In Notions and Fancy Goods,W Also Hair Work. Eighth street opiwlie CITY MARKETS.
City Hall.
Furnitore.
TUTHYER, BROUWER & CO., Dealers in all
ifl kinds of Furniture, Curtains. Wall Paper,
Carpets, Picture Frames, etc., River street.
PRODUCE, ETC.
(Corrected every Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
T7ERBEEK. W„ dealer In Furniture, WaUV Paper, Picture Framee, Household Decora-
tions and Novelties. Eighth street.
WHOLESALE. | BETAIL.




Onions ............... ' — c
PoUtoes ........ 25 to 30o
TTTALBH DE ROO Si CO., Manufacturers ct
f V Roller Flour. proprUto'* of Standard RoU*
GRAIN, FEED, ETC.
(Corrected every Friday by IF. H. Beach.)
The little stranger was warmly wel
corned and will stay with them unt
she gets married.
The fourteen-year-old son of Mrs.
Arendse, met with an accident in
Workman’s factory last week Saturday,
which crushed one of his fingers so
badly that amputation was necessary.
Du. R. Ludlum and Dr. R. Ludlum,
Jr., of Chicago, assisted by Drs. Botts-
ford, Boodle, aud Knowles, of Grand
Rapids, successfully removed a tumor
from Mrs. Dr. Wetmore last Thursday
morning.
Hope church was unable to accom-
modate all the people that assembled
at the church last Sunday evening to
hear Rev. Bergen's children’s sermon.
The services were very interesting
throughout.
have




Bran, $ 100 Ibi ...... G0c
Barley, flcwt ..... 61.00
TT INTERS BROS., dealers iu general hardware.
1Y SU<am and gas fittings a special' y. No. 52
Eighth street.
Oloveraeed, $ bn.. 84. 00
Corn Meal, flcwt.. $0.80
f TAN DER VEEN, E ., dealer in stoves, hard-
V ware, ontlery. etc. Tin and sheet Iron ware.
Corner River acd Eighth streets.
Hotels.
pITY HOTEL, Geo. N. Williams, Proprietor.
V/ The only first-class hotel in the city. Is lo-
cated In the business center of the town and has
one of the largeet and beet sample rooms In the
state . Free bus In connection with the hotel.
Corn, thelled ........ 40c
Flour .............. $4.60
F. Cornm’l V lOOlbsSl . 20
Feed,? ton ....... 616.00
Hay ............... $8.00
Mlddllnga ? 100 tbs .. 60c
Oats ... ............... *8o
Bye.... .............. 40c
Pearl Barley ? 100tbs.64
Timothy seed ...... $1.75
Wheat, white ........ 85c
BedFulti ........... S5c
Lancaster Red ....... 85c
BETAIL.
Buckwheat .......... 75c
Bran, V 100 tbs..... 70c
Barley, ? 100 lbs.. $1.23
Cloverseed. ? bu. 65.f0
Corn Meal ? 1001bs.80.90
Corn, shelled ........ 45c
Flour .............. 65.00
F. Cornm’l ?100Ibt6l. 40
Feed,? ton ....... 618.00
Hay ........... $12 to 613
Middlings ? 100 lbs.. 70c
Oats ................. 35c
Bye .................. 60c
Pearl Barley ? 100lbs.65
Timothy seed ...... $2.00
Corn ear ............. 45c
V
streets.
Livery and Sale Stables.
TT ARRINGTON, E. J. Jr., proprietor of HoltandH City Bale and Exchange Stable. General
teaming done, cor. Market and Seventh streets.
The evils resulting from habitual
costiveness are many and serious; bnt
the use of harsh, drastic purgatives is
quite as dangerous. In Ayer’s Pills,
however, the patient has a mild bht ef-
fective aperient, superior to all others,
especially for family use.
Manufactories, Mills, (Shops, Etc.
At the City Bakdry you will now find
a fresh stock of Candies and Caramels.
Try them.
and^Carrlage Munufic-
h shop. Also manufao-
f6wbMwl?°Cc£
First-class Dressmaking done by
Miss Davis & Mrs. Dan. Wise, Ninth
street, 2nd door east ol Lincoln Park.
Babies cry for it.
Koffers & Gringhuis i e the
store beneath the Giondwet office filled
with a large stock of clothing, which
Martin.
Did you ever get left? Well, the local
editor of the News did Thursday even-
ing. He got left at the Ottawa. The
captain of the Lizzie Walsh was not
aware of his presence there, or he would
probably have waited for him. He ar-
rived home late in the evening. He
did not walk, but rode, not a boat,
but in a buggy.
The contract has been let to a St.
Louis, Mo., firm to extend the Chicago
.and West Mich. R’y from Baldwin to
Traverse City. Work will begin at
once. In crossing the Manistee river a
bridge is to be built, one-fourth of a
mile long and 80 feet high. When
completed this will be one of the long-
est bridges in the State.
Mr. James Huntley is busily on
in completing the fine residence ___
Mrs. Metz, on Market street and that
of H. D. Workman on Eleventh street.
He will build a residence for Mr. Will.
Breyman on East Eleventh street.
Dr. Kremers’ handsome residence is
fast approaching completion. The
Mayor will have one of the most beau-
tiful homes in the city, when it is fi
ished.
A large force of Holland City me-
jiauics are at work at Macatawa Park,
itting up summed cottages. Mr. J.
vleyn has his men* all there at pres-
Indications are that several more
ages will be built lit the Park this
n.
Excurftion to Chicago. *
The first excursion on the steamer
Mabel Bradshaw will be given by Col-
umbia Hose Co., No. 2 next Wednes-
day/ July 31. The excursion will he to
Chicago and return, the steamer leav-
ing Bradshaw & Waters’ dock in this
city at 7:30 o'clock on the evening of
the above date. The Bradshaw is an
elegant steamer and can accommodate
a large number of passengers with i>er-
fect safety, and we would advise all
who can do so to embrace this oppor-
tunity to visit the great metropolis at
the cheap rate, which is only 82.00
for the round trip. The steamer will
stop at Shady Side and Macatawa
Park for passengers, who desire to par-
ticipate in the excursion. She will
leave Chicago for Holland, Thursday
evening at 7 :00 o'clock arriving in this
city Friday morning. Tickets can be
obtained at O. Breyman & Son’s jewel-
ry store, or of members of the hose
company.
Tlic Mcliiiberl Concert.
The government dredge, accompa-
nied by the tug Graham, arrived at the
harbor this week. Work was com-
they will sell at prices that will make menced on Monday, and a few days
the natives stare,
fourth page.
Read large ad. on will give us a channel depth of at least
twelve feet, between the piers. The- - ’ --- ---- r ----- ----
Farmers are busy in this locality j work »8 being done under the supervis-
harvesting, and in consequense busi- 1 *on Garfield. He is one of the
ness in the city is dull. The weather D108t capable and industrious men who
has been excellent for harvest; and the has ever ,ia(1 charge of the harbor work
crop will be one of the largest ever j here,
secured here.
Conductor W. R. Rupert, while
running his train, the “Dutch Local,”The last vestige of the r ____ _ . - . r ______ ,
which was daubed on H. Vanpell’s bar- on Wednesday, was taken violently ill
ness shop and a number of other stores 1 at Holton, aud grew worse rapidly after
in this city five years ago, by some per-
son, while mentally deranged, disap-
peared this week under a new coat of
paint. - -
The Steamer (2ueeu of the Lakes
leaving there. A doctor was called at
Fremont, and pronounced the case
similar to cholera. He continued to
grow worse until reaching Rig Rapids,
where the best medical aid was given
---- . - ------- .v ...... . ....... *— him, and he has since been slowly im-
met with an accident, at Harrington's 1 proving. /
landing, which injured one of her! — - — — 4—
wheels. The “Lizzie Walsh” towed | Mr. Ransom Jones, foi North Caro-
her to the Holland dock, and went on bna, has purchased the store building
the route from Hojiland to Ottawa formerly occupied bv S. Reidaem^. on,
file will improve theBeach. [Eighth street,
property, and his
The Schubert Club is a body of well
trained singers, of Grand Rapids, the
most musical city in Michigan. They
practice the art for art's sake, only, and
not for professional purposes. They
are excellent vocalists, having a very
fine leader. When they sing outside
of Grand Rapids, they do so under the
auspices of some literary or musical
society.
This club lias never given a concert
without satisfying the audience.
Neither does it require a musical edu-
cation to appreciate their singing; a
male chorus will always please, even
where the most classical music is ren-
dered.
Mr. Beneker, the finest tenor in
Grand Rapids, will sing an incidental
solo, Tuesday evening, the night of the
concert, that will “do us proud,” as he
is of Holland descent. This club lias
had Prof. H. C. Post, Prof. C. N. Col-
well, and Prof. R. A. Wellenstein, as
directors, and are now directed by
Albert II. Morehead.
The “Uni!)” Goal.
William Duffy, the C. and W. M. a jewelry store th
R. engineer, was bound over for trial been in the city seyefel days, looking is a travelling man from Way
shortly start
has
A very peculiar and penetrating
was prevalent in the atmosphere ne
the corner of River and Eighth street
this week. It was at first suppo
that “Pete” Kane was experimenting
in making some new perfumery. An
investigation by the marine reporter of
the News, disclosed the fact that a
handsome “William” goat was
anchored near the entrance to Unity
Lodge. The animal was remarkable
for the length of its beard and the
strength of its fragrance. By means
of a “strawberry mark” on its left arm,
the goat was recognized as one brought
to Holland nearly fifty years ago, when
Unity Lodge was first organized.
As the secrets of masonry are be-
coming unfolded more aud more, each
year, the moguls of tlie lodge concluded
that it would not hurt their aged goat,
to take him out of the cage for a few
days, and permit him to enjoy the
fresh air and sweet clover, while h
^also made Ins presence “smelt,”
well as felt, in the city.
Mr. Frank Hunt, of Detroit,
introduced to “William.” Mr. H
Many of our readers have seen and
admired Captain Morton’s handsome
Newfoundland dog, “Bruce,” which is
kept at the life saving station at
Macatawa Park.
When the Steamer Pilgrim landed at
the piers this week, “Bruce” went on
board and hid behind some freight,
fter the boat had gone several miles
mi land, the dog walked up on deck,
ng his tail, as much as to say,
1, Captain Rogers, I have got you
is time for a trip to Chicago, even if
ave no ticket.” As the Pilgrim went
•t to Chicago, the dog was carried
the Garden City.
Reaching the city, Captain Rogers
rreceived a telegram from Holland to
keep the dog under lock and key and
to he sur6 and return him to the life
saving station. But “Bruce” had al-
ready gone ashore to see the town. The
dog spent all day visiting the city, and
he was seen at the life saving station
and in Lincoln Park.
Captain Rogers was very anxious
about the loss of “Bruce” as lie knew
hat money could not replace him in
the hearts of his owner and family.
But a short time before the boat was
to leave the dock, at Chicago, the dog
came trotting down the street and on
board the steamer with another wag of
his tail and a shake of his head, which
plainly said, “I have had a pleasant
time here in Chicago, but there is lota
more fun for me at home, at the Park,
and want you to take me back as quick
as you can.”
It is ndt necessary to say that genial
Captain Morton, his wife and the mem-
bers of the crew gave “Bruce” a hearty
reception on his return the nextmorning. »
“Bruce” is a very intelligent aniamal
aud this incident is only one of the
stories which could be told of him. He
has saved children from drowning sev-
eral times, and we think he should be






Mr.T. W. Fletcher, managing editor
of the Grand Rapids Democrat, made
this ofiice a pleasant call Wednesday.
Mr. Fletcher’s family are stopping at
the Park.
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Diekema went
north on Tuesday. They will visit
Petoskey, Mackinac and other resorts. -
Rev. A. Pfanstiehi of this city, will
preach in Detroit to-morrow, Sunday, .
Mr. Charles Eksteen, a prominent
business man, of Roseland, 111., called
at the News office Wednesday. Mr.
Eksteen is in Michigan on a pleasure
trip, having visited Muskegon, Grand
Rapids, and Macatawa Park.
Miss Anna Breyman, returned home
from Milwaukee, on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Schecker, of Mil-
waukee, are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
O. Breyman. They will also spend a
month at the Park, before their return
to the Cream City.
Rev. C.Torst, of Grand Rapids, was
in the city Wednesday.
Misses Allie and Jennie Pieters left
for the northern resorts Tuesday.
Mrs. C. De Keyzer is visiting rela-
tives and friends in Grand Rapids.
Mrs. C. Genshaw and family are in
Petoskey. They left for the north
Wednesday.
Editor Wade, of the Saugatuck Com-
rcial, was in the city to-day, Friday,
rs. G. Nichols left Wednesday even-
;, on the Mabel Bradshaw, for fehi-4
\ where she will spend a week in *
iing Mr. and Mrs. Doornbos and
friends.
i. Henry Te Roller left Holland,
week, for Chicago, where he will
his permanent residence. Mr.
Roller lias been the means of
g very much to the appearance of
city, during the past few years.
all the handsome modem iesi-
ces, in Holland, have been erected
luring the stay of Mr. Te Roller here,
id he has been the designer and arch-
itect of the majority of them. In ad-
( iition to residences, the First Reformed
church building and Werkman factory,
were also built under his
The News













I^TEST TELEGRArniO NEWS FROM
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.
.Political Gouip, Railroad Rumbllnt;*, Per-
•onal Mention, Conflagratlonii, Accidents,
Crimes and Criminals, Minor Occur*
rences and Events.
LEGITIME WANTS PEACE.
He Aaka Unit'd States Minister Thompson to
Intercede with Hlppolyte.
The Navy Department has received a
report from Admiral Gherardi, stationed
at Port-au-Prince, dated Jnly 10, in
which Hippolyte iyas reported to bo ad-
vancing upon Port-an-Prince and that
upon the beginning of an attack a force
ox marines would be landed from the
United States ship in the harbor to pro-
tect the American representative and the
interests of American residents. The
Admiral also reported that Legitime had
appealed to the American minister, Mr.
Thompson, to meet Hippolyte and en-
deavor to arrange some basis upon which
the conflict between their forces might be
•topped. _
HUNDREDS BURNED TO DEATH.
Appalling Lon of Life Daring the Destrnc*
tlon of a Chinese City by Fire
Advices from China state that daring
a recent fire at Su Chow, which burned
fiercely for twenty-three hours, 87,000
dwellings were destroyed. Twelve hun-
dred persons perished in the flames and
400 were crashed to death during the
panic that prevailed, while trying to es-
oape. One handled nnd seventy thou-
sand people are without shelter, and
they have been dying at the rate of 100 a
day from want and exposure. The au-
thorities are soliciting help from the
benevolent and providing assistance as
rapidly as possible.
CIRCLING THE BASES.
The Various Ball Clubs That Are Racing for
the Pennant.
Relative standing of the base-ball
teams that are working for the cham-
pionship of their respective associations
is as follows:
National. W. L. pel American. W. L. |>c
Boston ...... 44 84 ;e47|St. Louli....54 23 .683
New York... 42 9G .6l7iBrooklyn....47 27 .035
Cleveland... 43 29 .R>7|Ataletlc ..... 40 31 .663
Philada ..... 41 88 .377 Baltimore... 41 32 .501
Chicago ..... 34 89 .4721 Cincinnati... 42 34 .552
Pitubnxg....27 43 .385. KWa City.. 31 43 .418
Indlanap ...26 44 .371 Columbus... 28 49 .303















‘ ilncy ...... 38 30 .558









The Controveny Between Germany and 8wlt-
urland Assumes a New Phase.
The German Government has de-
nounced the treaty with Switzerland which
regulates the settlement of foreigners in
Switzerland and which expires at the end
of 1890. The Feather Lloyd asserts that
Prince Bismarck’s denonneement of the
treaty is fsr from constituting a settlement
of the controversy between the two coun-
tries. The paper says that some pro-
nounced action will probably be taken by
Germany when Emperor William returns
from his yachting tour, nnd the whole
controversy will assume a new aspect.
Investigating Tanner’s Office.
Secretary Noble has issued an order
directing Dr. George Ewing and H. L.
Bruce, of the Board of Pension Appeals,
and Judge Frank L. Campbell, of the
Assistant Attorney General’s Office,
Interior Department, as a committee
to forthwith enter upon an investigation
of all reratings of pensions as made by
the Pension Bureau during the last
twelve months, nnd especially those of
pensioners in the Governmeut service,
with a view to ascertaining whether any
aueb reratings have been made in viola-
tion of law.
Vanderbilts' Lates: Acquisition.
A REPRESENTATIVE of tbo Vanderbilts
has purchased the interests of a number of
heavy local stockholders in the Beech
Creek Coal Company, at Shamokin, Pa.
Oyer 000,00(1 was in\olved in the
transaction. The Vanderbilts are now
sole owners of the Beech Creek Railroad.
Redeeming a Forfeited Fishing Vessel.
The American fishing vessel Mattie
Winship, recently seized by the Canadian
Government for illegal fishing, is for-
feited. Her owners offered $2,000 to the
crown and the total expenses of the
seiznre, for her restoration. The offer
will be accepted. _
Plttsbnrgh Steel Men Won't Sell Out.
PiTTseriiOH steel manufacturers dis-
claim all intention of selling out to En-
glish capitalists. They do not think En-
glishmen care to invest $100,000,000 for
the privilege of controlling America’s
iron industries. _
Kansas Corn Booming.
Secretary Mohlek, of the Kansas
Board of Agriculture, states that the corn
crop will be unprecedented in extent
owing to recent rains, and that a drought
now can in no way injure it.
Bishop Seyiuo i. Harried.
At Old Trinity Church, New York City,
Mrs. Harriet Atwood Aymor, of Jersey
City, was married to Bishop George
Franklin Seymonr, of Springfield, 111.
• American Capital in Cuba.
SAOUA (Cuba; papers state that an
American syndicate will establish a large
•ugar factor}* near Encruoijada.
EASTERN OCCURRENCES.
At Milford, Mass., at an exhibition of
n circus, one-third of the entire west
side of the tent gave way, and with 600
people fell with a crash. Several per-
sons were badlv hurt and hundreds more
or lets braised. Physicians were sum-
moned and the injured people re-
moved. The performance had jnst been
-^-resumed when half of the reserved-seat“ with 700 more epectators, fell in.
jident no one was seri-
Mrs. Stevens, of Kopedale, ankle broken;
Mrs. Kieth, of Milford, Mrs. Porter
Shields, a boy named Butterfield, of
Hopedale, badly injured.
A train on the Pennsylvania Bond car-
rying miners to their homes was wrecked
near Shamokin, Pa. John Roush, mar-
ried, and Aaron Shipe, single, were
killed. Twenty were more or less seri-
ously injured. The passenger train was
running at its regular speed when two
freight cars that had become detached
at some colliery nnd were running wild
overtook the train, telescoping the cars.
Arnold Francis and a boy named
Kimes were killed at Pkmnixville, Pa.,
by the bursting of n separator nt the
Kimberton Creamery. Francis was dis-
emboweled, and the boy was struck on
the head and body, his ribs being torn
from his backbone by the flying frag-
ments of the casting. John Heim, owner
of the property, had his arm badly frac-
tured.
Michael McGrath nnd his wife, nu
aged conple, perished in their burning
dwelling near Fronckville, Pa. The
house was remote from any other, nnd
help could not arrive in time for the res-
cue of the inmn^?s. *
The passengers and crew of the steam-
er Lorenzo D. Baker, of Boston, with
fruit consigned to the Boston Fruit Com-
pany, have arrived nt Now Bedford, Mass.,
on the whaling schooner Franklin. The
stonmer was burned at sea. She car-
ried six passengers and twenty-
one officers and crew. Two fire-
men, Hugh Wylie, of Liverpool,
England, and Ralph Robinson, of Bos-
ton, Mass., lost their lives. All the other
persons on board were rescued by the
Franklin. The fire which destroyed tbo
steamer started in the engine-room and
spread with great rapidity. The people
on board took to the boats and a raft,
and after floating about for several
hours were picked up by the Franklin.
WESTERN HAPPENINGS.
At Lincoln, Neb., four men lost their
lives through suffocation by gas from a
closet, nnd three more are in h critical
condition. Some one dropped a gold
watch into the vault nud four men agreed
to get it out. They were Charles
nnd Albert Kunkler, Fraud Ma-
loney nud James Crawford. They dug
a hole at the side, intending to tunnel
in and get the w«tch. When they had got
about as deep us the bottom of the vault
the earth caved in and Charles Kunkler,
who was in the bottom, was almost smoth-
ered and became unconscious. Hisfrieuds
rescued him, but in doing so his brother
Albert. Frank Maloney, James Crawford,
and John Clary, who came up to give as-
sistance, fell into the vault and when
taken out were dead.
Three men were killed nud several
injured by the explosion of a boiler in
the yards of the R. B. Stone Lumber
Company, nt Chicago. The boiler was
under n shod and was used for run-
ning the company’s gang and rip
saws. At the time of the explo-
sion a dozen men and boys wore
working in and about the shed. The
killed are: Jefferson King, engineer;
Albert Dollar, off-bearer; unknown man,
who was in the mill looking for employ-
ment. Some of the wounded are: Thomas
Sthwever, teamster, injured at out the
head and bruised; frea Runvill, team-
ster, skull fractured; John Piper, sawyer,
injured on tne head; M. Lane, dock-
hand, head cut nnd right arm injured.
A dispatch from Washington Court
House, Ohio, reports a terrible boiler
explosion. A portable saw-mill engiue
of 25-horse power was pumping out water
from wells for the new water-works iu
process of construction at that place,
when suddenly the boiler went to pieces
with a terrible report. The dead are:
Fred W. Worrell, engineer, torn nil to pieces ;
Nathaniel Taylor, of Bloomingburg, badly
mangled. The injured are : Joliu Taylor, col-
ored, badly hurt, both legs brofen ; ham Mc-
Cluau, bruised bally; Dan Hopkins, colored,
bruised and scalded badly ; Charles Robinson,
bruised slightly; George Rowe, arm injured
badly ; James Harper, side bruised badly ; Will-
iam Lemott. of Hridgeport, III, bystander,
head and ankle, badly; John P. Morton, con-
tractor for construction of water-works, very
seriously.
The boiler was hurled through a forest
for 150 yards, nud the iire-box wns sent
100 yards in the other direction. The ac-
cident was caused by an overheated boil-
er, low water, and an inexperienced engi-
neer.
At Santa Rost, Cal., William Bollo,
eldest son of Henry Bolle, one of the
leading wine-makers of the State, nnd
Martin Pipher were suffocated in a fer-
menting tank. The supposition is that
Pinher entered the tank through the man-
hole at the top before the gases gener-
ated from the pumice had time to dis-
perse, nnd, being overcome, young Bolle
went to bis assistance. Both* were taken
from the tank dead.
Near the Standing Rock Agency during
a terrific thunderstorm, a blinding flash
of lightning, accompanied by a deafen-
ing clan of thunder, came from the heav-
ens ana struck a wigwam a few rods be-
low the agency in which were huddled
five terrified Indians, instantly killing
White Horse and Black Eagle, and stun-
ning another s6 that he will not recover.
Chief Mays is undecided regarding
the sale of the Cherokee strip, 6,000,000
acres, to the United States. The Gov-
ernment Commissioners, Hartranft,
Fairchild and Wilson, appointed by Pres-
ident Harrison to negotiate the sale, are
due nt Tahleqnnh the 25th. Mays will
probably call a special session* of the
Cherokee Legislature to consider the
proposition of the Government, and also
that of the live-stock company, tho pres-
ent lessee, who want their lease extended.
Mays says the Cherokee title is perfect,
am! that a sale will ho made to .the high-
est bidder.
At Lima, Ohio, William Doming and
George Huber, two laborera, quarreled,
when the latter threw a brick at the
former. The brick hit Dealing's fore-
head and broke the skull, inflicting a
probably fatal wound.
Kate Maxwell the, noted “Cattle
Queen, " and her partner, James Averill,
postmaster at Sweetwater River, Wy. T.,
have been lynched at that place by cow-
boys. The* bodies of the Postmaster and
the “Range Queen” were found dangling
from the same limb of a big cottonwood.
Stockman have suffered from cattle thefts
for years, and the “rustlers” have been
very hold. Aver.ll and his partnerhavo been
among the most active. Fifty freshly
branded yearlings were found in their
herd tbo other day by a stock detective,
who reported the fact to the ranchmen.
Aboat twenty of the men drove to the
cabin occupied by Averill nnd the Queen.
The pair were surprised and were qniok-
ly overpowered. One end of a rope was
fastened around Kate’s neck and the
other around Averill’s as they
•at on their horses.^ They wore
invited to speak. Kate said that
for her mothers sake she wanted the
affair kept as oniet as possible. She
wanted the cattle sold nnd the money
given fora home for homeless girls. She
hade her nephew adieu and then wound
up with n blasphemous harangue. The
horses were driven from under them.
Kate was not shot nt, bnt Averill's body
was filled with bullets. Kate Maxwell
was one of the most unique characters
iu the West. Who she was or where she
came from is not known, bnt for ten years
i or more she had been the lender of a gang
of “rustlers," or cattle thieves, and has
stolen more cattle than any single man in
tho West.
While Lieutenant Governor Meikel-
john and W. H. Pnton, a stockman, were
bathing in Cedar River, near Fullerton,
Neb., the latter was drowned, and tho
Lieutenant Governor barely escaped with
his life.
, An Albuquerque, N. M., dispatch says:
Last Saturday three cattle and horse
thieves, members of a notorious baud of
Mexicans who have committed many
depredations in this city, were captured
nnd imprisoned in a vacant house near
Kelly, N. M. Last night a party of cow-
boys proceeded to the house where ihe
thieves wore imprisoned, overpowered
tho guard, and hanged the prisoners after
riddling their bodies with bullets.
SOUTHERN INCIDENTS.
In n wreck ou ihe Savnunab, Florida
nud Western Railroad, south of Savan-
nah, William Wallings wjs killed and
several train hands were injured. The
smash-up was caused by a misplaced
switch.
The partial destruction of the excur-
sion steamer St. Nicholas occurred ou the
Savannah River, killing several persons
aud inflicting serious injury on many
others. The St. Nicholas was carrying
500 colored passengers, and when paas-
iug Tybee railway bridge the boat was
drawn by the current against the bridge
with gteat force. The forward deck
was crushed and torn into splinters. Two
women were killed instantly and thirty
other peraons seriously wounded. A
panic ensued among those ou board, and
a scene of wild excitement followed.
Daring the confusion several persons
were knocked overboard, and one woman
was drowned. Several of tho persons in-
jured will die.
ACROSS THE OCEAN.
Bernard Charles Molloy, Home
Rule member of the British House of
Commons for Birr, in n speech at Mary-
lebone, stated that the Parnellites pos-
sessed undoubted evidence of the exist-
euce of a conspiracy behind Pigott, of
which Pigott himself was only the tool,
'fhis evidence will startle the Englisli
people when published, as it will be af the
proper time. It was intended, he said, to
lay all the facts before tho Parnell Com-
mussion, where they could ho thoroughly
sifted by counsel on both sides and their
importance duly weighed, but Judge
Hannan’s outrageous ruling prevented this
plan from being carried out.
A German firm has made a contract to
reconstruct the port of Odessa at a cost
of over $5,000,000.
At Rio Janeiro, a Portuguese, believed
to be insane, fired at Emperor Dorn
Pedro, of Brazil, ns ho wns leaving the
theater. The Emperor is uninjured, nnd
the wonld-be assassin was arrested.
It is especially announced that the
Queen will confer a dukedom upon the
Earl of Fife, who is to marry Princess
Louise of W ales.
It is definitely announced that Gwen-
doline Caldwell nnd Prince Marat are
engaged. The marriage will probably
take place in Rome.
The Egyptian Government has notified
tho French that the latter’s refusal to
accept the conversion scheme will cost
Egypt yearly £201), OOt).
The Government has accepted a pro-
posal by John Morley that au increased
allowance to the Prince of Wales, ena-
bling him to provide marriage portions
for his children, be substituted for the
proposed special grants.
The steamer Zealandia, which has just
arrived at Auckland from Honolulu, re-
ports that all is quiet nt Samoa. The
American war-ship Alert had left Hono-
lulu with supplies for the Ninsic, which
wns wniting nt Fanning Island. The
Alert wns to take the Nipsic in tow.
Emferor William has abandoned his
proposed visit to the Lofoden Islauds.
. At Bayreuth tho Wagner Festival
opened with a tiue rendering of “Parsi-
fal. ’’ The attemlnnco wns enormous,
hundreds being turned away from the
doors. Tho King of Saxony nnd other
royalties were present. There is an un-
precedented demand for tickets.
The French Governmeut has given a
final refusal to assent to the Egyptian
con vers on scheme.
The Spanish Government has forbidden
any demonstrations calculated to encour-
age the Pope to go to Spain in the
event of his leaving Rome.
Arrangements have been made to ex-
tend tho Dolsgoa Railway to tho frontier
of the Portuguese possessions.
It is reported that Emperor Francis
Joseph has asked that there bo no public
festivities ou the occasion of his visit to
Berlin.
Thk Parnellites have decided to ap*
point Messrs. Duvitt, Healy, and Snllivan
os a committee to receive moneys for the
new Tenants’ Defense League. They
will also undertnko the duty of register-
ing the members. Pending the time when
an election of the leigao’s council eon
be made, Messrs. Campbell and Cox have
been apjiointed temporary secretaries.
The Russian Government has allocated
a large tract of land to the Mussalm&n
population of Kabardah.. Such gifts ofe
Unusual and are generally the prelude to
a conflict with Turkey, being intended to
keep Ihe Mussulmans quiet. The Gov-
ernors of Odessa and Kischeneff in re-
cent addresses to the troops hinted that
Russia was preparifig to advance sonth-
ward.
FRESH AND NEWSY,-
Near Ottawa, Out., six men were
drowned while attempting to shoot
Roche’s Rapids with a rsft. They were
lumbermen, hat their names are un-
known.
-.MLUiPET’s famous picture, “Le Au-
gelus,” will soon pass into the possession
of one of tha Americans who are anxious
to •• rare it. The French Chamber of
Deputies has refused to appropriate tho
sum necessary to enable the Government
to seonre the art treasure.
The Northern American Salt Com-
pany has filed articles of incorporation
in the Secretary of State’s office ac Al-
bany. .Franklin Woodruff, Horace K.
Thurber, William A. Hazard, and Charles
F. Burger are tho incorporators, with a
capital of $11,000,01)0, divided into 275,-
000 shares of $50 each.
E. T. Jeffery has tendered hisfesigna-
tiou ns General Manager of the Illinois
Central Railroad Company. The resigna-
tion was forwarded to President Stuyve-
sant Fish b<Jloro the latter’s departure
for Europe iu the early pirt of the pres-
ent mouth. No action has yet been taken
on Mr. Jeffery's resignation, and it is
probable that nothing definite regarding
it will be done unt'l Mr. Fish’s return
from Europe next October.
There is a movement ou foot looking
to the consolidation of all of the natural-
gas companies in the Ohio aud Indiana
fields and puttiug them into a trust. Dr.
S. A. Baxter, of Lima, Ohio, is quietly
engineering the matter, with the aid of
J. B. Townsend, H. M. Ernst, and otuois.
It is understood that this arrangement
has tho sanction of Calvin S. Brice,
Oliver H. Payne, and other Standard Oil
managers, they now own tho majority
of all the stock of the companies in Ohio
and Indiana, aud will buy up the slock
of tho remaining independent companies.
It is a gigantic scheme, wnich will prob-
ably mature fully iu a few reeks.
An international cattle show is to bo
inaugurated iu Buenos Ayres by the Ar-
gentine Rural Society, April 29, 1*9 •,
under the patronage of the Argentine
Governmeut and with the co-opt ration of
the province of Buenos Ayres. The
United States Government has been in-
vited to take part. The Consul of tho
Argentine Republic nt New York, A. G.
Cairo, is arranging to forward fancy
stock to the exhibition.
The schooner Alpha has arrived at
French Village, N. S., from tho bi-.iks of
Newfoundland, 1c iking badly. The
vessel has been struck by a swordfish nud
a piece of the sword is still remaining,
driven quite through a plank.
. The goods and chattels of District As-
sembly 49 of Now York City have been
sold at auction. It is the Isst act in the
drama of the disruption of the well-
known and once powerful Kuights of
Labor organization.
R. G. Dun’s weekly review of trade
says:
For the dull season of tho year business con-
tinues remarkably large. New business oi a
lion-speculative cbara.ter evidently exceeds
that of the same month lu any previous year.
From all parts of tho country, also, come re-
ports that an active aud prosperous fall trade
in anticipated, and the crop prospects continue
favorable. But the financial outlook is rendered
uncertain by the continual exports of gold, the
liquidation of foreign holders of securities, and
the doubts about trust operations. Reports
from Interior cities indicate that the demand for
money is everywhere met by an ample supply,
and at nearly ail points is still but moderate.
Trade is clearly larger than a year ago at
SWEPT AWAY BY FLOOD. ROUGH ON A POSTMASTER- i . - —
DESTRUCTIVE CLOUD-BURST IN THE MILWAUKEE’S MAIL OFFICIAL SB-
KANAWHA VALLEY. i VERELY SCORED.
respects at Omaha, and a fair average at Kan-
sas City ; fair at New Orleans, with collections
np to expectations; unchanged at Detroit,
though money is ia brisk demand, and rather
more active at Philadelphia and New York.
Of the creat industries the woolen manufacture
seems in most uncertainty, for the price of the
material has furthsr advanced about 1 cent on
the average aud the tone is very firm, while
manufacturers do not care to sell wool short by
disposing of goods at present prices. Wheat
1ms been advanced 1 cent on reports of exton-
nive damage in Dakota, with sales of 17,l)0U,0u0
bushels here. The accounts do not warrant ex-
pectation that the yield will fall as low as 485,-
U'JO.oO) bushels, which, with the large surplus
still iu hand, will much exceed any demand at
present probable. Com has advanced q cent
and oats q cent without special reason. The
general average of prices Is lower by q of 1 per
cent, than a week ago, and unless crops sustain
great injury i» likely to go still lower. Tire
business failures number 296. as compared with
a total of 209 the week previous. For the cor-
responding week of last year tho figures
were 228.
PRESIDENTHARRISON’S choice
Prominent Offlcw Being Fillel by Lat3 Ap-
imlntees.
The following appointments have
been made:
William liule. of Tennessee, to be Pension
Agent at Knoxville, Tuim. ; William A. Rich-
ards, of Wyoming, to bo Surveyor General of
Wyoming; Boetius H. Sullivan, of Dakota, to
be Surveyor General of Dakota. To be Regis-
ters of Land Otfices— Charles H. Cornell, of Ne-
braska, at Valentine. Neb.; Edward H Chain-
pliu, of Wyoming, at Cheyenne, Wyo. ; Martin
J. Wright, of California, at Visalia, Cal.; Jotm
A. Mcbeth, of Colorado, at Denver, Colo. To
bo Rood vers of Publlo Moneys — Robert L.
Freeman, of California, at Visalia, Cal ; Le-
roy Grant, of W yoming, at Cheyenne, Wyo.
To ho Indian Agents— T. J. Buford, of Oregon,
at tho Slleu Agency, in Oregon ; John P. Mc-
Glinn, of Washington Tonitory, at tho Neah
....... .. Territory; D. J. M.
s, Otoe, and Onk-
, Territory. Capt.
George Dewey, to be Chief of. the Bureau of
Equipment and Recruiting in the Department
of the Nary, HthttMiSnkot Commodore: John
F. Gxbenvelt, to be Assistant 'burgeon In the
Marine Hospital of the United States ; Charles
C. Austin, ot Alabama, to bo. Marshal of the
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The Sudden Rise of the Streams Sweeps
Away Much Property and Endangers
Life in Various Parts of West Virginia
and Ohio— Var one Losses Recounted.
A Parkersburg tW. Yn.) dispatch saya:
Tho storm along the valley of the Little
Kanawha was one of terrible violence, and
the rush of water down the channel of the
river and over the lowlands bordering it
was unprecedented in ito suddenuess and
about os large in volume as evar hefnr«
kn >wn. It is feared drownings have been
numerous in the narrow valleys upstream
along the tributaries of the river. The
storm extended across the Ohio, and rail-
road washouts, wrecked bridges and rained
crops are reported over o large area in
Ohio. The storm burst about midnight,
and by o'clock in the morning tho river
had jumped up twenty feet, and at day-
light the scene presented along the channel
in front of this city was an alarming one.
The entire surface of the stream was
covered with a tangled mats of log^ barns,
fragments of houses, and rafts of valuable
tinil>er
About 0 o'clock Mrs. Isaiah Tucker went
to the door of her boat house opposite this
city to view the wreck -covered river. As
she stepped upon the deck a huge raft of
logs struck tho boat and she was tossed
into the water nnd never ro>e. She left a
family of five children hi the boat, who
were saved. Another shanty boat said to
contain three women, passed the city about
daylight A short distance below it was
overturned and all were drowned.
The Ohio River railroad is broken at
Harris Ferry, the Baltimore & Ohio nt
Kanawha Station, and the Cincinnati,
Washington & Baltimore at Londonderry.
Many lumber firms have lost about all
their summer cut of logs, and thousands of
acres of crops are totally destroyed. De-
tails of losses are constantly coming in and
the aggregate damage will exceed $100,-
000.
Above the destruction was still greater.
Big Tygart valley is completely ruined.
The big mill near its mouth wont out and
took the Tygart briago with it. In the
valley all tho fences, crops, and live stock,
wore lost At ChesterviHe, a small town
about ten miles above, half the residences
were carried otf bodily and left in corn
fields. In Clay district a fine church and
tliree dwellings were wrecked.
About noon information was received
that the steamer Oneida had been wrecked
and sunk at Enterprise, above. Still later
a report came that the steamer 8. C. Mar-
tin was sunk at Burning Springs. The
Little Tygart is also reported completely
ruined. Huatherington's store, Capt.
Spencer's residence, C. P. Cooper’s resi-
dence, and that of J. W. Kmith are com-
pletely demolished, but no lives ore re-
ported lost as yet.
Tiie worst story of all conies from Mor-
ristown, a small village near the head of
Tucker creek, where the cloud burst con-
centrated in all its fury, coming down on
the village and totally destroying it, to-
gether with many of its people. The first
report gave the loss of life at eleven, but
laUr news seems to fix the loss at a
greater number. The houses of the citizens
are said to have been picked up and
hurled against each other in such short
space of time that no chance to escape was
given the j>eople. Among those lost at
Morristown are Jake Kiger, his brothers
Joseph and Thomas, a man named Bailey,
Orvilie West, wife, nnd child. The body
of a man believed to 1* another Morris-
town victim was found on the Richardson
farm.
At Pill Brush all bridges and culverte
are washed away and it is impossible to
reach or communicate with that point, or
any other on upper waters. It is impos-
sible now to enumerate the loss eveu here,
as the river is still rising and tearing
everything loose.
A family boat containing three or four
persons went out during the night, and it
is believed all are lost, as last seen of them
was when a woman held up a child in her
arms and beckoned for assistance as the
house disappeared in tho flood.
Later— a freight tram on the Ohio
River railroad broke through a trestle at
Harris' Ferry, completely wrecking the
train and fatally injuring William Nep-
tune, an employe. The wreck was caused
by a heavy washout The Baltimore &
Ohio train, delayed by washouts at Kan-
awha station, has just been reported.
Lock No. 1 above tho city on the Little
Kanawha has given way before the flood.
AdviciS from Ohio show that heavy rains
fell in many places. A cloud-burst is re-
ported at Lancaster, which caused a big
washout on tho Columbus, Hocking Valley
& Toledo railway. At Logan, Ohio, heavy
rain caused much damage to crops. Light-
ning struck a house in tho little village of
Georgesville, in Franklin county, and set
it on fire and burned half the town. At
Marysville, Ohio, great damage was done.
Lightning struck the electric-light works,
rufaed a dynamo, and put out the lights of
the town. _ - : •
THE SALT TKUST 0KUAMXED,
Articles of Incorooration Have Been Filed
at Albany. N. Y.
Abbany, N. Y., July 21.— The Northern
American Salt company has filed articles
of incorporation in the Secretary of
State’s office. Franklin Woodruff, Horace
K. Thurber, William A. Hazard, and
Charles F. Burger are the incorporators,
with a capital of $11,000,000, divided into
220,000 shares of $50 each. They state
that they are to manufacture and sell salt
nnd salt producta in their various ramifi-
cations. Tho principal part of their busi-
ness will be located in Warsaw, N. Y., but
they will also carry on their business in the
loliowing places: Meigs and Tuscarawas
counties, Ohio; Mason county, West Vir-
ginia; Reno nnd Rice counties, Kansas;
Hidalgo county, Texas; St Clair, Huron,
Saginaw, Ray, and Iosco counties, Michi-
gan.
Tho following thirteen trustees, who will
manage tho concerns of tho company for
the first year, are named: Wellington R.
Burt, Franklin • Woodruff, Horace K.
Thurber, William A. Hazard, John Can-
field, William S. Conklin, Albert R.
Boardman, Jay Morton, Richard T. Wil-
son, Henry W. Cannon, Charles F. Burger,
Lord Thurlow and Joseph Verdin.
Charles F. Buiger and H. Apllngton
wejte in Albany to-day and paid the com-
pany’fl organization tax, amounting to
. $1H, V>0. This is the third largest organi-
zation tax ever received by the State.
Bad 8 mash- Up on the Big Four.
Indianapolis, ImL, July 2.— A Big
Four freight train was wrecked near
Greensburfc Friday night, colliding with
an express train near Batesville. Both
trains won badly wrecked. Several cars
were demolished and an unknown tramp
was killed, while Fred G. Kotcham, a
postal dark, received in juries which will
provs fatal. ' The engineers and firemen
escaped serious injury by jumping from
the locomotives. .  i
The Civil Service Comml<«!on Makes An-
other Report on Their Findings In Con-
nection with That Office— What the Evi-
dence Shows.
A Washington dispatch says: The civil
service commission made public its second
report in the Milwaukee posto.flce case.
The commissioners say that Postmaster
Paul was given every opportunity to ex-
plain the charges against him. and that
his declaration that be was condemned
without a hearing and without being In-
formed of the charges against him is a
gross misstatement. The report then
recites the examinations made by Secre-
tary Doyle and Chief Examiner Webster,
whose reports showed such gross violationa
of the law that the three commissionera
deemed the accusations of such importance
as to warrant an investigation by the full
board. The report continues: ,
"Except in two important cases we did
not try to got at any new facts; we simply
examined Mr. Paul to see whether be
could disprove tho statements or give any
satisfactory explanation of the chargea
made in the two preliminary reports. He
entirely failed to do so. That there has
been crooked work in the office is admitted
by all The only question is where the re-
sposililitv lies. We examined the secre-
tary of the local examining board, Hamil-
ton Ebidy, and the chairman, J B. John-
son. Shidy is admitted by all to have dona
the work of the board, the other members
doing little save assisting in marking tha
papers and attending occasional formal
jpeetings. Shidy testifies that he was
compelled by the postmaster to rive tha
latter free access to the list of eligibles,
although such access was at that tima
strictly forbidden; and he further testifies
that the postmaster, knowing those who
were eligible, as well as their standing,
appointed whomsoever he chose, and then
forced him (Shidy) to torture the lists and
certification books so as to produce a certi-
fication which should bear the appointees*
names •
The report further cites the evidence of
Shidy and Johnson to shftw that they were
forced against their own judgment to re-
mark the papers of an applicant, and alsa
the statement of Mr. Paul that he had not
forced them to alter tho mark, but that
they had been altered because he expressed
great dissatisfaction at the marking.
Shidy, in the presence of both Mr. John-
son and Mr. Paul, ns well as of the three
commisrioners, stated that Die reason for
their changing the grade of the unfort-
unate applicant was to get him out of . the
way of another man whom the postmister
desired to appoint.
Continuing the report says:
"In short, the official records show be-
yond possibility of dispute that the lists of
•Ugibies were twisted and garbled in al-
most every conceivable manner in order to
produce swindling certifications whereby
certain men could bo rejected, although
entitled to appointment, and other men
appointed, although having no rightful
claim to the chance. For Mr. Paul to
plead innocence is equivalent to bis plead-'
ing imbecility, for no sane man could have
made appointments from a succession of
such certifications without perceiving their
character, and it is quite incredible that
he could by mere chance have picked out
from each certification the very individual
to favor whose choice it was designed. Mr.j
Paul alone benefited by the crookedness of
these oertifleations, for ho alone bad the
appointing power; there could be no possi-
ble object in Bhidy’s conduct unless it was
fear of thwarting the wishes of his supe-
rior officer."
Misers love their money most, and
wise men love their mohey least.
DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLS.
Interesting Papers Read Before tho Na-
tional Educational Association.
Nashville, Tenn., July 19.— The ques-
tion of denominational schools occasioned
a brisk debate in to day's session of the
National Educational association. Bishop
John J. Keane opened the discussion by
reading a paper prepared by Cardinal
Gibbons upon the question: "Should
Americans Educate Their Children In De-
nominational Schools;'" Bishop Keane
afterward read a paper of his own on th*
same subject, taking the position that
Christianity was the basis of all true gov-
ernment and should be inculcated during,
the period when children were attending
school. If t!:e influence of the church was
beneficial in the family it was also in the
school
Mr. Edwin D. Mead of Boston followed
in a paper in which he said that the argu-
ments advanced by Cardinal Gibbons in the
magazines in favor of the non-interference
of the state with the fam'ly in the matter
of education was only a device to damage
the State’s authority in public opinion to
the end that the Roman Catholic church
especially should take charge when possi-
ble. He said the plea of the Romanist
church was to compel all Catholics to
withdraw their children from the publio
schools to parochial schools where they
would be taught the doctrines of the
church.
Bishop Keane replied and denied Mr.
Mead’s assertion that the Pope or the
Roman Catholic cbnrcn was seeking tem-
poral power and the control of the govern-
ment Both addresses were forcible and
were heartily applauded.
OVER SMART CORRESEONDENTS.
Their Stories Regarding the Cronin Mur-
der Were Pure Fabrication*.
Niagara Falls, N. Y., July 19.— Care-
ful investigation shows beyond any doubt
that the stories concerning the letters re-
cently picked up here and at Stamford,
Ont. , endeavoring to create a mystery in
connection with the body found in the
whirlpool rapids and to associate it with
the Cronin murder in Chicago, were pure
inventions of special correspondents. The
story of the attempt to steal the body of
an unknown man buried at Welland. Ont,
was alio absolutely false, as no such at-
tempt ever occurred.
The International Labor Congress.
Paris, July 19. —The labor congress,
which is in session here, to-day completed
its organization. Allemane of France and
Brown of America were elected joint
presidents. Mr. Bowen, on behalf of the
Knights of Labor of America, urged tbs
necessity of severely punishing emigration
agents guilty of dishonest misrepresenta-
tions. The chief difficulty which the labor
organizations of America encountered
arose, he said, from the endless influx of
immigrants. _
Great Strike of Miner* in Germany.
Berlin, July 19. -The strikes in the
Voitaberg district have become general
and every miner is now out. The strikers
from the Loeben district are flocking to
Voitaberg, and servo to aggravate the dis-
content. The military are kept in readi-
ness to quell and disturbances and rein*
force men te are on the way from Gras.,
The mine owners offer an advance of
per cent in wages, but the men hold
for 60 per cent Troops are <
will aet the pit on fire. “
*1
DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
TOPICS OP INTEREST TO THX FARM-
ER AXi» HOUSEWIFE.
••me Taloable InforaiBtlon for the Plow*
mu. Stockman. Poulterer. Nursery*




fcorrespondont of /feme and Farm
«ays that hiu neighbors say he is a po-
tato crank, and he asks who wouldn't bo
when he has $100 clear cash protit on
«och acre of potatoes after paying all
expenses. He then goes on to state how
it was done. He gives his experince
thus:
My ground is heavy clay, underlaid
with limestone rock. It was formerly
occupied with white oak and hickory,
and is from eighty to one hundred feet
to water. The season was the driest
ever known inthis section. The snow
went off while the ground was frozen,
nnd no rain until September 26. May
16 commenced to turn under mammoth
oloverten inches high, followed with a
fertilizer, then harrow and then planted
with a homemade planter in rows three
feet apart, two rows at a time ns fast
as a team could walk.
The sets were from medium to large-
sized tubers, cut to one eye, and dropped
from the planter into the furrows aboat
ten to twelve inches apart, and covered
five inches deep. The twenty acres
were plowed, prepared, and planted in
eix days, and cost me $47 for labor.
The 28th the ground was thoroughly
harrowed, and June 4 the plants were
np so I could see the rows quite plain.
I then discovered some of the sets were
not growing, and decided to experi-
ment. Bought fifteen barrels salt, one
and one-half tons laud plaster, and a
wagon loud of unleached wood ashes,
and two loads of hen manure. They
were applied from a pail— a handful
spread on the row, from three to six
inches wide, and three to four feet long,
and followed with a riding cultivator,
the center shovels turned to throw a
ridge of dirt over the row from four to
six inches deep. Four rows were left
without anything applied except dirt, as
a criterion on which to base the experi-
ment.
Six days after the ground was cross
harrowed to level it down and clean the
row of weeds; this was followed by
thorough level culture until the tops
were ready to fall, when the rows were
ridged as high as possible with an Iron
age cultivator, and left until the last
of November, when the tubers were dug.
Results: Tops covered the ground so
the rows could not be distinguished
where the salt was applied, hardly a
miss hill. Plaster two-thirds as good,
wood ashes one-half; nothing, good,
hen manure poor. The ashes produced
as fine tubers as the salt, and some of
the men thought better. The tubers
wherothe hen manure was applied, were
not as good as where there was nothing
put on. Over nine-tenths of the tubers
where the ashes and salt were applied,
were marketable and less than one-half
on the balance of the piece.
Final results were that I had 2,300
bushels of unmerchantable tubers that
sold readily to my neighbors for $1
per bushel, to eat and plant. The great-
est failure was that I did not have
enough bushels to supply the demand.
I have justfinished planting forty acres
this year, and if they are a success you
may reap a benefit, for I have planted
the choices varieties to be found grow-
ing in America.
Agricultural Notes.
Keep out of debt.
Crowd the work— if you don't it will
crowd you.
Burdocks and thistles are best har-
vested before they bloom.
The grindstone is a “cheap hand" in
the hay field. Use him often.
When you have the money in hand is
the best time to count the harvest.
Good oil. applied often, makes easy
work, and saves the machine for next
year.
Have a few bolts and nuts, also a
wrench, chisel, pud hammer in the tool
box of the mower.
You can't mortgage your crop or farm
and keep on good terms with your cred-
itors and family.
See that the tires and oil nuts of the
hay rake are tight, before driving into
the field. It saves time and “vexation
of spirit."
The compost heap has been termed
“the farmer's gold mine," and it cer-
tainly is one of the most profitable at-
tachments to his premises.
THE OHCHAKI).
Lime and AmIich for Fruit Trre*.
It is well known that all varieties of
fruit do not flourish and mature equally
in all sections of the country This is
mainly attributed to climate. Quite
frequently a fruit grower in one part of
the Middle States, writes George Wil-
son in Farm and Vineyard, hearing of
the quality of a particular fruit as
grown in another part of the country,
has obtained and fruited it. Upon not
responding to tbo pains bestowed npou
it by the grower, it has been either
counted as a variety unsuited to the
climate, or the first grower nas been put
down as a fraud. In many instances
such judgment is erroneous. Had an
analysis of the soil in which the par-
ticular variety was grown to perfection,
accompanied the plant, and the knowl-
edge thus obtained put to practical nse,
the result would have been very differ-
ent. Soil, I think, will be found to
have more influence upon our plants
and trees than climate. The latter has
everything to do in hastening or retard-
ing the maturity of plants; but the for-
mer influences the life and success of
trees by supplying or denying them the
proper food. f The value of special
manures is thus manifested.
Lime and its phosphates form a com-
ponent part of all special manures for
xruit trees, and many old, w jrn-out soils
have been renewed by judicious appli-
cation of lime, ashes, etc. In nine cases
out of ten, where a variety of fruit
which once flourished in a given soil,
has ceased to flourish and perfect fine
fruit there, the change is due to the fact
that the soil has become destitute of the
necessary mineral manures. In nearly
all such cases the plentiful application
of wood ashes, or wood ashes and lime,
will restore the healthy condition of
the composition of soils, within the
last two or three vears, convince many
that much of what was attributed to
climate was simply owing to the want of
the necessary inorganic or mineral ma-
nures in the soil. The special lesson
which this should teach ua is that, in
getting trees, plants, and shrubs from
another section of the country, they
should always be accompanied by an
analysis of the soil in which the par-
ticular varieties reached perfection. We
eould then s?e that the trees were
planted in the same kind of soil, and
success assured as. Nurserymen would
soon get accustomed to these orders, if
every farmer insisted upon it in his
order, and I think complaints about
certain flrst-clnss varieties of fruits
would not be so general.
THE DA1UY.
Dairy Notes.
For supplying cheese factories, and
for the regular run of milk for retailing,
we consider the Ayrshire at the head.
The dairy cow ought to bo kept ns a
milk and butter machine, and she
should be studied with the greatest
care.
Every cow in the butter dairy should
yield ten pounds of butter a week for
the first twelve weeks of her milking, to
bo considered a good cow.
Washing butter while in the gran-
ular state is dairy wisdom; salting with
brine is certainly the most thorough
way. Washing and salting while in
grains is the only way to get rid of the
buttermilk flavor.
The greater the producing power of
your cows, and the more thoroughly you
have them surrounded by circumstances
favoring the highest production, the
more marked will be the result of any
evil influences to which they may sud-
denly be subjected.
In summer the milk should be set ns
soon after milking ns possible, and ns
near a normal temperature ns possible.
If you can set the milk at a temperature
of 1)5 degree to 98 dergees, and cool it
down to 45 or 48 degree, you will get all
the cream inside of ten hours.
A SUCCESSFUL dairyman says: “Any
cow that will not pay in the extra yield
of butter for four quarts of corn meal
daily, given in two meals, should bo dis-
carded from the herd. There are some
good cows, however, that will profitably
repay the cost of half this quantity of
food, and are unable to digest more
than that, that might bo excepted from
the general rule.
If you use ice iu your dairy, don't for-
get that if you are to get the best results
vou must use the ice within fire minutes
of the time the milk comes from the
cow. Don't forget, either, that the cold
of the ice should not be applied until
the milk is strained and set. To cool
the milk and start the process of separa-
tion and then strain, is to throw away
both ice and cream.
THE FOULTUY YARD.
Poultry Production.
The State of Ohio, the only State in
the Union which has anything like a re-
liable record of their poultry production,
had iu the year 1886, 2,400,000 fowls, and
these produced the rear previous 120,-
000.0(H) eggs, or 10,000,000 dozen, which,
if sold at 10 cents, would make the re-
spectable sum of $1.IM)0,000. Add to this
the value of the poultry of the State at
that time and wo will have another half
million which equalled the combined
crop of rye and barley, more than half of
the potato crop, more than one-third of
the cheese production, one-fourth
greater than the combined production
of sorghum, maple molasses, sugar and
honey ot that State for that year, and
ten times greater than the sweet potato
crop. What is true of Ohio is in a meas-
ure true of all other States.
Save the Mature Hens.
It is the custom of tome farmers who
plan to make the most out of their poul-
try, to sell off the old hens in June or
July, when the hens are fat, through
laying and in demand at good prices.
Tnia plan is a commendable one, but
care should be taken not to sell the too
young old hens, if regard is had for the
stock of the next season. It is none too
early to loy the plans for next spring’s
crop of early birds. The reason why the
young old hens should not be sold off
now will be made apparent by the fol-
lowing from the pen of that poultry au-
thority, P. H. Jacobs. He says:
The pullet hatched iu spring, say
April or May, will often begin to lay
when she is six months old (or sooner if
of a small breed), but she will not be
fully matured until she arrives at the age
of one year. The consequence is that
while she will lay she will be growing
at the same time, and is therefore not
competent to produce eggs that will
give satisfactorv results when used for
incubation. Her powers are doubly
taxed, and her offspring will break un-
less she is mated with a vigorous, strong
and active cock. Those who have taken
ains to secure fine, healthy pullets,
ave been disappointed in raising them
on farms where incubators are operated,
as they lay small eggs, and often begin
to lay so early as to produce eggs no
larger than those of a pigeon. If eggs
are desired for hatching purposes, use
hens that are in their second year (over
one year old), and mate them with a
cockerel that is at least one year old,
and the result will be that a* greater
proportion of eggs will hatch, while the
chicks therefrom will be strong and easy
to raise. It has been said that a hen be-
comes less valuable after she is two
years old, but it is safe to assert that
she will lay well until she is four years
old, and although she may not lay quite
as many as a pullet nearly grown, yet
her eggs will hatch better and a larger
number of chicks be secured from her.
But. it may be added, do not forget the
fait that pure-bred, otrong, vigorous
cocko must be used in the flock.
“ THE Al’IARY.
After-Hwarnilnc.
Giving the old swarm a young fertile
queen as soon as the first swarm has left
will usually prevent all second swarm-
ing, at least for the time being, is the
verdict of A. B. C., of Bee Culture, for
tba laying queen will soon destroy all
queen cells, or induce the bees to do so.
A simpler method, and one that we be-
lievv succeeds almost invariably, is to
remove the old colony as soon as the
first swarm is out, and set the mew one
on the same stand. This has the effect
of getting all the flying bees into the
new swarm and leaving the old one so
(destitute that the queen which hatches
first is allowed to destroy all the rest of
the cells. By this plan we are spared
the trouble of opening the hive, but are
obliged to carry each hive to a new
stand as soon as it has swarmed. If the
queen's wing i* clipped, and we are at
hand, wq can manage swarming by this
method very expeditiously. As soon ns
the beeij commence swarming, pick up
the queeh and carry away the hive they
are coming out of; place the new one in
its stead; and as soon as the bees com-
mence coming back to look for her, put
the quee^ among them, and your hive is
swarmed 'without their clustering at all.
This plan) works excellently and the
bees go /right to work, apparently as
perfectly satisfied as if they had clu*-
tered in the usual way. The only ob-
jection i» that an inexperienced person
might not find the queen readily, and
she might be lost;. also we are obliged
to be on hand or risk losing our queens.
Itshould be borne in mind, that a swarm
which isMes a mouth or more after the
first swarming, is not to be considered
an after- swarm; for inthis case it witt
be led out by a laying queen, or one
that is old oompared with the queens
just hatching, In regard to the oft-re-
peated advice to prevent after-swarm-
mg by removing all queen cells but one,
it may be well to say that the Italians
frequently swarm without constructing
queen-cells at nil, and the beginner is
sadly puzzled at finding nothing of the
kind when he looks his hive over. Also,
we may have several after-swarms with-
out having any first swarm at all, where
the queen is killed or removed by acci-
dent. We once had a box- hive neigh-
bor who was so much taken np with an
observatory hive he saw at our house,
that he at once went home and made
one, and to get the bees drummed out
about a quart from one of his hives.
He got the queen and had a very fine
one-comb hive in his r-irlor; but in a
few days the box hive she came from
commenced swarming, and furnished
him with more queens and smallcolouies
than he knew what to do with.
THE HOUSEHOLD.
Care of Hroomx.
Borne one, referring to the broom,
facetiously calls it the sceptre of the
housewife, and, whatever truth there
may be in this appellation, certain it is
that the broom stands at the head of
housekeeping tools. There is nothing
will take its place. Brushes and carpet
sweepers are good things to use iu a
house, but they only do a certain part of
the sweeping, and, although good for
every-day brushing, can never perform
the work as well ns the broom, that
makes itself familiar with every hole
and corner of the house. The house-
wife can got along without brushes, etc.,
but no mutter how many of the latter she
may have in the house, the broom can
never be spared.
When buying a broom always get as
good a one as possible, for a poor one is
a bad investment. Choose one of medium
weight, for a heavy or light broom is
alike tiresome, the one for its weight
and the other for the pressure that must
be borne upon it, if the sweeping is to
be done properly. The brush end should
bo of n green tinge and of medium firm-
ness, that it will require some pressure
to bend it. See that the straws compos-
ing it are long, and go each one to the
handle of the broom, where they are se-
curely fastened. If there are short
straws between the bottom and handle
fastened under either of the wires on
the brush, although they may look firm,
the broom will not wear for any length
of time.
An old-fashioned way of keeping the
straws together is to sew around the
brush, from a little above the center to
within four or five inches of the bottom,
a flannel cloth, or the leg of an old sock
is still better, drawn down over the
brush. This keeps the straws in ploce.
and they do not break off ns easily as if
loft plain. This covering can be taken
off and washed when necessary.
Wash the kitchen broom in warm soap
suds once a week, but for the ones used
for parlor and otherrooms once a month
is usually sufficient. Aside from clean-
ing the straws, the washing prevents
them becoming too dry, which is a fre-
quent cause of breaking off. Hang the
broom up always, when it can be done,
by screwing into the top a brass ring, or
boring a hole through the handle at the
top with a gimlet, and running a string
through. Don't lot the broom stand in
a corner with brush end down, or it will
soon be out of shape, but if it must be
on the floor at all, stand it with brush
end up.
Always have, at the least, two brooms
in the house, one for the bare floors
and one for the carpets. All good
housewives know that a broom used for
the kitchen is not fit to be used in
sweeping the parlor, neither is a broom
used on any bare boards fit for the car-
pets. In a large house it saves many
steps is there is a broom on each laud-
ing. - ,
Hints to IlouNekoopers.
A mass of cobweb pinched up in a wad
and pressed to a fresh cut will stop the
flow of blood instantly.
Remove fruit stains from white goods
by pouring boiling water directly from
the kettle over the stains.
After buttering the tin for a boiled
pudding dust it with pounded bread
crumbs; baking pans can be treated with
flour in the same way and the cake will
never stick.
When fine feathers have been strewn
over the floor dampen the carpet
slightly; you can then get the feathers
together with light sweeping and take
them up in a wad.
• To preserve eggs for winter use you
will require one pint of fresh slacked
lime, and one-half pint common salt, to
three gallons of water. Use a ladle with
which to put them iu a crock, cover with
an old plate and keep in a dry place.
A good cough mixture is made of half
a cup of linseed, half a cup of olive oil,
half a pint of molasses or honey, half
an ounce of balsam of fir, one-fourth
ounce of licorice; mix, simmer, and take
from ten to twenty drops three times a
day.
To wash lace or fine embroidery with-
out wear, rub white soap on the soiled
parts, then cover with soft water and
set for twelve hours in the sunshine,
then rinse in clear water, pull out each
point with the fingers, and pin upon the
pillow or sheet upon the carpet to dry.
In cases of freezing ruG the body with
snow, ice or cold water. Get up all the
friction you can with these articles.
After a while let heat be applied iu the
most gentle manner. If animation does
not return, try artificial respiration, ns
iu cases of drowning. Heat first applied
is certain death.
Nothing about n house is more un-
sightly than old nail holes or broken
places in a plastered wall, and nothing
is easier to conceal. Take a nickel’s
worth of plaster of paris, and reduce it
to the consistency of thick cream by the
adding of worm water. Then take a
knife and press it into the holes,
smoothing over nicely at the last. In a
few minutes you cannot find the places.
THE KITCHEnT-
Teatad Rffcl|Mt*.
Sweet Cream Cookies.— One cup of
sweet cream, two cups of sugor, two
eggs, three pints of sifted flour, three
teaspoonfuls of baking powder sifted
with the flour, and little salt; flavor to
taste.
Tongue Toast.— A very nice dish m
prepared from cold boiled or potted
tongue. Slice the tongue and cut each
slice into small, fine pieces, heat it in a
an with a little butter. To prevent
urning moisten with warm water or
clear soup. Add salt and pepper; stir
into it two beaten eggs. When set ar-
range neatly on toast.
Vermicelli.— Put a tablespoonfnl of
lard in a porcelain dish; when .hot put
in the vermicelli,brokcn in small pieces,
with some thinly sliced onion, pepper,
salt, a few onminseed pulverized, and a
sprinkle of red pepper. Stir to prevent
burning, showing it to become a light
brown; then add a little hot water, and
boil until tender. By the tim> the
water is evaporated it will be done.
MICHIGAN HAPPENINGS.
EVENTS AND INCIDENTS THAT HAVE
LATELY OCCURRED.
An Intoreatlnff Bummary of the More Im-
portant Doings of Our Neighbor*— Wed-
ding* and Deaths — Crime*, Ca*ualtie*,
and tieneral New* Note*.
—The State Department of Public In-
struction has arranged for forty-nine
teachers' institutes to beheld in Michigan
during the summer. In most places the
institutes will be held for two weeks, but
iu several instances will be continued for
three and four weeks. Four have already
been held, namely, Gladwin, Branch,
Midland and Shiawassee counties. Fol-
lowing are the dates and places of meeting
of those yet to be held:
August 5— Barry, Hastings; Genesee, Flint;
Ionia, Ionia ; Kalamazoo, Kalamar.oo ; Leelanaw,
Maplu City.
August li— Berule, Benzonia ; Berrien, Ht. Jo-
soiih; Charlevoix, Boyne City; Clinton, ft.
Johns ; Hillsdale, Hillsdale ; Lapeer, Iiulay City ;
Li vingstono. Howell ; Macomb, I Uca; Monroe.
Dundee ; Oceana, Hart ; Washtenaw, Ypsilanli ;
Wayne, Detroit.
August 19— Antrim, Bellaire ; Cass, Cnssopo-
lis ; Delta, Escanaha ; Eaton, Charlotte ; Kmniot,
Harbor Springs ; Houghton, Calumet ; Lenawee,
reoumsoh; Mackinac, St. Iguaco; Mecosta, Big
Rapids; Montcalm, Stanton; Newaygo, Neway-
go; Oakland, Milford; Saginaw, Saginaw City;
Tuscola, Caro.
August 'JC— Alpena, Alpena; Cheboygan.
Cheboygan; Chippewa, Hauft Sto. Marie; Grand
Traverse, Traverse City : Gratiot, Ithica; Ing-
ham, Mason ; Isabella, Mt. Pleasant; Kalkas-
ka, Kalkaska; Marquette, Marquette; Menom-
inee, .Mi nominee ; Missaukee, Lake City; On-
tonagon, Ontonagon; Osceola, Evart; St.
Joseph, Constantine.
— Capt, Geo. W. Fowler, ex-City Mar-
shal of Lansing, has instituted a libel
suit against the Journal for proclaiming
bim a dead-beat and stating that his
name was on the black-list of the Hau-
ling Business Men's Association.
—Detroit Journal: Twenty stalwart,
hungry Folacks stole a wedding feast at
Bay City from the house of an Israelite
family, and the wailing by the waters of
Babylon wasn’t a marker to that which
welled up by tbo head of Saginaw Bay.
—Lightning struck Churchill's big
lumber mill at Alpena, setting it on fire.
The entire mill, except the boiler-house,
was burned. The fire was* kept out of
:ko lumber piles by the fire tugs, and no
lumber was burned. Loss, $100,000; iu-
mrance, $30,000.
—There are thirty oases of scarlet
fever in Bay City, aud the disease is
speeding.
—John M. Schick, employed as a car-
driver at a stave- mill iu Merrill, Saginaw
County, was instantly killed by a bolt of
lightning. The horse was also killed.
—A family of five generations, with qn
Aggregate age of 275, had their pictures
taken a St. John's photographer the
other da^ !?he group consists of Mahala
Norris, aged 98, widow of Walter Norris;
Susan Armstrong, a daughter, aged 75;
Sarah Burbanks, daughter of Mrs. Arm-
strong, aged 55 yean; Mra. Alice Bullard,
daughter of Mrs. Burbanks, aged 33
fears; and Irene, daughter of Mrs. Alice
Bullard, aged 14.
—In the United States Circuit Court
at Detroit, last week, Dr. George F.
Hunter, of Holly, Oakland County, re-
covered a judgment againbt that village
which will take about $10 from the
pockets of each man, woman and child
inside the corporation. The verdict was
for $10,000 and the cost of throe trials,
and the population of Holly is about
1,200. The case is of several years’
standing, and was commenced by Dr.
Hunter for personal injuries. Several
years ago he was called to attend a
patient at night, and he started in a car-
riage for the bouse, which was some dis-
tance away. As ho passed up a main
street his horse and carriage came in con-
with a house-moving windlass, or cap-
stan, which could not be seen in the
darkness. Dr. Hunter was thrown from
bis carriage and sustained injuries which
have resulted in his permanent disability
for active work and bus wrecked him
physically.
—The death rate in Detroit for the
fiscal year ending Juno 30 was 15.65 per
1,000 or a total of 3,608. The diseases
causing the greatest number of deaths
were: Cholera infantum. 335; diphthciia
156; consumption, 320; convulsions, 260;
pneumonia, 234.
—One of the foremost of the names
mentioned for the Republican candidacy
for Governor of Iowa is that of a former
Michigan man, Hon. Philip M. Crapo.
—The weekly bulletin of the operations
in the Lake Superior mines reports that—
Another week's shipments of ore will bring
the grand total ot lake shipments of ore fur
1889 up to :i, 000,000 tons, against some 1,800,000
tons at the corresponding date of '88. Ship-
ments are already more than u million tons iu
excess of the output last season at this time.
Oro was struck In a crosscut of the
Aragon Bha(t, at Norway, on the Me-
nominee range, a few days ago. This
shaft was projected over two years ago.
Another great work has been iiegun recent-
ly on the Menominee range. It is to iron
mining what tne Tamarack shaft was to copper
mining four years ago. The Hamilton Ore
Company has begun work on a shaft which is to
ho sunk 2,000 feet to the ore. The shaft will he
of full working size, and its sinking will require
theexpendlturo of an immense amount of money.
The coni]>otition of a half dozen linos of railroad
for the ore carring business is slowly but surely
reduciug rail freights, aud the building of power-
ful vessels for the ore trade must as certainly
reduce lake freights.
—At Manchester. Washtenaw County,
Thomos H. Mosher, aged 74 years, fell
from the steps in the roar of his resi-
dence, breaking his neck. Ho had re-
sided in the county for over fifty years.
— The State Salt Inspector's report
shows that 392,157 barrels of salt were
mode and inspected in this State iu June.
—Luther Lance: A1 Snyder went un-
der the gang saw to oil the machinery,
when it etareed up aud he was pinned to
a large beam. Every time the pistons
worked they struck bim in the stomach.
Finally he was. caught by his clothing
and thrown out upon a revolving shaft
and whirled around. Several ribs were
torn loose, and a blood vessel broke, fill-
his lung with blood. He sustained other
injuries. Dr. Fairbanks attended the
case, and thinks his patient will recover
if mflqnmaiion does not set in.
—The Michigan weather service weekly
report gives the temperature for last :
week at 67.9 degrees, or 3.5 below the
normal average. The rainfall was 1.42
inches, .42 in excess. There was an aver-
age amount of sunshine. The results
were very favorable to corn, oats and
potatoes. The wheat harvest in the four
southern tiers is nearly accomplished,
but heavy rains in some localitiei are
unfavorable to that in stock. No esti-
mate of the yield can be made. There hat
been an average crop of hay and a heavy
one of o ite.
—The troubles at the Agricultural Col-
lege have not ended yet. Fred G. Stone,
a Hophomoro, and J. W. Campbell, a
junior, have been found guilty of hazing,
and the former has been suspended for
two y errs, while the latter is expelled.
More expulsions are to follow. These
stuilents hazed five freshmen, nearly
killing one poor fellow, whoso room was
filled with noxious gases while ho slept
—The Board of Regents of the State
University met at Adrian last week and
finally settled the medical difficulty which
has existed in that faculty for several
years. The resignations of Drs. Mao-
Loan and Frothinghnm were presented
and accepted, they having been asked to
resign at the previous meeting. Dr. C.
B. Nancrode, of Philadelphia, was elected
Professor of Surgery, and Dr. Flemming
Carrow, of Bay City, Professor of Opthal-
mology,
— Andrew C. Merrill, confidential clerk
of Boydell Bros., paint manufacturers,
is an embezzler to the nmoui.A of over
$12,0(10.
—The Big Rapids Current soys M. P.
Gale, of that city, is associated with oth-
ers iu the ownership of 35,000 noroi of
good hardwood timber-land in New York
State, which is now remote from rail-
ways, but into which a now road is about
to bo built. The cut, it is estimated, will
last about thirty years, and after getting
into full operatiou they will employ a
force of COO men.
—A recent letter from Iron Mountain
says: “What purports to bo Forepaugh’s
circus exhibited hero to-day and to-night.
People are standing around on the streets
aud complaining bitterly of the wey they
wore swindled by the fake side showe
monte men, strangers, and pickpockets.
— Gov. Fifer, of Bloomington, 111., with
staff, is at the Lake View House, Elk
Rapids.
— F.lk Rapids is working for a railroad,
and expects to meet with some degree of
success.
—Majors and co’onels congregate on
the verandas of the hotels at Elk Rap-i
ids and spin fish yarns which occurred'
befo' aud aftah the wah.
—The Bay City dry-dock was the scene;
of great excitement the other day. Cap- 1
tain Richard Armstrong, the owner of,
the Bay Line of steamers, had the fruit-;
stand of Wells Aldrich, nn old cripple,'
forcibly removed. An attempt was madej
to arrest Armstrong, who took refuge on!
one of his steamers and kept the policej
at bay by pumping streams eff water ou.
{he crowd below, damaging consi^iable,
property and clothing. He was finally ar-
rested ou the boat, and had a narrow es-
cape at the hands of a mob, who struck
him with stones aud clubs in spite of the:
police. Hisjion, Captain William Arm-
strong, was also arrested.
NICE CLEAN SUGAR.
Donee «n Great Demand, Nome of Whlflfc
A re Furnished by Rag-pickers,
A Brooklyn Eagle reporter, who vis-
ited one of the big sugar refineries in
the eastern district not long ago, was
amazed to see what an important part
animal char or bone black plays in
sugar purification. Tons and tons of
tbo stuff are in constant use, being
burned over and over in huge ovens.
The thought occurred to him that very
few people associated the awfnl smells
which float over the Manhattan beach
track from Barren Island with the
white, sweet crystallization winch is in
daily use ui>on their tables. He, there*
fore, determined to utilize the first op-
portunity he had to find ont something
abont bones and what use they are pnt
to. The chance came one dav last week
when he met down at Bay Ridge a man
who had formerly been foreman ofn
bone boiling establishment.
“The best bones, * said the authority,
"aro the fresh ones from slaughter
houses and butcher shops, and bone*
boilers make a special effort to collect
sneh. The best quality of bones are
shins, thighs and forelegs, and those ore
rendered ont to free them from fat and
flesh and sold for manufacturing pur*
iwses. Shines, properly cleaned, will
bring $40 a ton, while thighs are worth
$80 a ton. Forelegs are cheap at $30 a
a ton. The makers of knife, umbrella
and parasol handles, collar buttons,
toothbrushes, hairbrushes, buttons and
all kinds of things in which bone can be
used buy all of these that they can get.
Toothbrushes are mostly made from
thigh bones, while the bones used for
buttons and parasol handles are as a
general thing shipped to Rurope to be
made up. Sheep bones make excellent
fancy parasol handles, and ivory fans,
which society belles languidly awing,
were once more intimately connected
with mutton than one would think. In
fact the leg bone of a sheep will take a
finer polish and is less brittle than that
of a cow or steer.” /
"What bones are used for making ani-
mal char?”
“The odds and ends that are worth-
less for other purposes, such as shin
bones, knuckles, sknlls and the smaller
joints of the animals. Nearly all of the
bone black made from these is sold to
the sugar refineries, and through their
calcined remains the syrup is filtered.
“Where do yon get bones?”
“As I have said, we make a business
of collecting from local establishments,
but the amount thus obtained wouldn't
keep us going very long, so we have
them sent in from all over the countnr.
The western slaughter houses supply
the greatest quantity, as so much of the
cattle killing of the country is now done
out there. Bones for fertilizing we boil
in open kettles, but those for bone black
are pnt in air tight tanks and boiled
under pressure, for by this process the
nitrogen is eliminated, and carbon, the
part wanted, is left.” •
“Do you get anything else from the
bones besides bone black and material
for manufacture?”
“Oh, yes; neat’s foot oil is extrooted
from the shins and hoofs of cattle, and
the liquor which is left over after boil-
ing makes good sizing glue for the pa-
per manufacturers. The best bear’s
grease, too, is made from the marrow of
fresh bones.”
“Do the rag-pickers supply you with
many bones?’’
" Of course we take stuff they fish out,
but naturally it is of inferior quality and
doesn’t begin to compare with the fresh
stock. Will I have something with you?
Don’t mind if I do. About two fingers
of pizen will about fix my oonstituuon,
I guess. Well, hero’j my regards!" f
—Professor Benjamin Owen, ft friend
of Olo Bull, died at Ishpemlfig a few
days ago. He was a native of Sweden
and had traveled with Nilsson and the
best opera companies. He composed
several celebrated musical gems, and of
late years had made his home at Ishpem-,
ing. He leaves a wife at St. Louis and
a son at Detroit.
—State Commissioner of Banking
Sherwood has called upon the State
banks for statement of their condition
at close of business, July 12. »
—Justice Charles D. Long, of the Su-
preme Bench, recently made a flying
visit to Washington, and returned to
Lansing in duo sensou with $6,000 back
pension money in his inside pocket.
—Charles Brand, proprietor of the
Gate House, Lansing, was arrested by a
Deputy United States Marshal on n
charge of violating the revenue laws, by
selling liquor without a license.
—Work has begun on the Last Sagi-
naw Club House. It is to cost $25,000.
~ —A meeting of parties interested in the
construction of the proposed Lansing aud
Northern Builroad was held at Lansing
last week and an organization effected.
Money was pledged to make the prelim-
inary survey and the work will be insti-
tuted at once. The southern terminus of
the road will b« at Lansing. Northward,
the proposed line will pass through 8t.
Johns and Maple Rapids; thence north
and west to a terminus on the lake at
some point not yet determined.
—Detroit Journal: Gen. Brown writes
a circnlar to the officers of the Michigan
State troops telling them not to take the,
black sheep of their flocks to camp thisyear. ,
— E. Zimmer’s furniture factory at
[inaw was damaged $2,500 by fire.
Maywood is postmaster and ed-
itoi id Axe and is also a Methodist
.... __ 0'lars robbed a clothing store at
Corhnna, were picked npas tramps by the
' night watchman, spouted their revolvers
for security for lodging at a hotel, and
while the watchman was conducting the
negotiations they fled. Twqfellows sup-
posed to bo the burglars were afterwards
caught.
— At Black River, Alcona County,
Charles Hood was killed by a rollway
giving way. He was fastening a Chain to
a deck when the timber from above come
down, killing him instantly^
How It Work*.
"I was out through Kansas selling
reapers this spring,” said a drummer on
the Michigan Central the other day,
"and saw- Home remarkable workings of
the prohibitory law. I stopped .up in
Saline County at an old farmer’s over
night. In the morning as I came down
stairs I felt rather drowsy land said to
the old man’s son’s, young men of 25 or
30. ‘Gracious, boys, but an eye-opener
would taste good.’
“ ‘Hush,’ whispered one of the boys,
‘oome this way, but don’t let the ol4
man see us. He awful set on prohibi-
tion an’ would drive us off the farm if
he suspected anything.’ ’
“1 followed and was led to the hay-
mow, where a jug of the old stuff w
produced. Au hour afterward, bar-
sold the old gentleman a machine, _
thoughtlessly remarked: ‘A little of the
right material to take the dust out of
our throats wouldn’t go bad.’
“ ‘Hush !’ said he; ‘come with me, but
don’t let the boys see us. They are
dreadful sot on prohibition, an’ I don’t
want ter offend ’em 1’
"He led me to the dark corner of the
cellar where his jug was produced.
"Oh, yes, the workings of prohibition
in Kansas are fearful and wonderful.—
Detroit Free Bren*.
And Yet She Wasn’t Tired.
“I’m awful tired,” Dusenberrv said,
as he fluug himself into a chair aftei
supper.
“What did you do to-day?” meekly
asked his wife.
“Filled a large order, wrote three let
tore, went twice to the bank, ami
higgled with Branson until he threw $£
off his bill.”
“And that made you tired, eh? Well,
I prepared three meals, baked six loavet
of bread, got the children ready foi
school, mended all your clothes, cleaned
the stair-rods, stoned three pounds o:
raisins, picked five quarts of berries,
weeded the flower bed, white-washec
the cellar, and chased an impndenl
tramp off the premises. And I don’t
say that Fm Mred, either l" —Free Press
Not Far Advanced.
Dingus— Mr. Snip, have you finishec
that suit of clothes.! ordered the olhn:
day?
Tailor (well acquainted with ___
—Why, no, Dingus. It— it isn’t
aotly finished yet. &£
Dingus— I suppose, then, it is
well advanced by this time?
Tailor— Er— no. It’s the
I’m waiting for, Mr. Dingus.-
T rib une. _
A HAIRDRESSER hopes to
this world, aud in the world
The Holland City Hews.
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Our CongrcHNmBn.
The government dredge was secured
for work at our harbor, through the ef-
forts of Messrs. H. Walsh, W. H. Beach,
R. E. Workman, K. Schaddelee, Capt.
Morton, H. D. Post, and last, but by
no means least, Hon. Chas. E. Belknap.
On receiving a letter from one of our
citizens, showing the necessity for im-
mediate work here, Congressman Bel-
knap telegraphed to the officials in
charge of the harbors in this district,
and followed the telegram with letters
urging them to send us the dredge at
once.
Captain Belknap believes in harbor
improvements, and he promises to look
after the interests of Holland harbor
at Washington, next winter.
v* ^ T**e Lake Interest*.
V One of the great inducements which
caused Dr. Van Raalte to locate the
Holland colony at this place, was the
beautiful lake, and the promise it
offered of commercial connections with
the cities upon the shores of Lake
Michigan.
Railroads were not then considered
as the future lines of travel; but they
looked for the opening of the harbor
and traffic by sailing vessels.
It is to the lasting praise of the band
of colonists that they gave freely from
their scanty means for the “harbor
fund.” Holland and Zeeland townships
both raised money by taxation and
commenced the work upon the harbor
about the year 1858. Holland township
sent the late Hon. John Roost to New
York, in 1858, where he made a loan of
$12,000, which was expended on the har-
bor, every dollar of which was paid when
due. Thus the first work was done by
these poor, but noble men, upon the
harbor, without waiting for the assist-
ance of the national administration.
• The general government, under the
Republican doctrine of favoring inter-
nal improvements, afterwards came to
the aid of the people, and the control
of the work passed into its hands. For
many years the principal business of
Holland was by the lake. The harbor
was dotted with numerous sail-
ing craft, with an occasional steam-
er, and a large part of the population
were interested, directly or indirectly,
in the “Holland fleet.”
But the forests were soon robbed of
their wealth of wood, lumber and bark,
and the white winged ships left us.
Then came the railroad fever. Thous-
ands of dollars were given to bring the
locomotive to Holland, Two railroads
came, and, for a short time, freight
rates were favorable to the shippers.
The consolidation of the two roads soon
occurred, however, and the new corpo-
ration at once proceeded to put on the
thumbscrews and obliged the shipper
to pay “all the traffic would bear.”
Steamboats vainly tried to compete,
—the railroad men would cut rates in
the summer and double them in the
winter, and also punish the men who
used the boat line, by refusing them the
“special rates given their competitors.
The entire country was cursed by the
same railroad rule, and, as a result,
came the interstate commerce law,
which says to these corporations in ef-
fect, “you are public carriers and all
men must be treated alike.” Instead
of a repeal of this law, as some of the
railroad men prophesied, congress add-
ed to its penalties last winter, and ex-
tended the powers of the commissioners.
With the railroads thus prevented by
law from using the “special rate”
weapon to drive away the steamboats,
transportation by water, across Lake
Michigan, is increasing rapidly. More
than this, a Republican administration
is in power, and Cleveland’s vetoes of
the harbor bills are not likely to be re-
peated by Harrison. The prospects
are, therefore, good for the improve-
ment of our harbors and the extension
of the business of lake commerce.
It is an especially favorable time for
the coming of our new steamboat to
Hol'and, and we have every reason
to believe that the beautiful Steamer
Mabel Bradshaw is only the first of a
fleet of lake steamers, which will con-
nect us witli Chicago, Milwaukee, and
other lake cities.
Our city can never hope to increase
its manufacturing interests with but a
single railroad, unless it is “regulated,’
by a lake boat line. In addition to this
good effect, the only hope of ever secur-
ing another railroad is in connection
with steamboat transportation from
Chicago and Milwaukee.
It is gratifying to announce that the
Bradshaw is being well patronized by
our citizens. The leading manufac-
turers and merchants are all using it
for their freight shipments, and the
• number of passengers is increasing
daily. The boat has not missed a single
trip, and she has already proved able to
make a trip to Chicago and return in
fourteen hours. Captain Waters re-
ports that his soundings show a channel
depth of not less than twenty-two feet
in the lake, and that, when the present
work is completed by the government
dredge at the mouth, we will have one
of the best harbors on the east shore of
Lake Michigan.•w *
We believe that the policy for bur|
citizens to pursue is to work for the j
improvement of the harbor, apd that j
our beautiful lake will yet prove to be
of more value than the railroads, for
which we have paid so dear.
IN GOLDEN PASTURES.
be , MILLIONS ON MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
of Dip rail mafia nr r-itir-
Lincoln** Religion
The forthcoming (August) number of
the Centiny will contain a chapter on
“Lincoln and the Churches” in the
Lincoln History, by Messrs. Hay and
Nicolay, from which the following is
an extract from advance sheets:
He was a man of profound and in-
tense religious feeling. We have no
purpose of attempting to formulate his
creed; we question if he himself ever
did so. There have been swift witnes-
ses who, judging from expressions ut-
tered in his callow youth, have called
him an atheist, and others who, with
the most laudable intentions, have re-
membered improbable conversations
which they bring forward to prove at
once his orthodoxy and their own inti-
macy with him. But leaving aside
these apocryphal evidences, we only to
look at his authentic public and pri-
vate utterances to see how deep and
strong in all the latter part of his life
was the current of his religious thought
and emotion. He continually invited
and appreciated, at their highest
value, the prayers of good people. The
pressure of the tremendous problems
by which he has surrounded; the awful
moral significance of the conflict in
which he was the combatant; the over-
whelming sense of personal responsi-
bility, which never left him for an hour
—all contributed to produce in a tem-
I>erament naturally serious and predis-
posed to a spiritual view of life and
conduct, a sense of reverent acceptance
of the guidance of a Superior Power.
From teat^ nmrning when, standing
WORTH OF FINE STOCK.
amid the falling snowflakes on the
railway car at Springfield, he asked the
prayers of his neighbors in those
touching phrases whose echo rose that
night in invocations from thousands of
family altars, to that memorable hour
when on the stepa of the Capitol he
humbled himself before his Creator in
the sublime words of the second inau-
gural, there is not an expression known
to have come from his lips or pen but
proves that he held himself answera-
ble in every act of his career to a more
august tribunal than any on earth. The
fact that he was not a communicant of
any church, and that he was singular-
ly reserved in regard to his personal re-
ligious life, gives only the greater force
to these striking proofs of nis profound
reverence and faith.
The Stale Fair.
The preliminary work of the State
r air to be held at Lansing, September
9, 10, 11, 12 and 13, is progressing rapidlv.
There are now eighty-five men employe d
and 1,000,000 shingles and -500,000 feet
of lumber will be required in the erec-
tion of additional buildings. Ten acres
will be devoted to exhibition of ma-
chinery'. There will be 3,600 feet in
leneth of horse stalls, 3,100 feet of cattle
stalls, 12100 feet each for swine and
sheep. The Machinery Hall will have
an area of 8 ojX) square feet, and the
Carriage Hall 0,500. Nine hundred
feet of water mams are now laid in the
grounds. The New Grand Stand, 200
teet long, is a model for that purpose.
Offices are provided for the telegraph
and telephone systems and for the
officers. The Race Track, seventy-five
feet in width, is one of the best in anv
state. The grounds are dry in anv
weather, with abundanco of shade
trees, and cannot be excelled.- --
Steadfast unto Deatli.
. Often are afforded examples of hero-
ism by those employed to run the rail-
road trains of the country, but we have
seen few instances of devotion to dutv
that are more deserving of remem-
brauce than that which marked the
last trip of John Meyers, a passenger
engineer on the Wabash road. He
was stricken with paralysis while on
his engine just before reaching the end
of Ins run at Sparta, Mo. fje knew
that his time had come, and told the
fireman he had only a few hours to
live. Summoning all his strength, he
pulled open the throttle of his engine
and made the great machine fairlv
bound in order to reach the station at
Sparta before he became perfectly help-
less. As the train dashed along tile
rigor became intense, and when he
dashed into the station he was almost
completey paralyzed, liis left arm alone
bemg capable of action, and with it he
shut off the steam and stopped his
tiain at the station. He was carried
from his cab and before his wife and
children could reach his bedside he was
s^echless, and died in a few minutes.
Faithful to the last! All honor to his
memory!
With a Visible Moral.
Mary had a little lamb, its fleece was
white as snow; it ran away one sum-
mer day where lambs should never go.
Ihen Mary sat her down and tears
streamed from her eyes; she never
found that little lamb— she did not ad-
vT?1?,s®V M»ry had a brother
Jim, who kept a country store; he sat
him down and smoked his pipe and
watched the open door. And as the
gSSsis
closed him out, but still he lingered
near, and Mary came to drop with him
i rL^3 ‘dml lm>' tl,eir bi"8 and
thme from year to year?” Remem-
beriug well her own bad luck, the little
* fIie ot,ier “wchants
get there, Jim, because they adver-
tise. — Chenou Gazette.
If you want good Coffee buy Durham
The V ertllel ftienfmoiis.
D* Suit, druggist, Bippus, Ind.,
testifies: *1 can recommend Electric
Ihtters as the very best remedy. Every
bottle sold has given relief 'in even-
case. One man took six bottles, anil
was cured of Rheumatism of 10 years’
iHm*' n,^bra,,am Hare, druggist,
Be Iville, Ohio,, affirms: “The best
sellmg medicine I have ever handled in
Bitters 3 6 -' eXpe"enie’ is Llectric
rrrr;, Thousands of’ others have
added their testimony, so that the ver-
,w,1S nnaDi.mous that Electric Ihtters
do cure all diseases of the Liver Kid
neys or Blood. Orilv 50 cts. a bottle at
the drug stores of Yates & Hand Hoi
laud, and A. De Krtif, Zeeland ’
The Grandeit Stock DUplay Ever Scon
to the Weit— Mafnlfleeat Exhibition
Preparing for Farmers tud Stock
Breeden.
The northweet has become within a few
years past cne of the most noted, if not the
most noted, stock breeding sections of the
Union, particularly for breeding farm stock
—breeds of horses especially for farm work
and teaming; breeds of cattle especially for
butter, other breeds especially for beef, and
others for working oxen; breeds of sheep for
wool and other breeds fir mutton; and
breeds of bogs for the production of the best
and most profitable pork. The old time
farmers would have laughed at the notion of1
breeding a special class of horses for farm
work, or a special class of cows for butter.
Times were when the only idea of improved
horses was trotters or racers for the track
or road. Any mongrel was good enough for
farm work. And the best cattle were -'all
round.” equally for butter, beef and work,
instead of a special breed for each.
“PEFORE THE WAR"
the northwest bred some noted trotting and
running horses. But the breeding of Per-
cherons, Clydesdales, Shire, French draft
and French coach horses for work is a busi-
ness that has developed since the war. So
also is the rearing of sheep from costly
flocks of the best blood In Europe, and cattle
from the best herds not only of Great Brit-
ain but of all the countries of Europe The
northwest now has dorens of stock farms
and scores of stock breeders with reputations
that cover the whole continent, and animals
that command princely prices. Such Michi-
gan names as those of William Ball, of
Hamburg: Jame* M. Turner, of Lansing.
Savage & Farnum, of Detroit, and other
toted Michigan breeders are known and
honored in all countries where there are
herd books, stud books or flock registers, and
Ohio and Indiana can boast of many of the
same sert. la proportion to her farming,
population and her suitable area,
MICHIGAN- STANDS AT THE DEAD
of the states and of all countries on th:s half
of the globe as a stock raising state. By the
last census the value of Michigan live stock
reached the enormous aggregate proportion
and value of one-tenth of her entire farm
property, or about fifty-six millions of
dollars! Only nine states surpassed Michi-
gan in the number of horses, eight in oxen,
ten in milch cows, and three in sheep; and
each of these states was either larger in
suitable cultivated area, older in the busi-
ness, greater in population and wealth, or
with peculiar advantages of climate and
soil. The next census is confidently expected
to show such an enormous advance in Michi-
gan stock raising u will make her suprem-
acy self-evideuu
Popular interest in stock raising, stock
Improvement, and stock exhibitions is con-
stantly and rapidly increasing, as are also
the number and proportions of investments
of capital in the business of stock raising of
improved breeds. And skill in developing
the finest animals Is naturally acquired by
practice and experience. Most of the various
classes of stock breeders have
THEIR OWN SPECIAL ORGANIZATIONS,
fairs, meetings and exhibitions. They also
lend an important part to county, district
and state fairs. Sheep shearing festivals
and flock shows are common and popular,
and show a gratifying annual increase in the
number of the best animals with accredited
pedigrees. Progress in rearing Jersey,
Alderney. Durham, Devon, Dutch Belted.
Holstein Freisen. Hereford, polled and other
choice varieties of cattle, is also marked and
gratifying. bile there are no especial
shows of improved swine, except at fairs, the
number and quality of the most famous
breeds are steadily increasing, and the ong-
Inal razor-baoked mongrel bog of the eai ly
farmers has almost disappeared. Put, wlnid
stock breeders haveuisplayed manr exceliaut
exhibits at fairs and festivals, they have
NEVER HAD AN ADEQUATE EXHIBITION.
At the county, district and state fairs the
usual custom bos necessarily been to provide
stock with limited quarters in unsightly
rough board sheds and stalls, strewn witn
litter, ill-smelling, unattractive, Inconvenient
and dirty. Cattle and horses have been
generally led or driven about a ring that
is often foul with mud or cloudv with dust
and the people, momentarily attracted, are
presently driven off to more agreeable and
cleanly exhibits. Trotting and racing stock
have been given the best chances for attrac-
tive display, and therefore naturally have
occupied the most popular attention. Be-
sides, the local and state fairs have not
drawn together enough exhibits of stock
from other states and Canada to afford
liberal opportunities for comparisons that
will accomplish the most good for home
breeders. Tne fair managers have made
commendable efforts but they have not been
provided with enough capital to furnish first
class facilities for stock shows.
The great International Exposition, to be
be.d in Detroit on September 17-27 will
afford the stock breeders, farmers and Jjeople
the first reully adequate opportunity for
A MAGNIFICENT DISPLAY,
not only of their splendid improved stock of
Michigan, but also of numerous and valuable
exhibit* from the best flocks and herds ot
Canada and the other states The stock
buildings will be of immense size, elegant,
clean, carefully regulated and kept, lighted
by electricity, thoroughly watered and pro-
vided with every appliance ever? to the point
of luxury, and so arranged that the stock
show will be as attractive as possible to the
immense crowds of visitors, and n pleasur#
even to the mod delicate ladies. The dis-
play ground will lie ample, will be separate
from other and disturbing exhibits, and will
be in continued use, so that at all hours an
exhibition of flue stock will be going on alike
upon the display ground and in the stalls,
stables and pens. It will undoubtedly lw
the grandest exhibition of powerful horses
and splendid cattle ever seen in the north-
west, with scenes constantly realizing Rosa
Bonbem’s world-famous pictura of “The
Horse Fair." And the display of sheep and
swine will !>e uo less extraordinary. The
farmers have never bad such an opportunity,
and will no doubt take advantage of it by
thousands, and reap a benefit from it that
will add greatly to their business interests
for many years to come. And the manager*
of fairs will learn valuable lessons as to th«
best methods for securing, caring for and
displaying farm stock.
Besides there will be a splendid display of
racing and road horses, and exciting speed
coatests upon a specially excellent track, so
that horses of all daises will be amply pro*
vided for. The business -energy, enterprlsl
and vast outlay of capital necessary to pro-
duce such an exhibition constitutes a public




has not been very favorable for haying,
especially last week, but the boys got
I he rattle snakes must have got frozen
out and went to the high land during
the cold springj as the boys say that
they have only found three or four this
season. Mr. Purdy has one of the best
hay farms in Ottawa county. .. .Our
young kids that went on the Mabel
Bradshaw, as deck hands, made one
trip; then came home to “Ma.” The
two “Jims” are netting in shape, for
the season s thresning, and expect to
start in good shape. We saw Ogden
getting a new drive belt, 160 feet long,
and other fixtures the other day atB.
V an Raalte s, so he is in proper shape
for business, with Wm. Chapman, /l.
Aussiecker and Barney Rickson as
helpers... Mrs. rollings and two
children of Fort . Gratiot, Mich., are
enjoying the lake breezes during the1
hot weather, with her sister-in-law ,[
Mrs. J. D. Cochran.* “Jake.”
Olive Centre.
July S4.
The Port Sheldon fever has reached j
our place and our village smith amL
family are all down with it and are off
to the Shore. Miss Ruth Harvey, of
Holland, is visiting her old schoolmates
and friends here.... Mr. F. Lyon is
quite sick with rheumatism ... .Our saw i
null has suspended operation, for the
present, as the engines were parts of
threshing outfits — Wheat harvest is
nearly done; the crop is severely dam-
aged by rust, farmers say one-half. . . .
* pnger expects to thrash his crop
of rye tins week, who heats that?....
Wilson Harrington commenced cutting
his eighty-acre lot of rye this week. His
tent looks as though he was having his
summer outing — Can any one tell1
what has become of the poor little plant :
louse I here are none to he found in
tins locality. Corn, oats and potatoes
are improving fast, and the grumbler
thinks the poor house is farther awav
tlian a month ago. “Dennis. " * ,r West Olive.
July -'J!
The weather is remarkably mild for
harvest season, a cool breeze during the
day and cold nights — On account of,
rust or for some other reason, wheat in
tms section is badly shrunk so that the
yield will consequently he light. . . .Oats 1
are somewhat affected by smut, Other
crops as a rule are doing verv well, con-
sidering the backward spring.... Miss
Retta Merritt, of Olive Centre, is visit-
ing in this community this week. The
family of Russell Menit, ot ilie same
place, and F. Licks, of Ottawa .Station,
the former accompanied by Fhurna
Harvey of Holland, passed through
West Olive to-day, to Port Sheldon,
vOiere the families will remain a month
or so. . . .Mrs. Nivison’s daughter Ka'
who has been visiting her parents
Olive Centre, took the train here yes-
terday for her home at Muskegon, ac-
companied by her mother and Amy
Cheeseman. . . .It is to he decided this
evening who is to teach the next term
of school here — Next Saturday even-
mg jobs will he let for repairing both
Mrs £ Gringliiiis
These are familiar names to the people of the Holland
Xolony; and they have always meant fair dealing, and
low prices. But this time they mean
A Rock Bottom Slaughter
—OF—
$10,000 Worth of Clothing.
A flue stock of first-class Clothing, Furnishing Goods
Irunks and Valises, has just been opened by Koffers
ck Gringhuis in De Grondwet building,
River Street, - Holland, Mich.
Tins large stock must be sold at cost at once, and everybody







Of all kinds, done at DE
G-KONDWET and NEWS
Printing House.
the West 01. ven wagon bridge, across
I igeon River, and the one about one
mile east. .. .S. S. 10:30 ;i. m. next Sun-
day. i oung People's meeting at 8 p. m.
Zeeland.
July So.
Mrs. Dr. McK. Best, of Constantine, ,
Mmh., formerly of this town, is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. J. De Vries and family.
- - - -Mr. G. Bolks, of Orange City, la.,
made tin unexpected and brief visit with 1
friends here Wednesday afternoon |
I he prosecuting attorney and sheriff of (
/ttawaCo. have organized a stock com-
pany and are buying well-bred horses. A
specimen was left here at the Standard
breeding stables of Caton & De Kruif
last Monday. Rumor says they will !
start a stock farm at Borculo. We wish
them success in their new undertaking.
--..Rev. J. Kremer left last Monday
for an extended trip through Colorado
afn i Ae'v ?!exico- • • Mrs- & Stobbelaar,
ot 1 ella, la., who has been visiting her i
mother here for the past three weeks. I
left M ednesday for Kalamazoo where 1
she will visit her brother, Rev. M.
Kolyn Mr. Ben Van Button and the
Misses Rika and Maggie Boone visited
Zeeland Wednesday evening. . . .Dr. T !
G. Huizinga, of Zeeland, received a
telegram Thursday morning, offering
him three hundred dollars for his colt
sired by Woodlark, first dam by Royal
I earn aught, sire qf Ray, 2:20}, second
dam, fast pacing mare.
“Stepandfetchit.”
Quality guaranteed. Durham Coffee.
Get your Job Printing done at De
Grondwet and News Printing House.r — - ^ i » — - — _
The following, clipped from the Jlur-
Imyton Junction, (Mo.,) Post, contains
inlormation of no little value to per-
sons troubled with indigestion.
For years the Editor of the Post, has
l>een subject to cramp colic or fits of '
indigestion, that prostrated him for
several hours and unfitted him for
business lor two or three days after-
ward. About a year ago we called on
J. Butcher, druggist, and asked for
.something to ward off an attack, that
was already making life hideous. Mr.
Butcher handed us a bottle of Cham-
berlain s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy. We took the medicine ac-
cording to directions, and not only
found relief on that occassion but have
several timessince tried it’s virtues and
found relief everv instance. We take
t his method of acknowledging the bene-
fits derived and recommending the
cure to all others subject to ind stion
Mich U 6 by HEBER WALS1Ii^ft llantl
Parasols. D. Bertsch. Parasols.
Parasols. D. Bertsch. Parasols.
Parasols. D. Bertsch. Parasols.
it, j
__ _







Oak and Antique Chairs,
Fancy Rockers of all descriptions.
THE FITTEST
' Pnnisola.
The finest line in Holland at
____ Bertsch ’s.
W. L. Douglas’ celebrated $3.00 shoe
at Van Duren Bros. This is the best
shoe for the money made. tf
Ask your Grocer for Durham Coffee
Beautiful card in Durham Coffee.
Bed-room
EVER SOLD IN THIS CITY. ALL SOLD AT
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.
We also have on hand a full line of
Wall Paper and Carpets,
And an elegant assortment of
-R.TJO-S-
as low ih price, or lower, than they can be
(purchased elsewhere.





LisTGf letters remaining in the Tost after a sojourn of three weeks. She
Office at Holland, July 25, 1889: Mrs. | promises a large addition to the Illinois
J. Alenger, Prof. Eng. Boisveit, Mr.
E. Domsohn, Maggie Kent 2, Mrs.
Jane Tenny, Bevde Vaer.
J. G. Van Putten, P. M.
colony, at the park, for the season of
1890.
E. W. Evans and S. A. Hillier, of
, South Bend, Ind., arrived at the park- - j on Tuesday. They both brought plans
The following fable is told by an ex- of cottages with them that will be
erected at once.
hands of experienced workmen, and ! ^KthTD0!^ SEES
the goods are bound to give satis- Michigtn, to j0Lu c. i*o«t
faction. The best Of materials are apd recorde'
change and contains a suggestive
moral: “Down in Indiana a man went
hunting; while he was out there came
up a big rain and he sought shelter in
the hollow of a log. The log soon be-
came soaked with water and swelled
until the aperture was too small for
the man to get out again. Then he
was in a dilemma. He quickly re-
viewed his past life, and when he be-
gan to remember that he was not a
subscriber to his town paper, he felt so
small that he crawled out of the log
without any trouble. °
KcKort Xcws.
THE SILVER SHEEN.
Oh; a pleasant lake as e’er was seen.
Is Michigan's lake of the silver sheen
With bosom bright and fair.
Where naught but ripple* e’er arise.
It lays beneath the summer skies
And on its surface bear.
Fair freighted shallops, decked with flags
That fly by mount and rocky crags,
Guided by sailors bold.
It's freight, fair ladles, gallant knights.
Who. happy are In calm delights.
The half cannot be told.
Twas a midsummer afternoon.
That, near a sparkling sandy dune
The "Lizzie Walsh", bright, lay.
The skipper, old in seamanship,
Had made all ready for a trip.
And 't was a glorious day!
Five ladles, bright of dress and face.
Adown the gang-plank quickly pace.
And sitting on the guards.
Are joined by brave men strong and true.
"Hank" Scott attended by a few
Tried, true and trusty "pards.”
“Cast off the lines!" the whistle screams.
And now the ladles fondest dreams
Of excursions on the lake.
Will reach fruition, and the breeze,
Created, the fair ones gay to please,
What comfort they will take!
Beyond the piers, farout at sea.
What happiness, what soulful glee;
The fresh winds give to all.
"Oh; Clarence! I could sail all day.
And Into the eve. what do you say V"
Cried the prettiest one of all.
The "fre>>li wind" fresher grows and wild.
And ripples won't be reconciled.
Until they're turned to waves.
Rude Boreas Is passing by,
And sees the party from on high.
And laughs, and roars, and raves.
W. It. Adams and a party of friends,
from Grand Rapids, are occupants of
the Harrington cottage, for the remain-
der of the season. Mr. Adams has
earned the sobriquet of “Perchy Bill,”
ad he always succeeds in getting in the
biggest perch of the season. The day he
came he caught a beauty, which he has
preserved in alcohol, and will place on
exhibition when he returns to the
Valley City.
The Sunday afternoon services, at
Macatawa Park, were resumed last
Sunday. The Sunday school was also
re-organized. Mr. James Van der Sluis,
of Grand Rapids, was elected as superin-
tendent for the season. Mr. Van der
Sluis has acted in that capacity for
several years. lie read a receipt from
the treasurer of the Board of Foreign
Missions of the Reformed Church,
acknowledging the receipt of 814.50 from
the Macatawa Park Sunday school. This
money having been the surplus in the
treasury last year, after the purchase of
books and papers for the school. On Sun-
day evening the entire population
gathered around a large bonfire on the
beach and joined in singing gospel
hymns.
Thursday was the twelfth anni-
versary of the marriage of Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Westervelt. They cele-
brated the occasion by treating their
large circle of friends and acquaint-
ances, to a pleasant ride on Lake Mich-
igan, on the steamer Macatawa.
Cronk's orchestra and the Valley City
o are ! a!
used, and all work is executed in a ' ^ ^ ‘a ’n, St'iK
Clean and flrst-clasa manner. i mort«asw, on page Its, on which mortgage- — -- .t?er? U clalm#d to d“° the date of this no-
t Ice for principal and interest of the debt secured
bvsaid mnrftMM^ the sum of One Uuudred and
and Seventy-five cente, and also
l n TV rl : .4 t i aHave you tried Durham Coffee?
[OEFICTAL.]
Coinuion Council.
Holland. Mich.. July 33, 1«9.
The Common Council met pursuant to ud-
^jurnmeut and was called to order by the
Present: Mayor K remen, 'Aldermen Kep-
~ Vr'pel, Carr, I)e ies, L. Van Putten, Kramer,
M. Van Putten and Ilabermann.
The Clerk being absent Alderman Carr was
appointed elerk pro tan.
Reading of Minutes suspended.
The Mayor stated that object of meeting
was to consider the matter of grading Thir-
teenth street, but. owing to absence of the
city surveyor nothing could be done,
F. Metz petitioned as follows:
T<> thr llunnrnhic thr }faunr and Common Coun-
cil of the CUu of Holland:
Gentlemen :—I would respectfully ask per-
mission to lay a pipe across River street, be-
tween Sixth and Seventh streets, for the pur-
pose of obtaining water for my soap factory.
Aid. I)e Vries moved that same be granted
under supervision of city surveyor and
street eommlssloner.-Carrled.
A. Woltman petitioned for the use of a part
pfl welfth street, opposite part of lot No. 3
! iVii • fur ,,,t' purpose of depositing
building material during the construction of
his residence.
Thirteen dollars and for taxe* paU 'by said
•rtgsgedmortgagee on said mor aged premises.
D? ,u,t or proceeding at law, or In
equity, having been msUtuted to recover the debt
““W Mm™*Notice, is, therefor, hereby given that 'by virtue
°* m* power of sale in said mortgage contained.j , , l *u B *u ,
and the statute in such case made and provided,
saidmortgage will be foreclosed by rale of the
mortgaged premises, at public vendue, to pay the
amount due on said mortgage for principal and
interest, said taxes and the legal costs of fore-
closure and sale ; said sale to take place at the
frontdoor of the Ottawa County Court House at
Grand Haven, Michigan, on the
2 1 st day of October A. D.. 1 889.
st eleven o'clock In the forenoon of said day
rheBaid mortgaged pnftnisea to be sold being':
AH that parcel of laud situate.! in the township
of Holland, in the county of Ottawa and Ktate of
Michigan and desoriUd as, tweutv acres off from
the west side of the South West quarter of the
south west quarter of section eighteen (18) in
town five (5) north of range flfieen (15) west
Dated July St, i860.
J. C. POST J°BN C' P0ST’ Mcrt#ifiee-
Attorney.
Teacher*' Examination*.
I TO THE PUBLIC!
ever before.
jS for leii, Bop ni Cirt
CBM CMS m L, 1TO501I, ftwMr.Mm
Granted subject to the provisions of ordl-
fng same.nance regulati g 
Aid. Carr moved that the committee on
streets and bridges in conjunction with
Township authorities see that a man Is on
hand to see that piles are properly driven on
Hliick River bridge, also that a ferry be pro-
vided during time bridge Is torn up.— Carried
Council adjourned to Tuesday, July :)0th,
lew- 1.30 p. m.
F. H. Carr. Clerk pro tan.
Ready-Made Faint*.
We have iust received a full line of
Detroit White Lead Works, ready
mixed paints, which are the best in the
market, including house, floor and car-
nage paints. J. O. Doesburg.
In another column of this paper wil
be found an advertisement of a medi-
cine known as Chamberlain's Colic,
quartette provided the music: and the uiol®ra,an(1 Diarrhoea Remedy, for
n'ovedthP ̂ le druggist Heber Walsh of this
ijoyeuine place. In almost every neighborhood
"They hav’nt u wash-bowl on the ship.
Ah; Ha! I’ve got ’em on the hip,
I'll try ’em in the trough.
That Neptune, there, has just devised.
And see If we're to be despised,
I’ll give ’em all enough.”
The "Lizzie", staunch. and brave and true.
Begins big wavelets soon to spew.
From out her hatchways strong,
And ladles fair with gay gallants.
All look for Jonah, mid their pants,
And sing the time-worn song.
"Oh; give me Camphor! Lemons! Salts!"
(Old Boreas still keeps up the fun.)
And: “I shall dlei I know."
"I told you; Henry, not to go!
But you made me, and — , so — , so,"
(Then to the side they run.)
As. late at eve. a party ; weak.
And trembling, (they could hardly speak.)
Arrived at the hotel,
Dan. Riley, met 'em at the door.
And said: "there’s supper still for more.”
They marveled at his cheek.
And quick to bed the ladles went.
Their color, gaiety, "chic”, all spent.
And prayed to Prophet Jonah.
.‘The men. (they’re horrid any way.)
Stayed up some nasty "pool" to play.
While we’ve a pool of our own — ah."
two hundred persons, who enjoyed the
ride, came into port with three cheers
and a “tiger” for Mr. Westervelt and
the steamer Macatawa.
Dan. Riley, the genial and accom-
modating clerk of the park hotel, always
stands ready to give up his sleeping
quarters to guests in distress. He hung
himself on the pump handle several
nights this week in order to make room
for others in his accustomed place on
the billiard table.
Mr. Louis Schecker and family, of
Milwaukee, are occupying “Sunny side”
"And we think that they arc selfish ; mean!
Oh; sink the “Lizzie." "Mac” and "Queen",
And we’ll stay at the Park.
"I heard Hunk Scott say: (ain’t he mean!)
"The fish are feeding on ’silvery sheen',
And caramels today; for a •lurk."’
throughout the west, there are some
one or more persons, whose lives have
been saved by this remedy. It is na-
tural for such persons to take especial
pleasure in recommending the remedy
to others. The praise, that follows it's
introduction and use, makes it irn-
The following times and places hsve been
cboBon for the examination of teachers in Ottawa
county, Mich., fall series for 1889 :
Thursday and Friday, August let and 2nd, at
Grand Haven, regular eesslou.
session^ AusuBt 80th' at Holland Ulty, special
session y' Sopt®mber 271,1 ' at CoopersviUe, special
session^ October 26th’ aI Grand Haven' 8p®cl&l
All grades certificates may be applied for at
regular session, August 1st and 2nd.
Only third grade granted at special sessions.
An examination in algebra and philosophy re-
quired lor a second graae certificate in addition to
the branches prescribed for a third grade, and a
further addition of plane geometry, botany and
general history for a first grade certificate.
at fftj’clock a ,l^8ion 01 exftlulDtttlon> Ib to begin
Not yet fully decided to raise the standard of re-
quirements for a third grade certificate five per
cent above that hitherto established.
Dated, Nunica, July 2, 1889.
A. W TAYLOR
Sec’y Board School Examiners, Ottawa Co., Mic h
m »•!!*'
MORTGAGE SALE.
TXEFAULT having been made in the condi-
A 'lions of a Mortgage, dated the' Ninth dav of
April A.D. 1809, given by Cornells Dljkema and
Derktje Dijkewa. bis wife of the City of Holland
Ottawa County, Michigan, to Johannes Naber of
the Townebin uf Holland, said County and State
lid Mortgage was recorded In the Officewhich sa... n o iovuniuu i me umc
of the Register of Deeds for said County of Otta-
wa, State of Michigan, in Liber N of Mortgaaea
on page tWS, on the 19th day of April A.D. 1800 at
1 o clock P. M.
And whereas the amount claimed to be due on
lifl mnrtrArtA nt thn r.i .. j _ 4% .
mensely popular. While it is intended
especially for colic, cholera morbus, dy-
sentery and diarrluea, it is also claim-
ed to cure chronis diarrluea. If such
be the case, it is certainly a “God




cottage at Macatawa for a month/ -
A man fell off the pier Wednes(li7 forr. ... .... J I etter. halt Rheum Scald Hand nd
afternoon while perch flshiDK. He ^ rever sores, Eczema,
saved from drowning by Adam Week- itch, Prairie Scratches, Sore Nipples
ler of the Life Saving crew, who, an^ Diles. It is cooling and soothing.
Tet ,S um, ea , Old
Chronic Sores, Fever Sores, Eczema,
,
fortunately happened to be near.
OTTAWA BEACH.
Mr. D. S. Byrant, Mr. Wm. II. Sie-
fred, and Mr. II. D. Sheldon are stop-
ping at the Ottawa.
Dr. R. Ludlum and son, of Chicago,
are at the Ottawa.
The “Nothiki Bisiki Klub” are still
holding the fort at the Ottawa. While
Deputy Postmaster Koeningsberg was
busy the other day distributing Uncle
Sam'S mail, the Klub managed to ap-
propriate his army musket, and now
they make Landlord McDuffee toe the
mark in great shape.
Mr. and Mrs. I. G. Boever, Fremont,
O., arrived this week at the Ottawa,
and will stop there some time. - A- «
While your reporter was standingTn h
the piazza of the Ottawa Thursday
evening, anticipating the enjoyment of
the return trip to Holland, the Lizzie
Walsh quietly slipped her line, and left
him dreaming —but like all newspaper
men, he knew how to walk and reached
home safely.
Willis Johnson, Cincinnati, is at the
Ottawa.
MACATAWA PARK.
S. J. Osgood, the well known Grand
Rapids architect, accompanied by his
family, spent Sunday at the Park.
Speaker Diekema and G.
Schelven frolicked around among thg
sand hills on Tuesday. They seemed ̂
to enjoy the sport very much after hav-|?Ge^ are ev<
ing been penned up at the state capitoD ,ur<*ay evenings,f r Excursions from Pentwater and Big
Rapids to Ottawa Beach will occur
...... - .... .. .O wwim C*UU OUUUlJU
Hundreds of cases have been cured by
it after all other treatment had failed.
25 and .50 cent boxes for sale by
HEBER WALSH. Holland Mich.
25-1 yr.
Embroidered dress patteras at I).
Bertsch’s. These goods cannot be ex-
celled. Call and see them.
You will never regret it if you sub-
scribe for the News.
Attention, Fruit Grower*!
If you want honest trees at honest
prices, don't give your order to the
first itinerant tree peddler who offers
you first class Standard Pear trees at
81.00 to 81.50 each, and other
trees in proportion, but wait and place
your orders with Geo. H. Souter & bon,
or their agents who will deliver you as
good, or a better article at from one
hundred to two hundred per cent less
money and all their stock is guaran-
teed to bear the fruit represented.
They can furnish anything in their line
from a strawberry plant to a California
orange or Red wood tree.
25 3w.
Baid mortgage at the date of tbil YoMcViTthe
sum of Three Hundred Sixty-five Dollars ando uju. imoo iiuLHirou o i nve 
Sixty -three cents, and the further sum jf Fifteen
Dollars as an attorney fee provided for by the
statute, which is the whole amount unpaid on
said Mortgage ; and no suit or proceeding having
been instituted at law or in equity to recover the
debt now remaining secured by said mortgage
oraoy part thereof, whereby the power of sale
contained in aaid Mortgage, has become absolute.
Now therefore notice is hereby given, that by
virtue of the said power of sale, and in pursuance
of the Statute in such case made and provided,
the said mortgage will b* foreclosed by a sale of
the premises therein described, at public auc-
tion to the highest bidder, at the front uoor of the
Ottawa County Court House, in the City of Grand
on the C°UCty 0f 0tiawa' BU(1 Btat0 °i Michigan





» «» KIXBIID TROCBLM u* s«lrkly ortreou*.
THE*! 13 NO KIND OF LIVER TROUBLE THEY WILL NOT CURE!
wf'iottle* only by'mu1l^Tt^h*,*
F* Smith 4b Co., Me Prop'n, at. Louia, Mo.
THOUSANDS OS TISTIMONIAU PROM HAPPY HEARTS.
VINEGAR BITTERS
The only ncn-Alcchclic Vegetable medi-




OTTAWA COO NTT. (' •
bate?*eu1, CBAhLK8 E BGULE- Jo«*ge of Pro-
it ter of the ntate of Don weWyngardso
S'r:;: t:,?.- res isir
pointed, has died since her appointment as'snch
executrix without having /nVy executed the
end the edminlstration of said eetate.
Thereupon it is Ordered, That Saturday the
Third day of Auguit next,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, be assigned for
Jhe hearing of ssid petition, and the lieirs at
law i f said deceased, and all other persons Inte-
rested in said estate.' are required to appoar at e
session of ssid Court, then to be bolden st the.. . ‘_ , wi-u iu u n ui u a
Probate Office in tfae City of Grand Haven, iu
said county, and show cause, If eny there be,
R copy of this order tn h* .znl.li.hli u.
It is cot a vile fancy drink made of rum, poor
whisky, or refuse liquors, splouo and sweetened
tn IiIumUXS »Vv4» l.itfr a. . 1..  a. I . .. .
Twecty-fiveyesrs use have demonstrated to . jy ar »»««*
millions of suff rers throughout the civilized u “,PL0,! published injjfl
world, that of alt the medicines ever discovered
Vinegar titters only possesses peifactaud won-
derlal curative effects upon those troubled wi:h
the followlug diseases, vu:
„ wasswa w uv ] ) IJ U 1 1 b (i va. _
Dyspepsia. Rheumatism. Catarrh, N’euralgia,
Headache, Bolls. Kcrofula, Skin Diseases,
Jaundice, Gout, Piles, Biliousness, and all other
diseasts arising from blood Impurities, and as a
Vermifuge it Is the best in the world, being death
to all worms that infest the human system
successive weeks previous to said day'ofhsarint
^ CHARLES E. SOULE
(A true copy.) attest. Judge oj Probate.
at eleven o’clock In tne forenoon of that day •
which said premises are described in said Mort-'
gage as follows, towit: The East half cf Lot
numbered Nine (9) in Block numbered fifiy.flve
IKK\ In Plf-/ n# . A a ___ _____ . . * .
It is alwsys safe to take at any time, or under
any condition of the system, for old or young or
tor either sex. It is put up in two styles. The
old is slightly bitter, and is the stronger in ca-
thartic effect. The new style Is very pleaeant to
the taste and a perfect medicine for delicate
women or children. Each kind is distinctly
marked ou.tup of cartoon.
Something New!
Non Explosive, Reliable -
GASOLINE STOVES!
Many families keep both kinds on hand, as
they form a complete medicine chest.
Jones & Hickok,
(55) i^ tile ci^ of¥oltanXfomrtl^rcren M th^ J'a Fam<j«' FedMne. tor the use of ladies,
It fs invaluable for curing the ills that beset
childhood, and gently regulates the diseases to
which women at every period of life are subject.
Dealers In
village oi Houand, in the County of Ottawa and
oftSd C?tyhl*&n, accordJl'B 10 tbe recorJe<l map
Daied. Holland, July 18, 1889
SNE8NAI
— ̂  F X I * •
ommn ... ml'Au™ !iABEB> Uort«sgM
Attorney for Mortgagee.
Thousands have been relieved ofin-
digestion and loss of appetite by a sin-
gle bottle of Ayer's SarsaiiariMa. The
use of this medicine, by giving tonetawa. ui uns 
and next week, no doubt, will
crowded.
The dances held at the Ottawa this
[season have been heartily enjoyed,
^hey are held every Wednesday and
chronic dyspepsia. Price 81.
85 a bottle.
Worth
for so many months.
Macatawa Park was visited this week
by Mr. T. M. Barker and wife, of Grand
Rapids. Mr. Barker cap claim to be
the first white visitor to the Park, as he
first saw its beautiful hills and valleys
fifty years ago, in the spring of 1839.
He was the first civil engineer, to fol-
low that profession, in Ottawa county.
He remembers distinctly partaking of
the liospitalities of one of tbe Indian
chiefs, on the park grounds, iu July
1839, but cannot recall his name. He
knows, however, that he had two sons,
one named “Thunder,” the other
“Rain," and a daughter called “She
Thunder.”
Three of Lansing's enterprising young
business men, E. C. Park, A. L. Hamill,
and F. J. Wood, and their families, are
• spending their vacation at the park.
_ Mr. Hamill contemplates the purchase
of a lot and the erection of a cottage
for use-next season.
Moses H. Luke, of Joliet, 111., and F.
F. Day, paying teller of the Commer-
cial National Bank, Ciiicago, are erect-
ing handsome cottages at the Park.
H. W. Perry, wife and daughters,
Nellie and Laura, of Brazil, ind., are
again welcome guests at the Park hotel.
They come every year and have never1
found a resort that suited them as well
as Macatawa? II. B. Ragan and wife,
of Greencastle, accompany them this
season.
Mrs. J. M. Shipley, of Bloomington,
111., departed for home on Tuesday,
Sunday. A large crowd is also expected
from Fennville,by boat from Saugatuck.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Aldrich Tateum,
Dr. Homer Brigham and wife, Grand
Rapids, and Mrs. W. Richardson, of
New York, form a party at the Ottawa.
Julius Houseman, of Grand Rapids,
registered at the Ottawa this week.
Miss Lizzie Steinman, of Grand Rap-
ids, visited Ottawa Beach this week
and stopped at the Ottawa.
A Woman** Dlacovcry.
“Another wonderful discovery has
been made and that too by a lady in
this county. Disease fastened its clutch-
es upon her and for seven years she
withstood its severest tests, but her
vital organs were undermined and
death seemed imminent. For three
months she coughed incessantly and
could not sleep. She bought of us a
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery for
Consumption and was so much relieved
on taking first dose that she slept all
night and with one bottle lias been
miraculously cured. Her name is Mrs.
Luther Lutz.” Thus write W. C. Ham-
rick & Co., of Shelby, N. C.— Get
Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, i
Coonty of Ottawa, | BD’
At a session of the Probata Court for the Conn,
ty ot Ottawa, bolden at the Probata Office, in tn*
City of Grand Haven, in said County, on Thursday
the Eighteenth day of July in the year
one thousand eight hundred and eighty nine.
Present, CHARLES E. SOULE, Judge of
Probata.
In the matter of the estate tf Machiel Schoon-
derm an, deceased.
On reading and filing the petition, duly veri-
fied, of Gerrit Van den Beldt, administrator of
said estate, prayir g for the examination and al-
lowance of bis final account, that he may be dls-
charged from h s trust, have liis bond cancelled
and said estate closed :
Thereupon it is Ordered, That Tuesday, the
Thirteenth day of August next
st tan o'clock in the forenoon, .be assigned for
the hearing of said j>etii ion, ami that the heirs
at law of said deceased, and all other persons
interested in said estate, are required to appear
at a session of said Court, then to be holden at
the Probate Office in the City of Grand Haven, In
said county, and show cause, if any there be,
why tbe prayer of the petitioner should not be
granted : And It is further Ordered, That said
petitioner give notice to the persons interested in
saidestate, of tbe pendency of said petition, and
the hearing thereof by causing a copy of this ar-
dor to be published in the Holland City News a
newspaper Printed and circulated iu said county
of Ottawa, for three successive weeks previous
to said day of hearing.
CHA8. E. BOULE,
(A true copy) Attest. Judge of Probata.
Ladies, get a bottle from your druggist and by
it. If your druggist his not the New Hiyle Vine-
gar Bitters, ask him to send for it. If you once• U st..** ...m ......... _ I A 1 a. a i _ _ . a _ _ s __
Also Tinware, Kerosene and Gasoline
Stoves of all kinds.w w * “ I — WW14V4 ivy* tv, a* JVU WUWV
try it you will never be without this piiceltss
remedy ^ —
Notice cf Application for Order of sale of
real estate of the Trustees of the First
Reformed Church of Zeeland,
Xichigan.
The Trustees of the First Reformed Church of
pplnnil Mli'liioan u U* ....... • i __Zeeland, Michigan, a Re.igious corporation duly
---- --- ----- •" Bhi-
------- - - -- -- -o— “I — ..u.i t.unUI>| I'UIUIIUU Ul
organized under the laws of the State of Mlcn
gau. hereby give notice that they will make ap-
plication to the Circuit Court for the County of
Ottawa on the first day of the next term thereof
appointed to be held at the Court House in the
City of Grand Haven in ssid County on the fifth
day of August next, or as soon thereafter as
counsel can be heard, for an order of the Court
that the following described parcel of land to
uHt* 1 .At nitm Ka.** In 1 1 _ a %v 
free trial bottle at the drugstore of
Yates & Kane, Holland; and A. De
Kruif, Zeeland.
**4£UODWiUtTU JltUCtM OI JHUllVO
wit: Lot number s^ven (7) in tbe village of New
Groningen aicordiug to a map of said Village on
record in the office of the Register of Deeds of
Ottawa county. Michigan, may he sold and that
the proceeds arising from such sale may bo di-
Excursion to Chicago, for the bene-
fit of Columbia Hose Co., No. 2, 011 the
Steamer Mabel Bradshaw, next
Wednesday ̂evening, July 31. Fare
only 82.00 for round trip.
At ami Below Co*!.
* A an den Berge & Bertsch, the mil-
liners, are closing out all their summer
stock at and below cost.
Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, ( KH
COUNTY OF OTTAWA ( b8’
At a Session of the Probate Court for the Coun-
ty of Ottawa, holden at the Probata Office, iu the
City of Grand Uavon, iu said county, on Mon-
bate.
In the matter of the estate of Adriaan Voole.deceased. '
---- m ---- --- -- — - - — - — ̂  » M w fcj 0<l!\y A4j (A U\J u






G. Bri-nse,*- P. Bknjauinse.
AlbkbtcbG. VanHeeb,
Gerard Van Likbe,„ P. Van Kkloib,
Trustees of the Ref. Church of Zeeland.
Abend > isschkr, Attorney for Trustees.
ly in tbe house,
VINEGAR BITTERS.
The only Temperance Bitter* known.
It stimulates the Brain and quiet* tbe
Nerves, regulates the Bowels and ren-
ders a perfect blood circulation through
the human veins, which Is sure to re-
store perfect health.
GEO. W. DAVIS, of 160 Barronne Bt, New
Orleans, La., writes under data May 2»ith, 1888,
as follows : 1 J have been going to the Hot Springs
Ark., for fifteen years for an Itching hnmor in
my blood, i have just used three bottles of Vine-
gar Bitters, and It has done me more good than
the springs. It is the bestmedlcine made."
JOSEPH J. EGAN, of No 75 West St., New
York, says : "Have not be**u without Vinegar
Bitters for the post twelve years, and consider
it a whole medicine chest in our family,"
MRS. MATTIE FURGUSON. of Dryden, N Y
says: "Vinegar Bitters is the best medicine i
ever tried ; it saved my life."
T. F. RAiLEY, of Humboldt, Iowa, sayi:
V ineg&r Uittons cured wc of p&r&lyBlB tsu yt&tB
ajo, and recently it cured me of rheumatism."
VINEGAR BITIERS.
General Repairing of Stoves and Lii
ware a specialty. Satisfaction
guaranteed aud chaeges
reasonable.
Tbe Great Blood Purifier aud IIfsIUi
Restorer. Cures all kinds of Headache,
also Indigestion and Dyspepsia
Send for a beautiful book free.
Address, R. H. McDonald Drug Co.
532 Washington Street,_ New York City.
CALL AND SEE US.
Howard Building,





Durham Coffee always fresh.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores. Ulcers. Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction, or money re-
funded. Price 2-5 cents per box. For
sale in tills city by Yates & Kane, and
by A. De Kruif, Zeeland, Mich
On reading and filing th^jetition, duly veri
fiod, of Elena Voele, executin' in said
»u.. mjoiaujuihoi Auriaau veme, jateor the
City of Holland in said County, deceased, and for
berown appointment as executrix thereof:
Thereupon it Is Ordered. That Saturday, the
Seventeenth day of August next
at tan o'clock in the forenoon, be assigned for
the bearing of said petition, and the heirs at
law of said deceased, and all other persons inte-
rested in said estate, are required to appear at a
ses-lon of said Court, then to be holdeu at the- - ---- wvu a*, SOIOU W L/V UU1UOUtil LUV
probate Office in the City of Grand Haven, In
said county, and show cause, If any there be,
why the prayeref the petitioner should not be
granted: And it is further Ordered, That
said petiUoner give notice to the persons inte-
restixttfi said estate, of the pendency of «ald pe-
tition. and the hcariug thereof by causing a copy
ir to be published in the Holland
pasted (by new process) Durham
Coffee.
DR. VEENBOER
Has taken office room in the St. Denis first
stairway on Monroe- st west of Hpring-sL The
doctor has opened bis new sanitarium in Oak-
dale Park, corner of Hall end East sts.. sup-
plies aU the necessities and all tho comforts for
STATE OF MICHIGAN, i Hu
COUNTY OF OTTAWA. (
At a session of the Probate Court for the Coun-
ty of Oltawa, holden at the Probate Office, in
the City of Grand Haven, in laid county, on
Tuesday, the Ninth day of July, In tbe
year one thousand eight hundred and eiahtvnin . • J
Present, CHARLES E SOULE. Judge < f Pro-
bata.
In the matter ot the estate of Ant je Wyngarden,
uOfCBHOti .
On reading and filing the petition dnly verified
of Nellie Horst, daughter aud heir at law of said
di ceased, representing that Autje Wyngarden,
lata of Zeeland in said county, lately died in-
testate, leaving estate to bo administered, and
praying for the appointment of Jacob Den Herder
administrator thereof.
Thereupon It is ordered that Saturday, the
Third day of August next,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, be assigned for
the bearing of said petition, and that the heirs
at law of aaid deposed, and all other persons
interested in said estate, are required to appear
at a session of saldCourt,then to be holden at the
Probate Office in the City of Grand Haven, in
haLI n/vnnfv ntwl ah/vw id - __ ai ____ « _. waa*v« e st wuv \sivj UI u oim _____ _ __
said county, and show cause, if any there be.
wbythe prayer of the peUtloner should not be
Holland, - Michigan.




Stock taken from June, 1888. (the time?
of organization) to April 20, 1889,
1135 shares of $100 each.
The subscription to stock is open
every Saturday and Monday at the of-
fice of the association, In Kapters
Block, and the Secretary can also
be found at bis residence corner of
River and Thirteenth Streets on all
other hours.
Shares of stock are sold on install-
ments of 25 cents, payable every other
Saturday evening, from 7 to 9 o’clock,
at the office of the association. Mem-
bership fee is 25 cents i>er share of
stock.
From $600 to 81.000 are loaned to the
members every mouth. Loans are
made on first mortgages on real estate
only, and each loan is to be approved
by the Board of Directors, at their reg-
ular monthly meeting.
All moneys paid in-aremade produc-
tive by being immediately invested so
that no capital is allowed to remain
idle.
For further information apply to the
Secretary.
Chas. A. Stevenson*, President.
Henry Martin, Scavtary,
J. G, Van Putten, Treasurer.
mo u< x BB ut-B a n mo t r
the sick aud feeble sod those in need of surgical
operations of atiy description. Diseases care.
fuUy rtudied. Proper diet, baths, eivetriclty,
massage and trained nnraes supplied at a very
moderate cost. Address M. Veeuboer. A. M , M.
granted : And it is further Ordered. That said
petitioner give notice to tbe persons interested In
said estate, of the pendency of said petition, and
the hearing thereof by causing a copy of this or-
der to be published in the Holland City News
a newspaper printed and circulated in said coun-
ty of Ottawa, for three successive weeks previ-
ous to said day of bearing.
^ C SABLES E. SOULE.
(A true copy.) attest. Judge of Probate.
• "uu twajB v cDu ,




“j® Awijfcumo o: .mow York
iseases have been studied as speciali-chronic d a mi J
ties.
Also offers for sale or to exeban lots, houses
48 Bost- Repairing done neatly, subsanttially,
aud on short notice.
If you want a good pair of
Boots and Shoes
For a reasonable pripe call at
P. De Kraker’s,
Corner of River and Eighth Sts.













BT VBAKCU 8. SMITH. .
Thon rc^ of aromatic loaf.
Of toothing mialatera, the chief,
When thy rich perfume I inhale,
Xet those who bate thee rant and rail
And I will only love thee more,
And a{ng thy praises o’er and o’er,
Thou t>rovn-hued, thought-creating manna!
My mild Havana I
Without thy aid how should I fare
When tired out and pressed by care?
How could I earnest work begin
Without thee, soothing medicine?
, 1 cannot keep thee long, 'tis true,
But nroud man comes to ashes, too. •
Death musters all beneath his banner,
My rich Havana 1
l I see thv azure incense rise
In eddying rings toward the skies,
And aa it swifrly floats aw’ay,
My thoughts unbidden heavenward stray;
And then the lesson comes to me
That human life is brief, like thee,




A Story Without an Organ-
ized Moral.
BY C. F. CASE.
Socrates Mulligan and I didn’t go to
Oklahoma. The incubation of our
speculative chickens had been at-
tempted before that time; and we bad
escaped the foot-killer by narrow mar-
gins during the period of the migration
from Canada to the land of the Dakotas.
When I first met my friend Mulligan
he was dressed worse than I was. He
can dress bettor than I can now, since he
has taken up the occupation of wood-
sawing, and I have fallen into scribbling
habits. Then his costume consisted
wholly of a ragged hickory shirt, panta-
loons made of bagging, and a much
worn straw hat. However much this
outfit might have seemed insufficient in
more favored social circles, it was
nearly a la mode in the neighborhood
of Mulligan’s claim. We had both
taken government land a year or so be-
fore, half a section each, and had held
them more or less according to law till
taanratkm had given hope a black eye
d taught us that the realm of fron-
had many dissolving views
its back windows. Being
we ought to have been ac-
; but the times when one of
swws at home had alternated so
apuiady that this was our first meet-
ang, ’bronchi about by harder times
mmii I went there to try to bor-
*dw a ncac® of meal and tobacco.
It was sundown by the time I reached
ihe sod tdiAilr, and Mulligan was milk-
ang ins only cow. The cow was not
ucha cow as the illustrations in stock
JraEuaiB build up in the mind of the in-
«S3®nenoed. She was a cow in
Bann any with her surrounding*. This
waa xa the month of August, and prairie
fe**. auoeeeding drouth, had left the
apply of wholesome cow feed insuffi-
taent and uncertain. This and other
cnaas bad left Mulligan’s only bovine
• bleak, weather-beaten old beast who,
iw bee unfortunate experience with the
pasturage and climate, had sacrificed
<®e born, half her tail and all her
kindly disposition to the gods of the
atom. As I spoke to him from behind,
there was a quick start, a vicious kick,
a shower of milk and profanity, and I
stood introduced.
“The old beast thought you was an
Indian, probably," Mulligan said by
way of explanation. “She was chased
nearly to death lately by some redskins
who wanted a chew of her. Come into
the house and make yourself at
home, anything you want and
don’t see ask for. I make a
hobby, of hospitality. It’s mighty easy
to do when there ain’t anything to give
or take.
Tin a little short on good rations just
now, however. The only edible lux-
uries I’ve had for several days were
craofcHs Afid milk and the milk covers
too touch ground to-night to be avail-
*W®. But who cares? Variety is the
•pice of life. I’m just a little tired of
smoe, though, between you and me. In
the absence of tenderfeet it is allowable
to state that this free land government
flPbi hallucination is the rockiest read
^Jericho known in the maps. The
worst mistake I have made in the terri-
tory, was when a fellow wanted to jump
my claim and I wouldn’t let him. He
oven offered me twenty-five dollars to
peacebly vacate; bnt I beat him in the
contest, and he and his money left the
township, while I was fooling with a
•hot gun.
,‘Oh, well, it’s foolish to chew up
might-have-beens, to recall the old flavor.
I think m kill old brindle next week,
and, with a hundred pounds or so of
jerked beef, go west and grow np with
the country. That was H. Greeley’s
panacea. This collapse is in the natural
order of things — a boom and a vacuum.
We are just late enough to have got
caught in the vacuum.
Three days later I met Mulligan
again, still a pessimist, but this time
with an added cause. One of those
playful prairie cyclones had undertaken
to sweep the township and had suc-
ceeded. Nature in this play-spell of
hers, had, however, on the whole, been
rather kind to Socrates. Early in the
howling chaos he was hurled into a
hallow well, and held down by later
arrivals of sand and debris till the
suction of the storm had sought other
fields of conquest. Fifteen minutes
later he emerged from his retreat, and
cast a swelled eye over the landscape.
The prairie was bathed in mildness;
gentle zephyrs fanned his dusty cheek
and loosened the straw from his un-
kempt locks. The coo of the sandhill
crane and the blue herou reached his
somewhat damaged ears, but no vision' - The
few
( of his former shanty met his eves.
L landscape had been reduced in a
\ plump minutes to that of primeval days.
jNo house, no hay stable, no squealing
pig, no one-eyed horse, no cow with the
ifrumpled horn, nothing but waving uu-
mrnt weeds and the glory of illimitable
bntinai
ftA few! hours after he strayed into ray
[which had happened to lie out-
central path of the storm, and
ite hospitality for the night.
ie the spice of life, pard,”
os he sat down with me
wkably frugal supper,
?ed in my path to-
a quieter sphere
as fast as I can walk to it. Aspirations
are all right if a fellow is born lucky.
I wasn’t. I never had a dear gazelle
ihat grew big enough to kill for
meat. I think I was launched about as
favorably as the majority. I had gifted
parents. One of them was a poet, and
the other used to lecture on the plausi-
bility of Symmos’ polar cavity. I was
topped out with Socrates Napoleon for
a name, which was, however, soon cut
down in general use to Soo. Mulligan.
But this attempt to graft greatness into
the boyhood of mediocrity failed to
prove the right kind of horticulture
and the daily lectures I received to the
effect that the ‘Lives of great men all
remind us how to make our lives sub-
lime,’ never seemed to enable me to
corral any sublimity for my own life.
If there is any reliable fact* in the al-
leged benefit of bending the twig to get
the desired tree, I ought to have been a
canonized saint before I was 21, for it
was the regular business of the house-
hold to train me in the ad valorem
conditions of life every evening
os soon as the sun retired to give room
for owls and insects. But while my ad-
miration of heroes was 0. K. I lacked
the grit to emulate them. Grit is a big
thing in a young fellow's inventory.
never had any, and never
could have any. If I had
jeeu for one short moment in tho san-
dals of the Spartan youth who stole the
fox and hid it under his pinafore, and
when it began to chew his tenderloin,
faced tho public with a smile while Key-
nard went on with liis feast of blood and
gristle, there would have floated over
the Thracian hills a howl that would
have raised tho mermaids irom the Hel-
lespont to see who struck Billy ratter-
son. No, it was no use trying to make
a hero of me. My trouble through life,
I am convinced now, has grown out of
misplacement. I was born a clam and
have tried to be on eagle. I am going
down now in the quiet substrata of
society and try to become a respectable
clam.”
“Oh, all this will soon blow over,
Mulligan,” I remarked. “You’ll forgot
Dakota in a year, marry some rich
widow, probably, and take a leading
hand in the game of life. I expect to
hear of you as a confounded sybarite
yet.”
He looked at me with a queer ex-
pression on his face, and said : “You
don’t dream how much experience I’ve
had already in the path you jx)int out. I
shall have to give you another chapter
from my autobiography, I see. I may
marry a widow, as you say ; I may lx; hung,
also, for I’m a loadstone for all afflictions
that lack a field of operations. I mar-
ried a widow once achieving thereby a
pair of blue eyes and a red headed
mother-in-law. Oh yes, I’ve enjoyed
and endured all that *npice of life from
A to Izzard. It was when I was in the
twenties and had, for a wonder, struck
a temporary streak of luck. Through
the want of better available material,
and owing to arantankeroussplit in tho
teDR- TAIMAGE’S sermon.
of the humorous features of the world’?
straggle after painted bubbles. 1
haven’t married the widow yet, though
I have beeu through one love event
since I loft you. A maiden of forty odd
summers offered to wed me one leap
year; but the proposition came too late.
The invention of the wire nail and its
practical character as a pants button has
taken away much of the necessity for a
wife; and celibacy is on the increase as
a consequence, especially iu the class of
which I am now a worthy moml>er. I
have grown into perfect accord and at-
tune with the New Testiment injunc-
tion. ‘Take no heed for to-morrow.’ I
am one of tho sparrows tho hair of whoso
head is numbered. The problems ol
labor and capital never trouble me; ii
the vineyards of industry don’t want me,
there lie stretched out toward the
ecliptic in seductive greenness the fields
and byways of trampdom, and nirvana
beyond. Why should the spirit of mor-
tal be proud when life is but a puff, and
protoplasm infinitely beats perfected
organism iu the gratification of its de-
sires? Yours,
• _ Soc. Mulligan.”
There is no organized moral to this
sketch. Tho reader may pull out the
fibres and weave one to suit himself.
THE EMINENT DIVINE AT MAKE MAX-
INKUCKEE, IND.
A Dincoarse Delivered Befoje a Vart Audi-
boo® at Culver Park Azwmibljr-SuUJeet:
-“How to Conquer”— Text: “When Shall
I Awaken? I WU1 Seek It Again.”
Sam Jones ns an Adjective Sllnger.
Sam Jones, tho witty evangelist, can
say things which tho audience will take
in good part for which any other man
would bo mobbed. That his audiences sit
still ami enjoy his lashings is a great
tribute to his genius. Here are a few
excerps from his sermons :
Christianity is the science of life.
You boys keep quiet or got out.
Now don't you feel mean, you old
devil, you?
A preacher who don’t hold family
prayers ain’t tit to bo pastor of a litter
of pups.
Some of you will go off and criticise,
lou blab-mouthed fools, who cares
what you think?
Brother Black there don’t want any
more members in his church, for hali
ic’s got ain’t worth killing.
The only difierence between the Bap-
tists and the Methodists is the differ-
ence between high-cock-a-lorum and
low-oock-a-hirem.
If any one here don’t believe what I
say, and will tell me so, I will give him
a hat and some deutist a job of replac-
ing his teeth from the wisdom tooth
down.
I, the highest fish that swims.
The penitent sinner is tho man who
falls down, jumps up, rubs his shins,
and goes a-running.
You are all black-mouthed devils who
l>elong to the church, and when the
yellow fever came were white with fear.
I don’t know of anything too bad for
you old mangy bounds who refused to
vote against the damnable whisky traf-
fic.
party, I had been elected to office, and spi^ual^dT ̂  fCll°W8’
it really did look for a time as if I ^
would be able henceforth to live and
Iwr up shekels. Just at this time I met
Mrs. Matilda Smith, from New York,
and surrendered without any stipula-
tions. She had been a widow for some
time, having lost her husband in the
army she said. After the capitulation
and its attendant ceremonies, the
mother-in-law rose above the horizon.
At the first sight of her gorgeous poll
I knew I was lost. The impression fell
into my mind with a sickening thud
and never left it. Two years later re-
lief came. Not through *the death of
any of the family. Oh, no; they’ll
never die. They are immortal. It
came in the person of Mr. Smith, the
husband, who had been lost in the
army. It was the Salvation army, I
ascertained later, Smith having eloped
with sister Nanuette, who wore the blue
hat with the red band and sang of the
glories of the sweet by and by. Matilda
met me one evening as I was returning
from a search after frogs’ legs for
breakfast, my term of office having ex-
pired and old times come back and
broke the news of Smith’s return and
the Salvation Army episode with be-
coming gentleness that disarmed much
of the irritation that I might otherwise
have felt at being shewed off the
roost in such a manner. She had
meant to porrect my misunderstanding
sometime, but it was a delicate subject,
you know, and I bad never asked for
details. She had heard that a Mr.
Smith, of New York, was drowned in
jumping off Brooklyn bridge, and had
really believed herself a widow de facto.
But Smith had repented and reformed,
and had returned from tho
West, where he had discovered a
gold mine, or a cattle ranch, or some
other inexhanstable source of wealth,
and had expressed himself ready to
jump accounts and begin life anew away
out West, if his old bride would follow
him.
“Of course, under the mistaken con-
ditions of the bond that united Matilda
and me, a charge of bigamy would be
in order if Smith’s temper should be-
come raffled. Besides, it was too
evident that Matilda wanted to go West,
so I resigned without a fuss, and walked
back to the river. There was a boat
there, a neighbor’s boat, but I didn’t
waste time talking with neighbors.
With the going out of that fateful day
I committed my first infraction of
statute law iu the larceny of a boat, the
property in fee simple of a citizen of
the commonwealth of Michigan. While
the moon was rising, shadows and fire-
flies flitting along the shores, bullfrogs
lingering at their vesper hymns, and
the voices of night were beckoning the
weary to rest, I floated out of the cir-
cumference of the old life into a new
one. No, I don’t think I shall marry a
widow again."
A year ago a letter from Mulligan
found me, and furnished a sequel to
what I had learned of him. It was
dated from Ohio, and ran as follows:
“()Lp Friend: This is one of my
anniversaries, that of my hegira from
Dakota, and t the paths . of ambi-
tion. I always properly celebrate
that cyclone-ushered epoch. The
resolves that it gave me hove brought
a placidity of happiness I never knew
before. I have found my level, and
there is no more friction of spirits. I
am a roustabout on a canal Ixiat and an
exhorter of the dignity of labor. There
is a £?od deal of fan in life, when you
You old skunk, you!
A high-licenso preacher won’t be in
hell ten minutes before the devil will
have him saddled and bridled, riding
him around and exhibiting him as a cu-
riosity.
If any merchant here keeps open dur-
ing these meetings, it will be some lit-
tle fifteen-cent-skin-a-flea-for-his-hide-
and-tallow member of some church.
Just mash their mouths and you’ve
got ’em.
Tho Lord can catch these infidels;
the only trouble is He hardly has a
hook small enough for them to swallow.
I can put a hundred of these little in-
fidels iu my vest pocket, and never
know they are there except I feel for
toothpick.
\\ hat are you old Presbyterians kick-
ing about— -you old possum-eared
hounds? Live ones kick — dead ones
dout. If a man was to come to my
town and talk about my church like I
have yours, I would either cowhide
him or build a new church.
A Rose Jar.
Now is the time to gather rose leaves
for the pretty jar you had last Christ-
mas, says the Boston Beacon. Various
receipts are given for its preparation,
and they differ but little from each
other. The leaves should be gathered
when dry and put in a dish or jar that
has a cover in layers with salt between.
Bay salt, which comes from Bayonne or
the Bay of Biscay, is recommended, but
the common fine table salt will answer.
Whenever fresh leaves are added a fresh
layer of salt must bo added also. After
two or three days mix them with spices
snch asoloves, allspice, cinnamon, mace,
all rather coarsely ground, an ounce
perhaps of each, also an ounce or two of
orris root broken in small pieces, some
bay leaves, lavender flowers and rose-
man', a few drops of the oil of rose, and
one gill of brandy. Add moreybandy
after a time if the mixture gets too dry.
Some moisten with lavender water,
cologne, and bergamot, but these es-
sences soon lose their quality and injure
the perfume of the flowers. * Any sweet-
scented leaves or flowers may be added,
such as sweet clover, geranium or orange
flowers, but they should be perfectly
dry when added. This should all be
kept covered, 'stirred occasionally, and
not put in the rose jar for two or three
months. Then the perfume will be well
blended, and by opening the jar for a
short time every day the room will be
pervaded by a delicious odor.
With an insight into human nature
uch as no other man ever reached, Sol-
omon, in my text, sketches the menial
operations of one who, having stepped
aside from the path oj rectitude, desires
to return. With a wish foi something
bettor he said: “When shall I awake?
When shall I come out of this horrid
nightmare of iniquity?" But, seized
upon by uneradicated habit, and forced
down hill by his passion, he cries out:
“I will seek it yet again. I will try it
once more."
Onr libraries are adorned with an ele-
gant literature addressed to young men,
pointing out to them all the dangers and
perils of life— compile maps of the voy-
age, showing all the rocks, the quick-
sands, the shoals But suppose a man
has already made shipwreck; suppose he
is already off the track; suppose he has
already gone nitray. How is he to get
back? That is a field comparatively un-
touched. I piopose to address myself
to snch. There are those in this audi-
ence who, with every passion of their
agonized soul, are ready to hear such a
discussion. They compare themselves
with what they were ten years ago, ami
cry out from the bondage in which they
are incarcerated. Now, if there be any
here, come with an earnest purpose, yet
feeling they are beyond tho pale of
Christian sympathy, and that tho ser-
mon can hardly be expected to address
them, then, at this moment, I give them
my right hand, and call them brother-
Look un! There is glorious and trium-
phant hope for yon yet. I sound the
trumpet of Gospel deliverance. The
church is ready to spread a banquet at
your return, and the hierarchs of Heaven
to fall into line of bannered procession
at the news of your emancipation. So
far as God may help me, I propose to
show what are the obstacles of your re-
turn, and then how you are to surmount
those obstacles. The first difficulty in
the way of your return is the force of
moral gravitation. Just as there is a
natural law which brings down to the
earth anything yon throw into the air,
so there is % corresponding moral gravi-
tation. In other words, it is easier to go
down than it is to go up; it is easier to
do wrong than it is to do right. Call to
mind the comrades of your boyhood
days— some of them good, some of them
bad— which most affected you? Call to
mind the anecdol«s that you have heard
in the last five or ten years — some of
them are pure and some of them inpure.
Which the more easily sticks to your
memory? During the years of your life
you have formed ceitaiu courses of con-
duct— some of them good, some of them
bad. To which style of habit did you
the more easily yield? Ah, ray friends,
we have to take bnt a moment of self in-
spection to find out that there is iu all
our souls a force of moral gravitation!
But that gravitation may be resisted.
Just as you may pick up from the earth
something and hold it in yoar hand to-
ward Heaven, just so, by the power ot
God’s grace, a soul fallen may be lifted
toward pence, toward pardon, toward
Heaven. Force pf moral gravitation in
every one of us, but power in God's
grace to overcome that force of moral
gravitation.
The next thing in tho way of your re-
turn is the power of evil habit. I know
there are those who say it is very easy
for them to give up evil habits. I do
not believe them. Here is is a man
given to intoxication He knows it is
disgracing his family destroying his
property, ruining him. body, mind, and
with inflamed, tantalyzing and mercilevi
habit. When he thinks he is entirely
free, the old inclinations pounce upon
him like a pack of hounds with their
muzzles tearing away at the flanks of
one poor reindeer. In Paris there is a
sculptured representation of Bacchuu,
tho god of revelry. He is riding on a
panther at full leap. Ob, how sugges-
tive! Let every one who is speeding on
bad ways understand he is not riding a
docile and well broken steed, bnt he is
riding a monster, wild and bloodthisty,
going at a death leap.
How many there are who resolve on a
better life and say: “When shall I
awake?’’ Bnt, seized on by their old
liabi ts, ciy: “I will try it once more; I
will seek it yet again!” Years ago there
were some Princeton students who were
skating, and tho ice was very thin, and
some one warned the company back
from the air hole, and finally warned
them entirely to leave tho place. But
one young man, with bravado, after all
the rest hod stopped, cried out: “One
round more!” He swept around and
went down, and was brought out a
corpse. My friends, there are thousands
and tens of thousands of men losing
tneir souls in that way. It is the one
ronnd more.
I have also to sav that if a man wants
to return from evil practices society re-
pulses him. Desiring to reform he says,
‘Now. I will shako off my old associates,
and I will find Christian companion-
ship." And ho appears at the church
door some Sabbath day. and tho usher
greets him with a look, as much as to
say, “Why, you here? You are tho
last man I ever expected to see at church!
t'flme, take this seat right down by the
door!" Instead of saying, “Good morn-
ing; l am glad you are here. Come; I
will give vou a first-rate seat, right up
by tho pulpit.” Well, the prodigal, not
yet discouraged, enters the prayer meet-
ing, and some Christian man with more
zeal than common senso, says, “Glad to
see you. The dying thief was saved,
and I suppose there is mercy for you!"
The yonug man, disgusted, chilled,
throws himself back on bis dignity, re-
solved he never will outer tho house of
God again. Perhaps not quite fully dis-
couraged about reformation, besides up
by some highly respectable man ho used
to know going down the street, and im-
mediately the respectable man has an
errand down some other street! Well,
the prodigal, wishing to return, takes
some member of a Christian sssociation
by the hand, or tries to. The Christian
young man looks at him, looks at the
faded apparel and the marks of dissipa-
tion, and instead of giving him a warm
grip of the hand, offers him the tip end
of the long fingers of tho left hand,
which is equal to striking a man in tho
face.
Oh, how few Christian people under-
stand how much force and gospel there
is in a good, honest handshaking!
Sometimes, when you have felt the need
of encouragement and some Christian
removed, but I will never fail you."
And then, as the soul thinks the news
is too good to be true, and cannot be-
lieve it, and looks up in God's face,
God lifts His right hand and takes an
oath, an affidavit, saying: "As I live,
saith the Lord God, I have no pleasure
iu the death of him that dieth.
Blessed be«God for such a Gospel aa
this. “Cut the slices thin," said the
wife to the husband, “or there will not
be enough to go all nrouud for the chil-
dren; cut the slices thin.” Blessed be
God there is a full loaf for every one
that wants it; bread enough’ and to
spare. No thin slices at the Lord’s ta-
ble. I remember when tha Master
Street Hospital in Philadelphia, was
opened during the war, a telegram
came saying: “There will bo 300
wounded men to-nigbt, be ready totake
care of them;" and from my church
there went in some twenty or thirty men
and women to look after these poor
wounded fellows. As they came, some
from one part of the land, some from
another, no one asked whether this man
was from Oregon, or from Massachu-
setts, or from Minnesota, or from New
York. There was a wounded soldier,
and the only question was how to take
off the rags most gently, and put on the
bandage, and administer tho cordial.
And when a soul comes to God, He does
not ask where you came from or what
your ancestry was. Healing for all your
wounds. Pardon for all your guilt.
Comfort for all your troubles.
Then, also, I counsel you, if you want
to get back, to quit all your bad asso-
ciations. One unholy intimacy will
fill^vour soul with moral distemper. In
all the ages of tho church there has not
been an instance where a man kept one
evil associate and was reformed. Among
the fourteen hundred million of the
race not one instance. Go homo to-day,
open your desk, take out letter paper,
stump, and envelope, and then write a
letter something li)te this:
“My old companions; I start this day
for Heaven. Lntill am persuaded you
will join me in this, farewell."
Then sign your name and send the
letter with the first post. Give up your
bad companions or give up Heaven. It
is not ten bad companions that destroy
a man, nor five bad companions, nor
three bad companions, but one. What
chance is there for that young man I
saw along the street, four or five young
men with him, halting in front of a grog
shop, urging him to go in, be resisting,
violently resisting, until after a while
they forced him to go in? It was a sum-
mer night and the door was left open,
and I saw the process. They held him
fust, and they put the cup to his lips,
and they forced down tho strong drink,
d hat chance is there for such a youngm n? 6
I counsel you also seek Christian ad-
vice. Every Christian man is bound to
help you. First of all, seek God; then
seek Christian counsel. Gather up all
the energies of body, mind, and soul.
man has taken you heartily by tho hand, and, appealing to God for success, de-
have you not felt that thrilling through j clnre this day everlasting war against
evei^- fiber of your body, mind and soul, i nil drinking habits, all gambling prac
an eucouragmeut that was just what you
needed? You do not know anything at
all about this unless you know* when a
man tries to return from evil courses of
conduct, ho runs against repulsions in-
numerable. We say of Home man, ho
lives a block or two from the church or
half a mile from the church. There are
people in our crowded cities who live a
thousand miles from the church. Vas^
deserts of indifference between them
and the house pf God. The fact is, we
must keep our respectability, though
thousands and tens of thousands perish.
Christ sat with publicans and sinners.
Bat if there comes to the hpuse of God
a man with marks of dissipation upon
him, people throw np their hands in
horror, us much ns to say, “Isn't it shock-
ing?” How these dainty, fastidious
Christians in all our churches are going
to get into Heaven I don't know, unless
soul. If that man. being an intelligent i they have an especial train of cars,
man. and loving his family, could easily I cushioned and upholstered, each one a
give up that habit, would he not do so*? car to himself! They cannot go without
The tact that he dyes not give it up the great herd of publicans and sinners,
proves it is hard to give it up. It is a 1 Oh, ye, who curl your lip of scorn at
very easy thing to sail down stream, the the fallen, I tell you plainly, if you had
tide carrying you with great force; bnt been surrounded by the same influences,
suppose you turn the boat up stream, is j instead of sitting to-day amid the cul-
it so easy then to row it? As long as we j tured and the refined and the Christian,
yield to the evil inclinations iu onr _vou would have beeu a crouching wretch
hearts, and our bad habits, we are sail- | in stable or ditch, covered with filth and
ing down stream; bnt the moment we abomination! It is not becanse you are
try to turn, we put our boat iu the I uaturallv any better, but because the
rapids just above Niagara, and try to I mercy o? God has prefSHed you. Who
row up stream. Take a man given to
the habit of using tobacco, ns most of
you do, and let him resolve to stop, and
he finds it very difficult. Twenty-seven
years ago I quit that habit, ami I would
as soon dare to put ray right band in
tho fire as once to indulge in it. Why?
Because it was ench a terrific struggle
to get over it. Now let a man be ad-
vised by his physician to give np the
use of tobacco. He goes around not
knowing what to do with himself. Ho
cannot add up a line of figures. He
cannot sleep nights. It seems as if the




age you should be so bard on tho fallen?
I think men also are often hindered
from return by the fact that church are
too anxious about their membership and
too anxious about their denomination,
and they rush out when they see a man
about to give up.-his sin and return to
God, and ask him how he is going to
be baptized, whether by sprinkling or
by immersion, and what kind of a church
he is going to join. O h, my friends! it
is a poor time to talk about Presbyterian
world had turned upside down. Ho j catechisms, and Episcopal liturgies, and
feels his business is going to ruin. ! Methodist love feasts, and baptisteries
iplete fidget. What power is it that
oiled a wave of woe over the earth
The Restoring Effects of a Little Widow
John," said a wife who was supposed W^*P8 nn<l bound with ship cable, and
Where he was kind and obliging ho is
scolding and fretful. The composure
that characterized him has given way to
a fretful restlessness, and he has become
a com
has r l ed
and shaken a portent in the Heavens?
Ho has tried to stop smoking or chew-
ing! After a while ho says, “I am going
to do as I please. The doctor doesn't
understand my cose. I’m going back to
my old habit. And he returns. Every-
thing assumes its usual composure.
His business seems to brighten. The
world becomes an attractive place to
live in. His children, seeing the differ-
ence, hail tho return of their father’s
genial disnosition. What wave of color
has dashed blue into tho sky and green-
ness into tho mountain foliage, and the
glow of sapphire into the sunset? What
enchantment has lifted a world of
beauty and joy on his soul? He has
gone back to tobacco!
Oh, the fact ie, as we all know in our
own experience, that habit is a task-
mnater; as long as we obey it, it does not
ebastiso ns; bnt let us resist, and we
find wo are to bo lashed with scorpion
to be on her deathbed, “in case of
death I think a man of your tempera-
ment and domestic nature, aside froi.;
the good of the children, ought to marry
again.”
“Do you think so, my dear?”
“I certainly* do, after a reasonable
length of time.”
“Well, now, do you know, my dear,
that relieves my minff °f a great bur-
den. 'i 1k> little widow Jenkins has acted
rather demurely toBljne ever since
you w ere taken ill. is.qot the wo-
man that you are, a strong-
minded, intelligent Jtotfiaifr'bf character,
but i.lie is plump an/d pretty, and I am
surf she would make me a* very desir-
able wife.”
he nextdny Mrs. Jo^n was able tn
sit jbp, the following day she went down
re, and on the third day sho w&t
uing a new dress.
thrown into tho track of bone breaking
Juggernauts! During the war of 18lJ
there was a ship set on fire just above
Niagara Falls, and then, cut loose from
its moorings, it came on down throtigh
the night and tossed over the fall
was said to have been a scene bri
beyond all description. Well, the
thousands of men on fire of evil bibit,
coming down through the rapids and
through the awful migbt of temptation
toward flu eternal plunge. Oh! how
hard it ilfio arrest them. God only can
arrest theta-
Suppose a man after five, or ten, or
twenty years of evil doing, resolves to
do right? Why, all tho forces of dark-
ness are allied against him. He cannot
sleep nights. He gets down on bis knees
in the midnight nnd cries, “God help
me!" He bites his lips. He grinds his
teeth. He clenches his fist in his de-
termination to keep bis purpose. He
dare not look at the bottles in the win-
to a man that is coming out of the dark-
ness of sin into the glorious light of the
Gospel. Why, it reminds me of a man
drowning in a sea and a lifeboat puts
out for him, nnd the man iu the boat
says to the man out of the boat: “Now,
if I get you ashore, are you going to live
in my street?" First get him ashore,
and then talk about the non-essentials
of religion. Who cares what church he
joins, if he only joins Christ nnd starts
for Heaven? Oh. you ought to have,
my brother, an illumined face, and u
hearty grip for every one that tries to
turn from his evil way! Take bold of
the same book with him, though his
dissipations shako tho book, remember-
ing that he that couverteth a sinner
from the error of his ways shall save a
soul from death, and hide a multitude of
sins.
Now, I have shown you these obsta-
cles because I want you to understand I
know all the difficulties in the way; but
I am now to tell you how Hannibal may
scale the Alps, and how the shackles
may be unrivited, and how the patlin of
virtue forsaken may be regained. First
of all, my brother, throw yonrself on
God. Go to Him frankly and earnestly,
and tell Him these habits you have, and
ask Him If there is any help in all the
resources of omnipotent love, to give it
to you. JDo not go with a long rigma-
role people call prayer, made up of
“ohs, and “nhs" and “forever and for-
ever amens!" Go to God and cry for
help! help! help! And if you cannot
cry for help just look and live. I re-
member in the war I was at Antietam
a’ml I went into the hospitals after the
battle, and I said to a man, “Where are
you hurt?" He made no answer, but hold
up his arms swollen nnd splintered. I
saw whore he was hurt. Tho simple fact
is when a roan has a wounded soul, all
he has to do is to hold it up before a
sympathetic Lord and get it healed. It
does not take any long prayer. Just
hold up the wound. Oh, it is no small
thing when a man is nervous and weak
and exhausted, coming from his .evil
ways, to feel that God puls to omnipo-
tent arms around about him and aa
dow of a wine itore. It waa one long,v “Young man, I will stand by you!
tices. all houses of sin. Half-and-half
work will amount to nothing; it must be
a Waterloo. Shrink back now and you
are lost. 1’ush on and you are saved.
A Spartan General fell at tho very mo-
ment of victory, but he dipped his fin-
ger in bis own blood and wrote on a
ro«k near which he was dying: “Sparta
has conquered.” Though vour straggle
to get rid of sin may seem to be almost
a death struggle, you can dip your fin-
ger in your own blood and write on the
Rock of Ages, “Victory through our
Lord Jesus Christ."
Oh, what glorious news it would be
for some of these young men to send
home to their parents. They go to tlje
postoffice every day or two to bee
whether there are any letters from you.
How anxious they are to hear.
Some one said to a Grecian general,
“What was tho proudest moment in your
life?" He thought a moment, and said:
“Tho proudest moment in my life was
when I sent word home to my parents
that I had gained a victory." And the
proudest and most brilliant* moment in
your life will bo the moment when you
can send word to you parents that you
have conquered your evil habits by the
Grace of God and become' eternal victor.
Oh, despise not parental anxiety! The
time will come when you will have
neither father nor mother, and you will
go around the place where they used to
watch you and find them g'oue from the
house and gone from tho field, and gone
from the neighborhood. Cry as loud’
for torgiveness as you may over the
monnu in the churchyard, they will not
answer. Dead! Dead! And then you
will take out the white lock of hair
that was cut from your mother's brow
just before they buried her, and you
will take the caue with which your
father used to walk, and you will
think and think and wish that you
had done just as they wanted you
to, and would give tho world if you had
never thrust a pang through their dear
old hearts. God pity tho poor young
man who has brought disgrace on his
father's name! God pity the young man
who has broken his mother's heart!
Bettor if he had never been born— bet-
ter if, in tho first hour of his life, in-
stead of being laid against the warm
bosom of maternal tenderness, he had
beeu coffined and sepnlchered. There
is no balm powerful enough to Leal the
heart of one who has bronght parents to
a sorrowful grave, and who wanders
about trouhgh tho dismal cemetery,
reuding the hair and wringingthe hands
and crying, “Mother! Mother!" Oh, that
to-day, by all tho memories of the past
and by all the hopes of tho future, you
would yield your heart to God! May
your father’s God and your mother's
God be your God forever! •
Bringing Him t® tho Murk.
“And you really love me, Charlie?”
“Love you, Jennie? With all my
heart and soul."
k “Well, I’m glad to hear you say so,
“But what? Surely you cannot have




“Well, I thought if you had loved me
you would have a— that is to say— I
think— I thought, you know, you would
have kissed me before this— that is—”
“Upon my soul, Jennie, knowing yon
were a Boston girl I didn’t dare to, but
here goes now, you bet—" J
Let the curtain fall.
Too Tough.
Farmer’s Wife— Why do yon get tip
and leave that piece of steak?
Tramp— I didn’t ask for work, mi
I asked for something to eat.-
lington Free Pros.
There is nothing like '





Ami Four Times Sentenced to Dismissal
from the Armj, but Still There.
In the esse of Captain George A.
Armes, U. S. A., retired, sentenced by
general court-martial to be dismissed
from the sendee, the President, in con-
sideration of the good service which
this officer has rendered and of some
mitigating circumstances, has com-,
muted the sentence to confinement
within such limits as the Secretary of
War maj prescribe and to deprivation
of the nght to wear the uniform and
insignia of his rank in the army for
five years.
The charges on which Cant. Armes
was convicted were: Publicly and
maliciously assailing Col. Gibson and
Capt. Bourke, and, “without provoca-
tion or justification, making a cowardly
and disgraceful violent public assault
upon the person of his Excellency
James A. Heaver, Governor of Penn-
sylvania, in front of the Riggs House
on March 4.”
Capt. Armes was one of the aids in
the Inauguration Day procession, and
his conduct was such that Adjutant
General Hastings ordered him to bo
piit out. He considered this an insult,
and later he mot Gov. Reaver, the
Grand Marsnal, and assaulted him.
The Governor drew datk and raised
his crutch to strike the officer in de-
fense. He paid no further attention to
the assault, and characterized it as
that of a crazy creature.
Capt. Armes is used to court-mar-
tial. In January, 1868, he was tried
upon charges in connection with his
conduct in the Department of the Mis-
souri and was acquited. Six months
later a number of charges were pre-
ferred against him, but the court-mar-
tial found him guilty of only one of-
fense, and for this he was reprimanded.
Ho was next tried for conduct unbe-
coming an officer and a gentlemen in
March, 1870, was found guilty, and
dismissed from the army. By a special
act of Congress he was restored to the
army in 1878. A vear later, in Octo-
ber, 1879, he was tried by court-martial
and found guilty of depriving the en-
listed men of his company of one-half of
their meat rations, after having ob-
tained the full rations for his com-
mand; of publicly degrading and ar-
bitrarily punishing subordinate officers
without cause and without trial; of
compelling sick men to do duty, and of
seeking to coerce men in his command
to make false affidaits concerning the
matter of short rations. The sentence
dismissal from the army, and
ing the stars. We can give exposures
of many minutes, or of one, two, three,
or four hours, and all the time the
effect is being gradually accumulated.
Hence it is that a star which is alto-
gether too feeble to produce an impres-
sion upon the most acute eye, fortified
by a telescope of the utmost power,
may yet be competent, when a suffici-
ent exposure has been allowed, to leave
its record on the plate. Thus it is
that photographs of the heavens dis-
close to us the existence of stars which
could never have been detected ex-
cept for this cumulative method of ob-
servation that photography is com-
petent to give.— Macmillan's Maga-
zine.
was
President Hayes commuted it to sus-
pension from rank for one year, with
forfeiture of one-half pay and confine-
ment to the limits of his compacv’s
post for that period.
While he was serving this sentence
Armes was once more put on trial for
disobedience of orders and conduct un-
becoming an officer and a gentleman,
and for the third time he was sen-
tenced to be dismissed from the ser-
vice. In this case President Garfield
commuted the sentence of suspension
from rank for six months, loss of one-
half pay, and confinement to his com-
pany’s post for that period. This sen-
tence took effect July 18, 1881. Under
his present sentence ho gets full re-
tired pay.
A Monument to La Salle.
•Mr. McLane, ex-Minister of the
. United States to France, has communi-
cated a letter to President Carnot, in-
forming him that an American— Mr.
Lambert Tree— intends erecting in Chi-
cago, at his owji expense, a monument
to the celebrated French explorer, La
Salle. This is very handsome of Mr.
Tree, and it h a wonder that the Amer-
icans did not think of La Salle before.
Those who have read Mark Twain’s
“Life on the Mississippi” will recollect
the encomiums which the American
humorist lavishes on the French ex-
plorer, who well deserved them. It
was La Salle who, in the seventeenth
centurv, explored the verdant valleys
of Ohio and Illinois, discovered the
estuary of the Mississippi after long
and laborious navigation, and final] v
gave to Franco the fervile province of
Louisiana, which she was destined to
lose by the Treaty of Paris. As Mr.
MoLane points out, Chicago is in the
center of the magnificent region which
the genius of La Salle had recognized
instinctively as destined for a brilliant
future, and which is nowadays covered
by the flourishing cities or capitals of
ten States, which are as so many little
kingdoms. La Salle, in landing on the
shores of Lake Michigan and founding
settlements in Illinois, conceived the
idea of uniting Canada with Louisiana,
and thus forming a vast French coloni-
al empire, bounded on the north by the
Polar Sea and the Atlantic Ocean! and
on the south by the Gulf of Mexico and
the Pacific. La Salle's magnificent de-
signs were, however, frustrated just as
were those of the French settlers in
India, and to-day France, while still
possessing a foothold in Pondicherry
m India, has not an inch of territory in
the Western world. Strange to say,
La Salle has been almost as much ig-
nored by his fellow-coUntrymen as Gen.
Dupleix, the rival of Clive in India;
and few Frenchmen trouble their heads
about the explorer’s eventful history
which M. Pierre Margry has set forth
in his book on “France in the New
World.” La Salle died in the wilds of
America, and his tomb is unknown.—
Paris letter.
Why He Wanted the Police to Arrest
the Monkey.
The Count di Spaghetti came into
the North Harbor Police Station this
morning with a long face and a danger-
ous glitter in his eye.
“I wanta da police.”
“les?” said the Desli Sergeant.
“What’s the matter now, Johnny?"
“I wanta heem to arresta da monk’.”
“ Arrest a monkey ! You can’t get a
policeman to arrest a monkey."
“Sacrissima ! Sacr-r-amento 1” howled
the Count, waving his fingers franti-
cally in front of the Sergeant’s face.
“No arresta da monk’ when he steal? I
swear out da warranta.”
“A warrant don’t go with the mon-
kev, Johnny. What did he do?”
The Count gave a groan.
“0, corix) di baccho! He was a very
bad monk’. You know Julio di Scala
grinda de org’?”
The Sergeant shook his head.
“He owna da monk’. Santa Maria!
I killa heem soma day. Last night he
coma into da wine shop, buy a fine bot-
tla wine. Hesaya, ‘I no gota da mon’.’
I saya. ‘You no geta da wine, den. He
saya, ‘For da lofo of old Italia.’ I saya,
‘No mon,’ no wine.’ Den he putta da
monk’ on da counter, and saya, ‘You
keepa da monk’ till I bringa d’n mon’.’
Da monk’ he looka ver’ sharp, he dansa
little bit. I know he worth moch mon’,
so I say ‘Alla right, for da love of old
Italia you taka da wine, and I keepa
da monk’.’
“Den Julio he go out and da monk'
he dansa ver’ cute, and da shop fill up
pretty soon. Plenta men buy wine,
and I thinks ma\be lot Julio have da
bottla for nothing. When— 0 sacrissi-
ma!— I turn my back, da monk’ grabba
da tweuty-dolla gold piece, shin out da
door, around da corner. I no catcha
heem any more. He taka da mon’ to
Julio di Scala. I Iona do twenty dolla,’
losa da fine bottla wine — maka di Spa-
ghetti sick.”
“You’d better swear out a warrant
for Julio,” suggested the Sergeant, “if
he’s got the money.”
But Count di Spaghetti shook his
head mournfully.
“It was da monk’. You no arrest
heem. I killa heem or busts da org’.”
“lou’ll .get fined another twenty if
you do,” said the Sergeant.
, At this threat Count. Spaghetti
darted out of the door in terror, and
the rich strains of his choice Italian
oaths could be heard echoing from far
up Broadway.— San Francisco Post.
AUGUST BELM0HT.
His MarrUg* to Commodore Ferry*!
Daughter Grow Oat of a Dael.
A romantic story is told about the
first meeting of August Belmont with
the lady who is now his wife. As be-
came her brave blood, the daughter of
Commodore Oliver Perry, “the hero of
Lake Erie,” while still a blooming Bal-
timore belle, had an intense admiration
for personal courage.
It was while she was on a visit to
some relatives in New York that the ac-
tive and sturdy young German banker,
who had at once taken the place in
metropolitan society due the represen-
tative of the powerful house of Roths-
child, became involved in a famous
duel.
At the theater one evening ho was
among a group of young men, and be-
tween the acts one of the partv ex-
pressed his admiration of the beauty of
the ladies present in the boxes, among
whom was Miss Perry. A noted Geor-
gia “fire-eater” standing by, who was
widely feared and avoided as a bully
and a dead shot, made some remark re-
flecting on the virtue of women gener-
ally.
there was silence for a moment,
when young Belmont, a slight, timid-
looking fellow, to the dismay of his
companions, faced the bully and said in
distinct, deliberate tones :
“The dog who could utter such a sen-
timent insults the memory of his own
mother and is unfit for the company of
decent men !"
White with rage, the bully hissed:
“You shall hear from me, sir!"
It was before the war, in the good old
times, and a duel followed, of couu^.
Belmont’s friends gave him up as a dead
man. But when the smoke from the
simultaneous fire of the two pistols had
cleared away it was found that the
bully had a bullet through his heart
and Belmont had a ball in his left leg
below the knee.
He became the hero of the hour, and
soon after he was able to get about he
proposed to the beautiful Miss Perry
and was accepted. He afterward con-
fessed that it was her noble face that
nerved him to resent the imputation on
her sex. To this day he limps painfully,
but his wife is proud of his disfigure-
ment.
A Remarkable glory.
A fair case for investigation by our
Society for Psychical Research is pre-
sented in a little book recently pub-
lished in England, which professes to
give the true story of the discovery of
the fate of the great Arctic explorer,
Hir John Franklin. According to this
writer, Sir John Franklin’s fate was
the subject of a special revelation.
Readers of arctic history are well
aware that the British Government
sent many search expeditions to find
traces of Franklin, but without avail.
According to Rev. Mr. Skewes, a child
of 4 years, the daughter of a Capt.
Coppin, of Londonderry, died in May,
1849, and for many months after reap-
peared in the spirit form to various
members of her family. The Frank-
lin mystery was being discussed every-
where at this time, and a 7-year-old
sister of the dead child, at the sugges-
tion of her aunt, questioned the appa-
rition on the subject.
Thereupon, says the little book,
“there appeared upon the floor a com-
plete Arctic Sea, showing two ships
surrounded with ice and almost cov-
ered with snow, including a channel
which led to the ships.” This scene,
or chart, was copied, and, in answer to
further questions, there appeared upon
the opposite wall, in large, round let--'P0-'
ters, the following: “Erebus and Ter-
Method of Photographing Stars.
When we place in the focus of the
telescope a highly sensitive photo-
graphic plate the vibrations of the
rays of light throw themselves assidu-
ously on the plate and steadily apply
to the task of. shaking asunder th*e
molecules of silver salts in the gela
tine film. Just as the waves of ocean
by incessantly beating against a shore
will gradually wear away the mighti-,l y _____ _____
est cliffs of tne toughest rock, so the
innumerable millions of w aves of light
necessary
engrave the image of the star. It will
be obvious that this process will be the-
more complete the longer the exposure
-*s permitted, and thus we see one of
Economical Living.
While some people who imagine they
are poor are squabbling over whether or
not they can live on $20 per week,
others of whom I have knowledge are
living on $8 a week. They do not stop
to debate about the o.uestion at all, but
go right ahead and do it. Really, it
does not cost much to support life in a
hearty, healthy man, if he has no pride
or nicety about him. Ten cents will
got him a bed for the night in a big,
hot room with forty or fifty companions.
Five cents will get him a bowl of oat-
meal or cornmeal or rice in the morn-
ing. with a slice of bread, ten cents
will get him a plate of meat and vege-
tables at midday, and five cents will
get him all the bread or corn cakes he
wants for supper. All told, the man
who lives in the cheapest lodging-house
in town and Ixmrds at the cheapest
restaurant spends only 80 cents a day
for bring expenses. * Washing costs
him nothing, for he, wears no collars or
cuffs, and w hen his shirt needs soaking
very badly he wrestles with it in the
common bath tub and hangs it up to
dry before the red hot stove before he
goes to sleep. It is possible for him to
save 90 cents a week. 'Longshoremen,
towboys, sailors out of work, and la-
borers of all kinds mingle in the cheap
lodging-house, and there is also a large
percentage of full-fledged or semi-
tramps and beggars, though most of
the genuine tramps scorn to pay for
anything and get themselves committed
to the jail or penitentiary. Let it not
be thought for a moment that the in-
habitants of the cheap lodging-houses
are homogeneous, They are divided
into many classes. The young men go
to one room, the old men to another,
and one of the strangest things found
is the strong disposition of those who
have fallen from propriety to drift to-
gether. I found in one house an ex-
mayor of Brooklyn, an ex-surrogate,
and a priest who was not so very long
ago the pastor of a large parish! Oth-
ers in the same house were ex-mer-
chants, spendthrift heirs, and ex-actors.
They are still aristrocratic, spending
as much as 15 cents for their beds, and
getting it, the Lord knows how. In
their humble rpading room they discuss
the world from the cynical, standpoint
of their wrongs, real or imaginary, and
they would no more associate with the
lodgers in other houses than Qneen
Y’ictoria would accompany her hopeful
eldest son to a London music hall.
Drink has been the cammof downfall
in almost all these cases!— Brooklyn
Eagle..
None Dead, Apparently.
The number of original Harrisonmen
in Washington now is only excceeded
by the numbers of the Third Iowa
Regiment, of which Secretary Noble
was adjutant. Every man who was a
member of that famous fighting regi-
ment during the war, in quest of office,
thinks that he had an especial claim
upon the Secretary of the Interior.
One day Secretary Noble, Assistant
Secretay Bussey, who was Colonel of the
Third Iowa, and Colonel Hasslef the
democratic appointment clerk of the In-
terior Department and a great wag,
were in the secretary’s office when the
door opened and a gentleman from the
wild and wolly West entered the officey
He was welcomed by Colonel Busse.
and General Noble, and the former
said :
Colonel Hasslor, let me make yon ac-
quainted with Major Pickerell, of Da-
kota, formerly of the Tird Iowa.”
Hasler and the major shook hands, and
the former with great gravity said :
“Mfjor, that regiment, I believe, took
no part in the war?”
Well, sir,” replied the major indig-
“I saould think it did. Thatnantly, _____________ .. ____ _ ___
regiment fought in some of the severest
battles of the war.”
“Why, Hassler,” said the secretary,
“What made you ask such a queston?”
“Oh, simply because so maui of its
members are alive,” was Hassler’s re-
ply, and the secretary appeciatiang the
sarcasm, almost fell from his ehair in a
paroxysm of laughter.-— Rag/imp /on
letter.
ror, Sir John Franklin, Lancaster
Sound, Prince Regent Inlet, Point
Victory, Victoria Channel.”
Capt. Coppin is said to have for-
warder! this very definite message from
the unseen world to Lady Franklin,
who was so impressed with it that she
insisted that Capt. Mcdiutock, who
sailed on the final search expedition in
1857, should follow the exact route
thus laid down. This was done, and
the result was the discovery of the
cairn at Point Victory, in which a thin
tin cylinder was concealed, giving the
only written rejiort that ever was
found respecting the loss of the Erebus
and Terror and the death of Sir John
Franklin.
McClintock returned to England,
and was loaded with rewards and hon-
ors for having cleared up the mystery,
but his success, according to Rev. Mr.
Skewes, was entirely due to the fidel-
ity with which ho stuck to the route
laid down by the Londonderry appari
tion. Capt. Coppin’s children are
still living, and Mr. Skewes says that,
though it happened forty years ago,
the story can be verified iu every par-
ticular.
The Psychical Society should lose no
time in holding its inquest on this re
markable narrative.— Bos /on Globe.
Shitting the Blame.
A little Jewess was one day slighted
by the boys and girls of Christian fam-
ilies with whom she was accustomed to
ifpon asking the reason for the sud-
den change of friendship, she received
this answer from the leader of the ma-
jority :
“Our narents say you Jews caused
the death of our Savior.”
“Well, it wasn’t my family,” replied
the little Israelite, “though, between
you and me, I shouldn’t wander if it
w as the Cohens.”— Time.
hr afflicted with Bore Eje«, uee Dr. Isuo
Tnompeon'e Eye Water. Druggist* sell it 25a
It is an nusolfleh policeman who prays
for the coming of the millennium.
First • Pigmy— Anon * Giant.
We are too ept to regard a small ailment much
as we would some pigmy, unpleasant of a»pect
and prankish Indeed, br.t Incapable of serious
mischief. We Ignore the fact that it grows pro-
digiously, strengthens In proportion, and begets
eril progeny. A fit of indigestion, a slight bil-
Ions attack, sensations of nnrest and languor
when the system ehould bare been braced by
reoent sleep, unaccountable nerrousneee, inac-
tivity of the kidneys or bladder— what are these
but thepreenrsors of obstinate and serious bodily
disturbance? In either of the above emergen-
des, common sense and experience unite In In-
dicating Hostetler's Stomach Hitters as the best
preventive. Particularly ehould its uee be
prompt when the languor, yawning, chilliness
down the back, ami feverishness that precede
a malarial attack, manifest themselves. Inclp-
lent rheumatism grows apace. Don't neglect it.
So with constipation and debility.
The Most Valuable Metal.
“If I gave you a pound of metal and
ordered you to make the moat out of it,
what kind of metal would you select?”
asked a well-known jeweler. “Gold,
* I’d
the jew-
- . -j- — — — — . — — — — _nto hair
springs for watches. A pound of such
springs would sell for an even $140,000.”
—Buffalo Express.
Fair Understanding.
A woman in the near vicinity of 45,
and weighing within a pound* of 180,
says the Detriot Free Press, occupied a
seat on the train from Toledo the other
day iu company w ith a sacred-looking
looking young man who probably voted
last fall for the first time. As they
mentioned Detroit and the fact that
they were going to stop here, a citizen
who had a seat ahead turned round and
said he would be glad to give them any
information he possessed.
“Look-a-herc,” said the woman in
answer, “I want a fair understanding
with you at the outset. Who do you
suppose this young man is ?”






“Perhaps he is an acquaintance.”
“He is my husband, sir— married
yestarday— and I don’t want any mis-
take made. A dozen different people
have taken him for my grandson or
nephew, and I am getting tired of it.
He’s my husband, sir— h-u-s-b-a-u-d,
and now go ahead and tell us where
we can find a hotel with family com-
forts for about $1 a day.
The time is not far distant when the
a*?—; .....
Where Woman Has a Grip.
Typewriting is peculiarly woman’s
work. Fully 75 per cent, of the opera-
tors are of this sex. The reasons as-
signed for this are varied. Some at-
tribute the fact to the greater dexter-
ity of feminine fingers and others to
their greater cheapness. Neatness is
also assigned as a reason for employ-
ing women. As the pay of typewriting
operators who are also stenographers
averages about $12 per week, it will
be seen that cheapness is not the least
important element in giving prefer-
ence to the female operators. Quito a
number of the young women get as
high as $25 a week, but they are ex-
ceptionally quick operators. The
number who receive from $5 to $7 a
week is much greater.— C hicago
Tribune.
Muskets and Bayonets in a Tree.
One night, long since, H. T. Huff, a
well-known coal-dealer of Atlanto, Ga.,
while cutting down a bee-tree on his
farm, five miles from Atlanta, on the
Sandtown road, made a strange dis-
covery. The bees were iu a hollow
tree, and Felix Jackson /colored) was
put to work with an ax to hew it down.
“Lawd a-mercy !” exclaimed the negro,
as he dropped his ax and peered into
the opening he had made by the light
of a torch. The negro had discovered
an arsenal whose implements of war
were like the gun of Rip Van Winkle
after his sleep of twenty years. In the
hollow tree were eight old army mus-
kets and two bayonets which luul been
stored away by soldiers twenty-five
years ago. The stocks of the guns had
nearly rotted away and the barrels
were rusted. The tree had grown
about one of the bavonets and made





Lutlo is cute and small ;
Irene la a queen,
Annette la a pet,
Nell la the belle ot the ball;
Di&ntha la wealthy.
Bertha la healthy,
And health la tbs beat of all.
Terfect health keeps her rosy and radi-
ant. beautiful and blooming, sensible and
sweet. It is secured bv wholesome habits
and the use of Dr. Pierce's Favorite I're-
sc-iption. Bertha takes it. and she also
"takes the cake.” The only uuarantred cure
tor those distressing ailments peculiar to
women. Satisfaction or your money re-
turned.
Fon Constipation or Hick Headache, use
Dr. Pierce’s Pellets; Purely Vcgotabio.
One a dose.
He Had It.
“In the coal business, are yon?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Discovered the way to wealth, I
appose r
“I have."
to wealth, dr, is 1,800
A Western School.
Stranger (to Westerner)— How long
does the district school keep this year?
Westerner — Well, the master’s pret-
ty tough. The boys cau’t seem to make
him give it up, the same’s they did the
litlde feller we bad here last year. I
reckon the school will pursue the even
tenor of its way till the end of the
term.
Vigor and Vitality
Are quickly given to avary part of tha body by Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. That Ured feaUng la antirely ovar-
come. The blood la purlOed, enriched and vltallxad.
and carries health Instead of dlaease to every organ.
The atomach la toned and itrengthened. the appetite
reatored. The kidneya and liver are rouaed and Invig-
orated. Tho brain U refreabod. the nervea atrength-
aned. Tie whole ayeteu la built up by Hood'a Baraa-
parlUa.
•I waa all run down and unfit for business. I was
Induced to take a Iwttleo! Hood'a Sarsaparilla, and
It built me right up so that 1 waa aoou able to re sum*
work." D. W. Uhatk, 4 Martin Street. Albany, N. Y..
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Bold by all dniggli.U. |l;ilxfor|3. Prepared only
by C. 1. HOOD It CO.. Lowell. Mass. .
IOO Doses One Dollar
HOMES in CALIFORNIA
ST CO-OrSBATION TH110UOH TUB
Chicago and California Colonisation Comp'ySHS
Johnstown Horror!
WMF iAaaa»**aaaa mamma* aa ..... a*.
.-wr. r a rr.n wan warn.* M iDT.iTi.iti.
DETECTIVES
"V'’’4 " u »*4»f l.,tmtlM.
time to the buMneita. Spare momenta may be prof-
I*0.1.. A frw vseanciea In town*
and clUe;. H. F, JOHNSON A (X). lOIW Main St.
itlrhraond, Va. A’’. 7).— tiatf ag* anil builnui
frperltnrt. Aer-r mind about Huding ttamp for ra-
pit/ n. F. •/ . tr Co.
MI ----------IIENTIOM TltlS PAriR wwt. waime to tetea
CHICHimN'S ENGLISH












At Diustim ard DiAuaa.
IMS CHAILES A. VOUIEI CO.. BsNteSM. B4
Compliments Freely Exchanged.
“Mias Clara,” ho muhnnrod fondly,
can you tell me why yout eyes are like
the stars?”
“No. Why are they ?”
“Because they shine so brightly.
“Ah ! thanks. But you are like the
stars, too, Mr. Dolly.”
“Why, may I ask?”
“Because you stay until daybreak.
And shortly afterward his footsteps
could have been heard, as they put-
tered along tho board walk.
PATENTS mm








Everything to natnre indulges in
amusements. Tho lightning plays, the
wind whistles, the thunder rolls, the
snow flies, the waves leap, and the
fields smile. Even tho trees shoot ant
the rivers and streams run.
'Positively Cured with Vagatsble Rsitsdlss.
Hava cured many thousand
pronounced n< peleaa by the be
first doaa ayiuptnma rapidly 4
days at least two-third* of all syu.uu.uw Brr i.wuTwm.
Bend for free book ot tesUiuouiala of tnfreculoM
cures. Trndaya treatment furalahed free by mail.
Quite naturally it is the man of sea-
soned intellect and ripe experience who
does not seem fresh.— Bing hampton
Bepublican.
HALF RATES
- TO TH* -
Firming Regions
WEST, SOUTHWEST, NORTHWEST.
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_ MEJTS MAGNETIC INHALE
[Patented Jama 19, 11
Pries, One Dollar.
A FIRST MS MUHIEI
Warranted for Fly* Years by tha Manufacturer.
Magnetism and Menthol as a
Remedial and Curative
Agent. ̂
ALL OF THE LATEST ATTACHMENTS AND
IMPROVEMENTS.
California Colonisation.
The announcement of the ‘Chicago and
California Colonization Company* will bo
road with Interest by persons who contem
plate going to California. The C. ii C. C. C.
Is a legitin_ itimate enterprise, and one which
wo are pleased to mention thus favorably.
 Wit undirected by benevolece gener-
ally falls into personal satire, the keen-
est instrment of nnkindness. It is so
easy to Igugh at the expense of onr
friends and neighbors— they furnish
such ready materials for our wit— that
all the moral forces should be arraved
against the propensity, and its earliest
indications checked.
No soap has ever been imitated as much
as Dobbins’ Electric Soap. The market is
/ull ot imitations. Be careful that you are
not 'decreed. . “J. B. Dobbins. Philadelphia
and New York," la stamped on eVery bar.
Bi®, white .nd bln. miu*
’-‘n to cover BO
IP
*M*»me time llDre be
commenced • eerie* ot experiment! with a view to
•« mo mue ere cioitea
. when removed, admit of the
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Wait not till the little hands are at rest
Ere you (111 them full of flowers;
Walt not for tho crowning toberoie
To make sweet the lust sad hours;
But while In the busy household bund
“Thai Ctood mcdltinc.”
Your darlings still need your guiding hand,
Oh, fill their lives with sweetness!
WaitnotJJllthc little hearts are still Ci:
T For’ the loving* look or praise: | Oi L ^
But while you gently chide a fault.]
The good deed kindly praise. _ ap*ejl
^he wofd'yon1 wouTd’siieairiieslde’tlie hlerj"
Falls sweeter far on the living ear;
0 fill young lives with sweetness!
Mr. C. D. Cone, Attorney Parker,
South Dakota, says: “I take pleasure
in saying to the public, as I h*ve to my
feiends and acquaintances for the last
live years, that I consider Chamber-
! Iain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy the best medicine for the pur-
Ijoses it is intended that I ever tried.
Since I have used it I would not be
without it. I was always subject to
cholera morbus and never found any-
thing else that gives the relief that this
n. Ah, what arc kisses on cold clay lip;*.
To the rosy mouth wo press,
When our woo one flics to her mother's arms
For love's tenderest caress! ,
Lot never a worldly bauble keep- '
Your heart from the joy each day should reap,
Circling your llvep with sweetness.
Give thanks, each morn, for the sturdy boys,
Give thanks for the fairy girls;
With a dower of wealth like this at home
Would you rifle the earth for pearls?
Walt not for death to gem Love’s crown,
But dally shower life’s blessings down.
And fill young hearts with sweetness.
Bcmember the homes where the light has fled.
Where the rose had faded away;
And the love that grows In youthful hearts,
O cherish It while you may !
And make your home a garden of flowers.
Whore joy shall bloom through childhood's
hours.
And fill young hearts with sweetness,
remedy does. I never leave home with-
IHout taking it with me; and on many
accasions have ran with it to the relief
of some sufferer and have never known
it to fail. My children always call for
“that good medicine,” when they have
pain in the stomach or bowels. For
sale by HEBER WALSH, Holland,
Midi.
Notice.
Sealed proposals will be received by
the Board of Water Commisrionere, of
the City of Holland. Michigan for the
building of a well Ifi ft.diameter, inside
measurement, and 80 feet deep, to the
clay, from there 6 feet diameter, in-
side measurement and 83 feet deep, to
is desired by all. To obtain it call on
E. HEBOID,
ATTENTION!
A tine lot of
Eighth street. He will you out with
the very best
BOOTSand SHOES
at reasonable prices. An experience of
many years enables him to select the
best stock and to suit all classes of
customers.
the gravel.
Also proposals ....... - ..... .....
the building of a well 6 feet in diam-
will be received for
Tried and Tested.
SUGAR GINGERBREAD.
One and one-half pounds of flour,
one pound of sugar, three-fourths
pound butter, five eggs, ginger, and a
little s&leratus; spread on thin sheets
i^'roll thin.
jumbles.-
> Six cups of flour, three of sugar, ono-
>-alf of butter, four eggs, teaspoon sal-
.ratus dissolved in a ennnf milk unrin-
Biij
cupo k, sp ii
| ale with sugar and bake quickly.
NEWPORT TEA CAKE.
One cup of sugar, one-half cup of
melted butter, one and one-half of
milk, two spoons of cream of tartar,
one of soda and flour to make a stiff
batter; mix the soda and cream of tar-
tar with flour: bake 20 minutes.
CORN SOUP.
One qt. of com, Iqt. sweet milk, 2
eggs, 2 tablespoons flour, one teaspoon
salt. Let the corn cook in one quart of
water, one half hour, having the water
cold when put on the stove, then strain
it. Stir the butter, flour, and salt to-
gether, adding a little of the soup to
mix it. Put it in the soup, and when
it boils add the milk, and when it boils
the second time add the eggs well bea-
ten, not allowing it to boil after the
eggs are added.
MOUNTAIN CAKE.
One pound of flour, three-fourths
pound sugar, one-half pound butter,
eter, inside measurement, 63 feet
deep.
W ell to be built «water tight, in
order to exclude surface water.
All persons bidding on well must
furnish their own plans and specifica-
tions a copy of which must accompany
their proposals.
Bids will be received until 7. P. M.
Aug. 5, 1889.
The Board of Water Comissioners
leserve the right to reject any ami all
bids.
By order of the Board of Water Com-
sinners.
Geo. H. Sipp, Clerk
22— 3w.
We have just received a
bran new stock, and it will be
money in your pocket to call





Try package Durham Coffee.
The City Bakery turns out all kinds
of pies and other pastry work on short
notice. Satisfaction guaranteed.'s. - —
Durham Coffee is elegant.
Consumption Surely Cured.
To the Editor— Please inform your
readers that I have a positive remedy
for the above named disease. By its
timelv use thousands of hopeless case s
have been permanently cured. I shall
be glad to send two bottles of my rem-
edy free to any of your readers who
have consumption if they will send me
their express and i>ost oflice address.
Respectfully,






Send for catalogue of 8.000 plecca of late and
popular Sheet Music. Vocal and Instrumental, all
standard, full size, regular editions. Sold at 10c
each. Special rates to teachers, or on orders of 8
pieces or more. All music publications at cut
prices. Mention thla paper. Address





Applications for the position of j
or for the central and high scl
iani-
hool
buildings, for the coming vear, will be
received l
three eggs, a cup of milk’ a teaspoon of
soda, raisins and ~ ’ * ‘ •spice to taste.
APPLE CREAM.
Six large apples; stew and mash them
to ® Pl,lp» Wnen cold add the whites
•of 6 eggs well beaten. Add 5 spoons
of sugar, stir until creamv, and flavor
to taste.
by the undersgned until Mon-
day July loth, at noon.
Right reserved to reject any and all
bids.
J. C. POST,
Sec’y Board of Education.
July 2nd, 1889. 23 2t
Dress Goods at D. Bertsclfs.
WALNUT PUDDING.
One cup of chopped nuts or raisins,
2 cups of Graham or whole wheat, 4
cup of molasses, i teaspoon of soda, i
enp of milk, steam 2{ hours. ?
From Mrs. L. Conger, Akroin, O
BOSTON BROWN BREAD.
One cup of flour, two cups Indian
meal, two cups rye meal, two thirds
cupof molasses, two cups milk, one
teaspoonful of soda, two teaspooufuls
of cream of tartar. Do not sift the
meal. Boll steadily in a greased pail
or mould tightly covered three and a
half or four hours.
Mrs. Col. Leiber, U. S. A.
TWO RECIPES FOR COCOANUT CAKE.
One-half pound flour, one-half pound
sugar, one teacupful sour cream or
milk, small teaspoon saleratus; flavor
with rind of lemon, four eggs; bake in
pans an inch and a half thick one
grated cocoanut.
Two cuds of butter, three of sugar,
one of milk, one-half teaspoonful sale-
atus, four eggs, four cups flour, one
cocoanut grated and put in lightly at
ifthe last; bake in two loaves.
RUSK.
Melt one-half pound butter and mix
two-thirds of a pint of milk; flour to
make a thick batter; add three table-
apoonfuls of yeast and set the batter
in a. warm place to rise. When light
beat two eggs with one-half pound of
rolled sugar, work into the batter with
the hand, add a teaspoonful salt.a little
cinnamon, and flour to make them suf-
ficiently stiff to mould them into cakes
the size you make biscuit, lay them on
flat, buttered tins, let them remain un-
til of a spongy lightness before baking.
They win bake in about fifteen min-
utes in a quick oven. ,
Mis. Maxwell.
Ladies try the “Tricora” corset. For
sale at D. Bertsch’s dry goods store.
BEATS THE3I ALL !
It equals any 5 or 6 dollar
shoe for style, durability and
comfort.. Other advertised
$3.00 shoes are full of nails
which hurt the feet, but these
shoes are entirely free from
them.
Try these Shoes
And you will wear no other.
For sale by
J. D. HELDER,
who always keeps on hand a|




These buggies will be sold cheap.
The improved Ira I. Hunt Spring
Tooth Harrows and Cultivators kept in
stock. Steel clad on bottom without
extra charge to purchasers, and farmers
need not be afraid to purchase them,
as there is no royalty to pay, as there
is, or may be on some other harrows.
The SI. JoNcph Iflamiraefuring
Co. Plow* ami Repair*. Tlie*c
are the he*t.
My shop is the best place in Holland
to have your wagon or buggy repaired
and painted.
The Dew Trace Brace and Common
Sense Sand Band is now used on my
wagons. This is a good thing. Call
and see it.
Farmers and other good citizens are
invited to call at my wagon works and
examine the tine stock I have on hand.
All goods sold are warranted.
JACOB FLIEMAN,
Holland, Mich.
Holland, Saugatuck and Chicago
NIW AND STAUNCH I’-SStNOER STEAMER
“KALAMAZOO”
Just Receive!
at D.Bertsch’s, a large
stock of Spring Shades
ot Henrietta and other
Dress Goods, direct
from New York.
Come and see them,
and get yonr first
choice.
Also a large stock
of Dryof all kinds
Goods.
I will sell them
cheaper than any







and I don't ant
anytAinpeJse.
IVe triea it and
/Crtovv all & bout it
'JoltyT/IR is mack ty
CLOTHING
J ust received at
E. J. HARRINGTON'S.
A first-class line of
Family G icccris
Constantly kept instock.
Leaves Saugatuck, at C p. m., on Monday.
Wednesday and Friday, arriving lu Chicago at 5
o'clock next morning.
Leaves Graham & Co’s dock, foot of Wabash
Ave., Chicago, at 3 p. m. on Tuesday, Tbnraday
and Saturday, arriving at Saugatuck next morn-
ing in time to connect with steamer fur Holland.
FA RE-From Holland to Chicago, $2; Round
trip. 83.25, Sleeping accommodations free,
Buy an OIL STORE !
It is just the thing to do all kinds of
cooking in the summer.
Elegant Passenger Accommodations!
[omMoBle Sleeping £irt$s!
WALLACE B. GRIFFIN. Manager
ge assort e of all
kinds of footwear.
PARSONS’
Children Cry for Pitchers Castoria, BllSHieSS College.
Kalamazoo, Michigan.When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she wss a Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria
The only College in the U. 8. that runs a regu-
lar Bank of Real money in connection with the
College. The practical ax stem on which the In-
stituUon ie conducted is increasing its patronage
Buy Douglas’ $2.00 Boy’s shoe, the
liest article for boy's wear in the mar-
ket. For sale at Van Duren Bros.
Parasols, cheajier than ever before at
D. Bertsch’s.
Constipation
Demands prompt treatment. * The re-
mits of neglect may be serious. Avoid
all harsh and drastic purgatives, the
tendency of which is to weaken the
bowels. The best remedy is Ayer’s
Pills. Being purely vegetable, their
action is prompt and their effect always
beneficial. They are an admirable
Liver and After-dinner pill, and every-
where endorsed by the profession.
SPRING





But don’t wait when you want to buy
Watchs, Clocks,
Jewery, Silverware,
But everything kept in a first-class
JEWELRY STORE
But go to
0. BREYMAN & SON
The best Oil Stove In the market is the
GRAND
OIL STOVE
which is kept on sale at
J. B. Van Oort’s
HAEDWARE STORE,
Eighth Street.
The ‘'Grand'' gives perfect satisfaction
and is the best oil stove
manufactured.
And be assured of good goods, low
pnees and courteous treatment.
Give Me u Call and Examine
Hit* Stove.
J. B. VAN OORT.
" Ayer’* Pills are highly and univer-
sally anoken of by the peopL _
here. I make daily use of them in m1
le about
practice.” -Dr. I. E. Fowler, Bridgt
l»ort, Conn. y
"I can recommend Ayer’s Pills above
all others, having long proved their
value as a cathartic for myself and
family." - J. T. Hess, Lelthsville, Pa.
'• For several years Ayer’s Pills have
been used In my family. We find them
au
HUCKLEBERRY CAKE,
Two cups of flour, 1 of sugar, 1 table-
“>ODful of butter (about an ounce), 1
t huckleberries, 1 heaping teaspoon-
of baking powder, 1 cup of milk.
Beat the sugar, butter, and eggs to-
gether, add the milk, mix the baking
powder with the flour, and sift through
a sieve; put in a little salt; lastly stir
In the berries; bake in muffin or gemPans. Mrs. F. P. S.
RECIPE FOR TOMATO CATSUP.
Effective Remedy
for constipation and indigestion, and
are never without them in the house.”
— Moses Grenier, Lowell, Mass.
“ I have used Ayer’s Pills, for liver
troubles and indigestion, during many
years, ami have always found them
prompt ami eftidenU n^thelr action.” -
Boil one bushel of ripe tomatoes,
•strain them through a seive, add one
I Buffered from constipation which
assumed such an obstinate form that I
feared it would cause a stoppage of the
bowels. Two boxes of Ayer’s Pills ef-
feeted a complete cure.” -D. Burke,
Saco, Mo.
1
jr r . . . “ ro**c, uuu
quart of white wine or apple vinegar, 1
pint of salt, i lb. of brown sugar, 2 oz.
of cloves, 8 oz. of stick cinnamon, 2 oz.
of allspice, 1 oz of cayenne pepper, i lb.
of white mustard seed. Boil steadily
down to half the quantity, and it is
ready for use.
Mrs. John A. Logan.
— From Jlome Magazine.
I have used Ayer’s Pills for the past
thirty years and consider them an in-
valuable family medicine.----- „ ----- ---- - I know of
no better remedy for liver troubles,
anil nave always found them a prompt
cure for dyspepsia.”- James. Quinn, DO
Middle st., Hartford, Conn.
"Having been troubled with costive-
ness, which seems inevitable with per-
A Sensible Wan.
' Would use Kemp's Balsam for the
^-^at and Lungs. Ills curing more
l of Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bron-
d all Throat and Lung
any other medicine,
has auteorized any
you a Sample Bottle
you of the merit of
8 Bottles 60c and $1.
sous of sedentary habits, I have tried
A .vers Pills, hoping for relief. . I am
clad to say that they have served mo
ktter than any other medicine. I
arrive at this conclusion only after a
faithful trial of their merits.” — Samuel
T. Junes, Oak st., Boston, Mass. , •
Ayer’s Pills,
PBEPABKD HV
Dr. J. c. Ayer. & Co., Lowell, Mast.






At the store of
We Lave in our employ a
first class watchmaker and are
prepared to do repairing of all
kinds in a satisfactory manner
and on short notice.
G. Van Patten Si Sons
Also a large stock of
Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
including Fancy Woolen Shirts, White
Shirts, Collars and Cuffs, Hats
and Caps, Neckties, &c.
The largest and finest assortment of
BUTTON'S
in the city.
A FULL LINE OF
Family Groceries
KEPT IN STOCK.
Give Us a Call.
Yonr Land Title.
1 1 have the only set of Ab-
stract books in Ottawa county
and am prepared to, furnish
abstracts of all land titles in
the county, promptly and at
reasonsblf prices. I also buy
and sell real estate, and draw
up deeds and mortgages for




We sell goods cheaper than
ever and are constantly adding
to our stock all the latest de-
signs and novelties in Jewelry
and Plated Ware.
AGENTS STRIKE at once to Hell the ouly
AUTHENTID AND COMPLETE
History of the Johnstown Flood.
Profusely Illustrated,
with view* of all sorts connected with the terrl-
hie scenes of the mighty Inundation. Price f2.
Liberal terms. Thousands want it. Demand is
Immense. Fend quickly 4')c tor outfit to
Palestine publishing co.,
Elkhart, Indiana.
Call on us and examine our goods,
learn our prices and be conuinced.
O. BREYMAN & SON.
Holland. Mich., March 15, 1888.
Chicago & West Michigan R’y.
TIME TABLE.
Taking Effect June 16, 1839
Trains Arrive and Depart from Holland as below :




























done at this Office.
Dp Irate i lie feta,
Dealers in
FRESH, SAIT, AND SMOKED
MEATS-
Parties desiring
Choice Steaks and Roasts
Are especially invited to call.
Market on River Street
DE KRAKER & DE KOSTER.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 3, 1888. -1-
PEERLESS DYES best
For BUCK STOCKINGS.1 Ika* "either
etnas. Wash Oat Nar Fade.
Sold by Druggists. Also
Peerless Bronre Palnts-6 colors.
Peerless Laundry Bluing.
Peerless Ink Powders— 7 color*.
Peerless Shoe ft Harness Dressing.






Wb'Vi : *.V 
e'.oji tli :i» . ..• ..
return .vi » l •
I ha vo n. .i'.o i.
m's,
FAIL! KG S/ r.XV'JZS,
A life-long I ••. •' .v * • •..• I. **,
Comb tli*? w .r- • • -  ivi
fiiiledM no i* •- - t .• v- • .v : x
cure. Send .- • ?.••• : • ;«
Bottle of m:- iNi - 1 •. >i
Expre-fi nti'’ . . r.-i'li.
Ingfur atrial, ninJ I: > .-i >• .'c .. . .. . Jr.-sA










• Dally. Other trains dailv except Sunday.
Palace bleeping Cars to and from Chicago o
Isht trains. **nig rains.
Ti«.icketa to all points in the United States and
Canada.
W. A. GAvETT. Asrilt. Gen. Pan
J. F. REEKIE, Gen. Past, and Tkt






$8 8HOI FOR LADIES.
S|°K.Rl ___
____________ >¥?’ IcmSi, shoes.
Fraudulent when my name and price are not stamped



















Meyer, Brouwer & Co. Q|j
iii
